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INTRODUCTION
In an effort to depth the study of the national history
and strengthen military identity and cultural image of the
Ecuadorian Army, through the publication and dissemination
of historical facts, the Center for Historical Studies of the
Army was established by Order of Command No.910013SGE-VII, issued in June 1991.
This time, the Center for Historical Studies of the Army,
with the consent of the Education and Doctrine Command,
presents the summary of the military History a collection of
eight booklets with the healthy desire to contribute to the
enrichment of the content of axiological education programs,
that within the system of military education is taught in our
schools.
The work consists of eight thematic components
outlined in the Collection of the General History of the Army,
beginning with aboriginal armies, militias, the independence
movement of the August 10, 1809, the organization of the
phalanges and the patriot army, holocaust of August 2,
1810, the revolution of October 9, 1820 and the campaign to
liberate Quito.
The booklet No. 2 introduced into the analysis of the
Army in the wars of independence, the dissolution of
the Gran Colombia and the legal birth of the Ecuadorian
Armed Forces.
The pamphlet No.3 presents a leading Republican Army
in the life of the nineteenth century, which leads us to the
study of future developments of the Alfarist Revolution
consequences; the final reopening of the Military Academy,
the arrival of Chilean and Italian military missions, and the
different rebellions given against the governments of the
time, as discussed dynamically on the brochure No.4.
The study of the political and military consequences of
the international campaign of 1941 and the post war with its
various consequences that affected the life of the country, is
3
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used on the brochure No. 5; then leads us to reflect on the
performance of the Army Ecuadorian before and after the
conflict in the Cordillera del Condor in 1981, discussed and
validated in the prospectus No. 6.
Contemporary military victory, in which many are actors
and witnesses of the war of 1995, is narrated and analyzed
in the brochure No.7, in addition to detailed political and
military history and highlight the memory of our heroes.
Finally, the booklet No. 8, discusses the new role of the
Ecuadorian Army in the security and development of the
country in the last decade of the twentieth century.
Our special thanks to Lieutenant Colonel (retired)
Édison Macias, writer and military historian, and Bachelor
David Andrade, professional editor and advisor to the
Ministry of Defense, who made possible the preparation and
publication of this valuable work.
The effort made in this summary military history, marks
a contribution to daily activities and organizes our historical
memory that aims to disclose a source of knowledge,
enabling us to meet deeds, acts of courage, honor behaviors,
ethics and learn the lessons of the past mistakes.
We hope that this collection will help to fill a gap in the
knowledge of our history and serve as a motivating means
to strengthen the civic spirit of our people.
Tcrn. Cristóbal Espinoza Y.
Director of the Centre for Historical Studies of the Army.
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ABORIGINES ARMIES
Since immemorial times the war has been a phenomenon
of death and destruction, but paradoxically a means of
subsistence, imposition and also of subjugation.
It is therefore understandable that our indigenous
exercised in the American continent, the universal practice
of conquest and the imperative necessity of the defense.
Before this requirement to survive made that the imagination
and initiative of the tribes invented systems of defense,
communications, logistics, survival and even rudimentary
tactics and strategies, which have been implemented in their
intermittent or prolonged military action.
When the first invasion Inca territories to the north,
of the so-called Tahuantinsuyo, the different indigenous
tribes that warned the danger in their territorial positions,
led alliances that they translate successfully deal with their
powerful enemies.
In their preparation for war, they were taking into
account systems pitched fortification by building pucaraes
or strengths strategically located.
Similarly, the manufacture of offensive and defensive
weapons, gathering supplies, increased agricultural
production, quartering, horizontal coordination with
friendly tribes, intensified spying and communications
system activation through messengers, the fires and smoke
to emit visual cues in addition to the sounds of horns, drums
and snails as auditory conventional signals.
The conduct of warfare was the responsibility of the
head, or apu curaca Tribe, who are supported by family
members and those considered the wisest and reckless.
As time and involvement in the wars was continuously
passed, acquired combat experience, but little changed
conception of war: his face painted to give the appearance of
ferocity, entered the mass combat, tried to remove the heads;
warriors armed with slings, spears, clubs, bows and arrows,
6
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Offensive weapons (Plates Ecuadorian Education Editions.)

and amid terrifying cries, life or privileged to continue living
were played.
Other forms of warfare.
For its superior culture, being actors and then the
invasion of the subject tribes conquerors, the Incas imposed
their customs, including those that involve the peculiarities
of combat.
In this respect, Colonel Angel Isacc Chiriboga illustrates:
“Every man should know how to handle weapons and being
a soldier ... however, it was occupied by a set time (in war),
then allowed him to return to rest among his own... In his
army had body slingers, spearmen and sergeants... the first
boss was the same Inca, but always had a general who was
head of the troops... I was under his command other chiefs or
captains... Each group had its logo and army, flag or ensign
of the Inca.”1
Francisco de Jerez, referring to how aboriginal armies
fought comments: “On the front the slingers come... bring
shields that they make narrow and very strong... behind
these tablets come with clubs and axes other weapon... the
club is as large as the fist, with five or six sharp tips metal;
1 Chiriboga, Ángel I. , Revista El Ejército Nacional, N° 22, 1925
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Defensive Weapons (Plates Ecuadorian Education Editions.)

axes are the same size and larger, the metal blade of a wide
span of these come... after another with little spears thrown
like darts, in the rear come with long spears boobies .. All are
divided into teams with their flags... “2
The combat system used by aboriginal warriors in
general, coincide with the stories that make Peruvian
historian Carlos Zabala Oyague, Francisco Jerez and other
chroniclers who witnessed or collected information from
contemporary sources.

WARS OF CONQUEST
A mid-fifteenth the Incas decided to extend their
dominions to the north. They came and conquered Cajamarca,
Huancabamba Ayabaca and Bald, but not before fighting to
sustain their advocates. Subjected avocados, many of them
were sent as mitimaes to Cuzco.
Aware of the progress of the invaders, the Canaris chief
commanding Duma held its bloody battles with the Incas.
Some came out triumphant actions so Tupac Yupanqui,
who led the invasion, called reinforcements. Finally, under
the Canaris, “his nation ceased to belong to the Kingdom
2 Transcript “To the slaughter of the last Inca”, in History of Ecuador, Volume 3
of the Editorial Salvat.
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of Quito, and breaking ties and promises he joined, such as
paltas, to the Inca empire.”3
The next target of the Incas was to bring to Puruhá
-Quitus- Caranqui confederation had their domains in the
north. Hualcopo Duchicela supported by Epiclachima
assumed to defend their threatening territory. It focuses on the
strengths and builds Tixibamba Achupallas and Pumallacta.
In Tiocajas and Tixán the bloodiest fighting, which claimed
thousands of casualties in the two armies that stood between
the death of Epiclachima in Tiocajas escaped.
Hualcopo Liribamba had to fall back from there it
moved to Mocha accompanied Calicuchima, son of late
Epiclachima, where he received from Tupac Yupanqui
ordered to surrender requirement was denied.
In Latacunga were concentrated commanding Pillahuaso
warriors from different tribes: Puruháes, Panzaleos, Quitus,
Cayambis and Caranquis but after bitter battle were defeated
and the town was destroyed, its inhabitants, replaced by
mitimaes brought from different parts of the Tawantinsuyo.
Died Hualcopo took charge of defending his son
Cacha Duchicela. Attacked and destroyed a small group of
invaders who left the Inca in different garrisons, believing it
had definitely gone through their opponents.

Baton of command.
Huayna Capac by his father’s death Tupac Yupanqui,
had to take responsibility for driving the Inca army. It fell to
confront the heroic resistance of the subjects of shyri Cacha.
Achupallas, and finally Caranqui Cochasqui constituted
defense fronts stopped for some time that the overwhelming
advance of the Incas.
“In plain Atuntaqui Bossano-Guillermo writes, perished
the last of the shyris (Catcha), but the rest of his troops fled to
3 Pareja Diezcanseco, Alfredo, History of Ecuador, Volume I, House of Ecuadorian Culture, Quito, 1954
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Illustration of Ingapirca. (Jorge Juan and Antonio de Ulloa, XVIII century.)

Caranqui, and there long held with Huayna Capac tenacious
and stubborn war...”
The Quito soldiers who survived fled Caranqui and
other surrounding areas, were persecuted and killed by the
Incas and their bodies thrown into the lagoon Yaguarcocha,
near the current Ibarra.
To consolidate the political and military power, Huayna
Capac took as wife Princess Cacha and began the task of
pacifying his immense kingdom.

WAR OF BROTHERS
At the time of Huayna Capac´s death, his sons Atahualpa
and Huascar were favored with unmatched inheritance: the
rule of Cuzco for Huáscar and Atahualpa for Quito’s territory.
There are several causes that could generate discontent or
10
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dissatisfaction in the two
brothers, but the only
historical reality it was
the beginning of a bloody
war that would last for
several years, at the cost
of thousands of dead and
wounded.
Huáscar by attempting
to punish his brother, ordered
that a large army under the
command of Atoco, to march
north where should receive
reinforcement of the Canaris
allies. In Tomebamba the
first clashes were reported.
Atahualpa’s troops were
defeated and persecuted by
Atahualpa organized the Army
counter offensive of Quito.
his enemies.
In plain of Mocha
another bloody battle took place, the result favored again the
Inca Atoco and his ally Canari Chapera. The Quito troops
continued the retreat to the rear trying to organize the stepped
cross resistance to slow the progression of the southern and
Atahualpa allow time to organize and strengthen his army.
Meanwhile, Atahualpa and his generals Quisquis,
Rumiñahui Calicuchima and had concentrated his army
in the vicinity of Ambato where they managed to defeat
his enemy. It was so bloody battle that González Suárez
historian narrates us: “Years later, they still look the
conquerors reached the battlefields whitening with the
crowd of the unburied bones.”4
In this battle, according to Benjamín Carrión, “the
general of the troops of Huáscar and Chapera, the rebellious
4 González Suárez, Federico, “General History of the Republic of Ecuador,” Ariel
Classics, No. 34.
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subject who originated this fratricidal war, were tied to a tree
and killed by arrows.”5
By knowing in Cuzco the defeat of his army, Huascar
appoints Huanca Auqui new commander of the forces that
had to be renewed and strengthened.
In the vicinity of Tomebamba, possibly in mid-1529,
another formidable confrontation was staged. The initiative
of Atahualpa and his generals to attack by surprise in the early
morning, he made his adversaries were declared in defeat,
left the battlefield and even the city of Tomebamba, and
headed Cusibamba, where he made another

confrontation.
Cieza de León briefly narrates this battle: “In the
province of the Paltas near Coxobamba (Cuxibamba), found
each other... they say that Atahualpa was placed in a Cerrillo
(climbed a hill). Atahualpa was victorious killed one another,
more than 35,000 men and many were injured.”
In this battle, according to the version of the Spanish
chronicler, Atahualpa controlled and directed the battle from
a hill, and using messengers gave the relevant provisions.

WAY TO CUZCO.
The defeated forces Huanca Auqui fleeing south,
concentrated in Cajamarca where ten thousand soldiers
Chachapoyas were incorporated.
In this regard, Luis Andrade Reimers, transcribed
fragment chronicler Cabello de Balboa: “It could get Guanca
Auqui to Cajamarca where found, mandated by Huascar,
medium and reinforcing his army, especially Chachapoyas
found ten thousand Indians who were famous and marked “6
In Cochahuaila confrontation occurred. Quisquis
attacked chachapoyas they were outnumbered, producing
them eight thousand casualties, and then the rest of the
5 Carrión, Benjamin, “Atahualpa” Ariel Classics No. 38.
6 Reimers Andrade, Luis, “The Heroic Century” N ° 23, 24, the Joint Command
of the Armed Forces.
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imperial army was not defeated. The situation allowed
installed Atahualpa in Cajamarca headquarters, arranged
the booking commanding Rumiñahui and decided that
Quisquis and Calicuchima continue the campaign against
cuzqueñas troops. Probably in August 1531, the army came
to the village Quito Huamachuco thence in its advance had
bouts of low intensity as that performed on the banks of
river Huari, possibly in November 1531, but in the field of
Bonbon, in a bloody battle, the victory obtained Quisquis
forces and Calicuchima.
Before entering the valley of Jauja, in the valley of
Yanamarca in late 1931, again Quito Army won to the troops
of Cuzco. The defeat prompted Huanqui Auqui were replaced
with Maita Yupanqui. A part of the army of the new commander,
took position in the gunpoint of Angoyacu river, ideal for
defense landform, so stopped and delayed the advance of his
opponent, but the Cusco were finally eliminated, allowing
the victorious army continue the overwhelming progress
towards your ultimate goal: the Cuzco. But before conquering
the desired objective had to be the battle of Catabamba and
capturing Huascar; the final blow made the victorious army in
Quipaipán, at the entrance to the sacred city of the Incas, where
entered victorious and impose their conditions.
In conclusion, the Quito military campaign had
concluded successfully. Fierce fighting and battles Ambato,
Molleturo, Tomebamba, Cusibamba, Bonbon, Yanamarca,
Angoyacu, Catabamba, Bonbon, Yanamarca, Angoyacu,
Cotabamba and Quipaipán, were indelible landmarks of
two armies were drawn into the war and unconsciously,
led to the disunity and weakness of a race which was then
subjected to the sword of the Spanish conqueror.

BEGINNING OF THE CONQUEST
Francisco Pizarro and his fellow adventurers had
arrived in November 1532, the town of Cajamarca where
14
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Father Valverde baptized Atahualpa before he was hanged,
(Taken from Alberto Torres).

Atahualpa was. The astute and audacious conqueror,
through emissaries, managed an interview would take place
on November 16, 1532.
On that date, the Quito monarch, accompanied by his
court and thousands of subjects, go to the plaza where he
was to meet with the Spanish boss.
As there was nobody began to get impatient, but
suddenly appeared Friar Vicente Valverde accompanied by
his interpreter, the Indian Felipillo, and with Bible in hand
began to speak of religion and suggest that a single king
who ruled must obey the across the seas, and then handed
the Bible that was thrown to the ground.
This gesture of anger Atahualpa was enough for the
carnage began. The planned trap to capture the unsuspecting
Atahualpa was perfect: “The troop was organized in four
groups: three of cavalry under the command of Hernando
15
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de Soto, Hernando Pizarro and Sebastián de Benalcázar;
infantry platoon commanded by Pedro de Gandia. The
cavalry was concealed in the halls of the buildings that were
on the sides of the square; infantry in another building...
Pizarro chose twenty crossbowmen escorts”.7
All Spanish troops were wildly launched the attack,
causing an unknown number of dead and wounded.
Francisco Pizarro, risking his own life, managed to capture
alive the startled monarch, to then be prosecuted, convicted
and eventually executed. Shortly before his death he was
baptized on August 29, 1533 or July 26 of that year, because
until now, historians do not match the exact date of his death.

RUMIÑAHUI LEADS THE RESISTANCE.
Rumiñahui had a hard task: to organize a disorganized
and demoralized army, promote unity, knowing that Canaris
had allied conquerors, raise self-esteem, enhance it and make
it operable again and disciplined.
In front, as dangerous adversary, no longer have the
ambitious Inca invader, but a group of strangers, driven
by the power, glory and wealth. These were Spanish
adventurers commanded by Sebastian Benalcázar, who
received the support of thousands of indigenous Canari to
serve as scouts, guides, porters and even fighters .
Stretching strengths, continuous harassment and deadly
traps, the Spanish arrived in the vicinity of Tiocajas thanks
to guides Canaris warned the danger posed by open pits
on the road, at the bottom were nailed picket conveniently
camouflaged. Finally, Tiocajas would become the scene of
an intense battle. Fell dead and wounded on both sides,
but mostly indigenous, and when the battle was in favor of
Rumiñahui and the Spaniards were hoping for a miracle,
night came to cover the incident field.
7 Paredes Aguilar, Hector, “The wars of conquest in Latin America”, University
Edition, Quito, Ecuador.
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The general Rumiñahui leader of the indigenous resistance (Indoamerica Square).

The Spaniards seized bonfires to give the impression that
remained on the ground but moved away surreptitiously
place, towards Riobamba, but were soon pursued by his
opponents, who only stopped when the May 17, 1534 erupted
on Cotopaxi, “causing on indigenous disordered dispersion,
as it revived the belief that their gods were angry by the
fighting that had starred... the fury of an Andean volcano
this time favored the frightened and surprised Spaniards.”8
However, Rumiñahui achieved to regroup his army and
heads to Quito, to destroy and hide the treasures that were
there. Arriving at what was once a thriving city, Benalcázar
found only rubble.
So, I had to capture the facilitator of frustration, so he
began an intense persecution that succeeded in capturing
the Indian leader, as stated in a report of June 25, 1535: “They
8 Macías Núñez, Édison, “Life, struggle and achievements of our heroes,” Editorial Teaching Freire, Riobamba, Ecuador, 1984.
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seized (captured) to the lords of this province... that are
Rumiñahui, Zopozopangui, Quimbalimbo, Razo Razo and
Nina...”9

COLONIAL MILITIAS
Spain gradually extended its dominions in America,
because without remnants of Indian resistance, could secure
their territories.
By elementary logic, the Spanish monarchy had to
ensure that their territories might be tempted or usurped by
other foreign powers, who also had their own in the colonial
system of power and expansion.
For these reasons, should have an army to protect its local
properties, but as maintenance and training an armed force
was quite expensive, so they had to look at other alternatives.
One of these, the militias, had temporary presence, could
be organized and trained according to the circumstances,
while members of the standing army enjoyed the emoluments
throughout the year; also well-trained and equipped militia
armament of time could be the reserve of professional troops.
Also were divided into two varieties: urban and rural.
Urban militias received elementary instruction of infantry,
cavalry, dragoons; remained in cities and their members
received salary only in time of war or instruction. Rural
militias remained in small towns and in the countryside.
With the passage of time the militias evolved, especially
with the Bourbon reforms: in seeking to develop the Spanish
economy at the expense of its colonies, should increase
military forces with the organization of militia units to which
they were given proper training and provision of arms and
equipment.

9 Andrade, José Antonio, “Rumiñahui” unpublished pamphlet, 1988. Transcribe
a fragment of the record that is in the first book of the Cabildo de Quito.
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Spanish Army uniforms (Julio Albi, “The Indias defense).

Militias in the revolution of Las Alcabalas.
The July 28, 1592, when he was president of the Royal
Audience of Quito Dr. Manuel Barros de San Millán, was
received in Quito a royal willingness to put into effect
collection of the sales tax, or the tax of 2% on the price of
items being sold on the public market and trade in general.
The people of Quito refused to comply with such a
mandate, so the viceroy of Peru, sent General Pedro de Arana
with sixty men to put down the rebellion. The Quito knew the
fact when the general was barely Chimborazo. Immediately the
population organized militia groups with military appearance.
Regarding this fact, the historian Miguel Angel Puga:
“The heads ignited to the plebs… and self elected head of
confidence to serve as captains of the militia, which in Quito
was rapidly improvising”.10
10 Puga, Miguel Angel “yesterday Quito, Quito usual”, SAG, Middle Millennium Collection, Vol XI, Printing Graphic Production, Quito, 1993.
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Spanish Army uniforms (Julio Albi, “The Indias defense).

Anyway, before long, the members of the militia were
given military ranks. Pedro Zorrilla Cabildo granted him
the rank of general in chief; Don Alonso Moreno Bellido,
Camp Master; lieutenant Diego Zorrilla; cavalry captain
Martin Jimeno; Infantry captains Juan de la Vega, Francisco
de Olmos and Pedro de Llerena.
The assassination of prosecutor Moreno Alonso de
Bellido, whose authorship was endorsed to President Barros
of San Millán, exacerbated the mood of Quito, who were
ready to fight the troops of General Arana, who demanded
return to Peru. The King of Spain, Philip II, knowing the
riots in Quito, replacing ousted President Barros with Mr.
Esteban Marañón, who must exercise the function of visitor
of the Audiencia de Quito.
This historical episode was the first expression of
defiance of Quito, although at a high price of blood: of
Bellido Alonso Moreno, Martin Jimeno, Diego and Pedro de
Arcos de Llerena died during the revolution.
20
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Eugenio Espejo, precursor of independence. (Municipal Museum of Quito).
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Militiamen and pirates.
In order to defend
against
pirate
raids,
Guayaquil
organized
according to the needs,
bodies of militia were in
addition to those coming
from Quito and other
towns in the Sierra.
In 1687, the danger
of pirates landed in
Guayaquil,
the
city
prepared for the defense:
“The
three
militia
companies totaling 250
men in total, were put on
alert from Friday April
18 until dawn on Sunday
20 and 10 rounds were
distributed to each soldier.”
Colonel Juan Salinas, first commander
11
of the Army Quito.
But not only Guayaquil
was considered as a target
for pirates, also raised hypothesis that even considering
Quito could be visited by those criminals of the sea.
However, the danger posed by the pirates made the
coastal cities actively organize their defense, as Camilo
Destruge says: “To Guayaquil corresponded a battalion of
six companies of militia, a master of the camp, and a sergeant
major six captains... the bodies of Guayaquil militias were
organized in 1796 and, as a rule, was kept garrisoned unit
three or four companies of fifty men.”12
11 Núñez Sánchez, Jorge, “The defense of the country of Quito, Volume 16 Library
of Ecuadorian Army, published in 1999 by the Center for Army Historical Studies.
12 D ‘Amecourt, “History of the October Revolution and Liberation Campaign
of 1820-1822”. D’Amecourt is the pseudonym of Camilo Destruge.
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PHALANX IN THE QUITO REVOLUTION.
The Revolution of Quito.
Three key factors came together in the revolutionary
process: the idealists, the leaders and the people. Eugenio
Espejo in the Presidency of Quito, Francisco Miranda in
Venezuela and New Granada and Antonio Nariño were
those who gave their independence and revolutionary ideas,
spreading the “Rights of Man and Citizen” and becoming
pioneers in the fight for freedom.
Eugenio Espejo was the key driver of these ideas in the
Presidency of Quito, then seconded by Patriots as Antonio
Ante, Juan Salinas, Juan Pío Montúfar, Manuela Cañizares,
Manuel Rodríguez Quiroga, Juan Larrea, Juan de Dios
Morales, among others. They received the support of a
fervent and committed to
supporting the people of
Quito revolution.
This radical change
desired by the majority
of the people of Quito,
became a reality on
August 10, 1809. But to
sustain the revolution
must necessarily be an
armed force, why, exactly,
the Falange Fernando VII
was organized, to which
gave a military structure
with
official
boxes,
organic troops, weapons,
ammunition and vital
logistics. In front was
Colonel Juan Salinas,
who was appointed to
Colonel Carlos Montúfar.
23
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develop the “Plan Mutation government,” he considered
form a board composed of several individuals, a Senate,
troops and other economies that were to assert, verified the
new government.”13
The phalanx consisted of three battalions with leaders at
different levels of command personnel in military uniform,
weapons and personnel staffing services as well as a surgeon,
ordinance and chaplains.
Regarding the troops and militia phalanx of Quito
Neptalí Zuniga tells us: “It constituted the true heart of Quito
barricade and fighter; the impact force believes its mission
and patriotism. No need of any remuneration or privilege to
fulfill its role entrusted by military policy... “14
¡Unfortunately, the Quito revolution generated a backlash
from the Spanish authorities, which had its epilogue in the
slaughter of Quito heroes that were previously persecuted,
imprisoned and cruelly murdered on August 2, 1810.
But violence begets violence; also the idea of avenging
Patriots extinguish and not let the revolution, led to armed
groups to organize without proper military training,
commanded by Colonel Juan Montúfar, Colonel Francisco
Calderón, and Lt. Col. Feliciano Checa and sergeant Manuel
Aguilar. These fledgling troops fought in the Austro
against Spanish professional forces in Walls in June 1812, in
Verdeloma on June 24 in Mocha September 2, in the bagel
on November 7, wherein the Patriots to have an adverse
outcome had to replicate the north. In San Antonio de
Ibarra, the November 27, 1812, the troops of Colonel Carlos
Montúfar fought against the Spanish colonel Juan Samano;
Patriots were forced to retract toward Ibarra, near which,
on 1 December, Colonel Calderón insisted on combat, but
was defeated, captured, processed and then, on December
13 Jijón and Caamaño, Jacinto, “Influence of Quito in the emancipation of the
Americas”, Press of Central University, 1924.
14 Zúñiga, Neptalí, “Montúfar, President of American Revolutionary”, Quito,
Ecuador, 1945.
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José Joaquín de Olmedo with the first government of Guayaquil.

4, executed. Meanwhile, Colonel Montúfar sailed past the
border and later served in the patriot army, even when
in combat knife Tambo, adjacent to Popayan sector was
defeated so he had to flee and seek refuge in Buenaventura,
where he was taken prisoner and sentenced to death. The
July 31, 1816 in Popayán was shot and buried in Buga.

THE OCTOBER REVOLUTION.
Military situation.
“In 1797 was organizad the Dragons Militia Squadron
and later was organized around 1819, the Daule was formed...
training was entrusted to commander Matías Tirapegui,
which later became deputy head of the body, having been
appointed the first chief commander Joaquin Magallar... “15
15 Destruge, Camilo, “History of the October Revolution and Liberation
Campaign of 1820-1822”.
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From 1800 Guayaquil Artillery recruits paddles
organized that after having the necessary training were
moved to Lima and vacancies filled by inexperienced
elements. This unit was commanded by Colonel Manuel
Torres Valdivia and consisted of 200 soldiers.
The Spanish historian Julio Albi writes of Guayaquil
units in 1820: “The garrison was composed of the following
bodies: Battalion Grenadier Reserve veteran unit sent from
Peru... white militia infantry, militia infantry brown squadron
Duale, also militia and 200 militia gunners... the militias
were all from guayaquil... Battalion Grenadier consisted of
natives of Cuzco... where contained Hilario Alvarez, Cuzco
cacique... only the colonel was peninsular... 16 “In addition to
these units , the Guayaquil space available a group of gunboats with a crew of 250 men , commanded by commander
Joaquín Villalba, who also played the roles of commander
and captain of harbor marina.

An October sunrise.
The meetings conducted clandestinely Guayaquileans
patriots were suddenly favored with the arrival of three
Venezuelan officers: the greatest captains and Letamendi
Miguel Luis Urdaneta y León Febres Cordero. These officers
were attracted to the ripening revolution patriots.
Former Patriots maintained contact with officers and
men of the units of the town, to attract them to the revolution,
as previously in the Grenadiers, Lieutenant Hilario Alvarez
and Captain Damian influence Nájera had offered troops.
On October 7, 1820 Governor José Pascual Vivanco
discovered a movement, paraded as a deterrent by the jetty
to all units of the square. On the evening of 8, the harbor
master Joaquín Villalva embarked on the boats that were on
the shore and headed for the Puntilla (sprig). On the morning
of October 9 began actions: Colonel Gregorio Escobedo had
16 Albi, Julio, “Banderas Forgotten” Hispanic Culture Editorial, Madrid, 1990.
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Goleta Alcance took José de Villamil to Perú to seek
support for the revolution.

assumed command of the battalion Grenadier; Captain
Febres Cordero took control of the artillery unit, Captain
Luis Urdaneta, went to take the squad Duale, where he was
the victim shot his commander Joaquín Magallar and some
of his soldiers when they tried to resist the action of the
Patriots.
Meanwhile, Lieutenant Hilario Alvarez a patrol captured
the head of the square, Colonel García del Barrio; also, Lt.
Justo Rivera commanding a guard, subjected to prison
governor and Colonel José Elizalde, second in command of
the square; also the captain of the port without knowing the
events that had landed in the dock, was also arrested and
put into prison.
That is, the revolutionary movement had triumphed, the
people supported it and Guayaquil euphorically proclaimed
independence. The Governing Board was definitely
27
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established: José Joaquín Olmedo, president; Colonel Rafael
Jimena, vocal charge of military affairs; Francisco María
Roca, member of military and political affairs Dr. Francisco
Marcos, secretary.
With the purpose of the revolution did not fail, emissaries
were sent to Peru, Colombia and the municipalities of Quito
and Cuenca to provide the necessary assistance; in addition,
organized a division of infantry under the command of
Colonel Luis Urdaneta, with whose personnel of all ranks
was launched the liberator campaign of Quito.
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THE DAWN OF INDEPENDENCE.
The patriot army.
To successfully sustain the struggle for independence,
inevitably required an armed force, which was to be
organized without delay.
Its members were young people, singles and vigorous
and were recruited through voluntary engagement.
The instruction they received was the knowledge of the
nomenclature and operation of the weapon allocation and
emerging forms of combat. The armament of the infantry
was basically the flintlock and bayonet, gun Patriots soldiers
were supplied. It had quite vulnerable to rain. The charging
time depends on the degree of fighter training.
The uniform used was variable in colors and patterns,
many wore their own clothes. Not all wear shoes or boots
with leggings, a large percentage wore sandals.
The logistics system of the patriot army, held the
following services: “Keeps, river transport, land transport,
arms and ammunition and sanatorium.” 1

The Spanish army.
Compared with the patriot army was ahead for their
professional preparation, suitably educated and middle
management of higher quality. The King of Spain in the
American colonies delegated their representatives who
exercised military command of his troops, who were
responsible for chairing and directing the military.
The soldiers received knowledge and use of weapons,
combat formations practices, standards for the installation
of bivouac areas, exploration, recognition, marches and
logistics management.
1 Muñoz, Julio H., “Military doctrines applied in Ecuador”, Quito, Ecuador, 1949.
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Military forces were not concentrated in one place: is
distributed according to the operational needs and controls,
and were sometimes reinforced with militia units.
The organic base was the infantry battalion, consisting
of five or six companies of riflemen and hunters; Cavalry
was the squadron. At irregular terrain and lack of adequate
roads, artillery had a limited but decisive participation.
Infants were armed with flintlock; the cavalry saber, pistol
and spear; artillery pieces of small caliber.

THE LIBERATOR CAMPAIGN OF QUITO.
Combat scenarios.
Infantry Division organized in Guayaquil with the word
of “Protective Division of Quito”, commanded by Colonel
Luis Urdaneta, began operations into the Royal Audience of
Quito.
On November 9, 1820 there was fighting in Camino
Real. In this sector were defensively organized the Spanish
forces of Colonel Antonio Forminaya, according to terrain
irregularities given by small mountain ranges and Sandalán
Tiandiagote, while in front of the position was in Limon River.
In an excerpt from the diary of Colonel Luis Urdaneta
operations reads: “Satisfied enemies (Spanish) from the
vantage point... that occupied their attention fixed to the
front...“ Knowing the situation, the Patriots set a force of
front fixing and another of similar magnitude overflow the
sides and burst from the rear, amazing action and put to
flight the Spaniards.
In combat the sergeant had exemplary performance
Abdón Calderón, promoted to the next grade in the same
field, on November 22. Meanwhile, the Spanish Colonel
Gonzalez approached the city of Ambato. “Colonel Luis
Urdaneta instead of waiting in the court of the river of the
same name, is removed Huachi plain, flat terrain and devoid
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of natural features that facilitate the actions of the Spanish
cavalry. Indeed, the poor utilization of the stage combat and
realistic decided Céleres combat units on their favor.2
The Guayaquil Board of War replaced Colonel Urdaneta
by Argentine Colonel Toribio Luzuriaga, while the patriotic
forces tried to regroup and organize themselves to continue
the campaign. The Luzuriaga colonel had the responsibility
of organizing flyers games (patrols) to harass the soldiers
The Board of War Colonel Urdaneta Guayaquil replaced by
Argentine Colonel Toribio Luzuriaga, while the patriotic
forces tried to regroup and organize themselves to continue
the campaign.
The Luzuriaga colonel had the responsibility of
organizing flyers games (patrols) to harass the Spanish
soldiers. Colonel José Garcia was in charge of these small
groups of patriots. On January 3, 1921, they were ambushed
in the sector Tanizahua by the forces of Commander Stone
and priest Miguel Benavides. The surprise and violence of
the attack were important to the victory of the Peninsular
factors. Low Patriots were considerable; survivors were
taken prisoner. Their leader, Colonel Garcia, was beheaded
and his head exposed on the bridge of Machángara River
to serve as a warning to Those who attempt to rebel against
Spanish authority.

General Antonio José de Sucre.
In Cali the organization of military units, including the
Santander Battalion, who planned to arrive at Guayaquil,
along with weapons and logistical resources that should
help the Patriots began.
General Sucre led the expedition arrived at its destination
on May 6, 1821. Guayaquil was achieved by agreement of
May 15, ensuring the process of annexation of the city to
2 Macías Núñez, Édison, “Life, struggle and achievements of our heroes,” Pedagogical Editorial Education Freire, Riobamba, 1996.
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Colombia,
establishing
military
protection
to
ensure the independence
proclaimed on October 9,
1820.
Then he took charge
of the campaign to liberate
Quito, including Colombian
forces from the north.
Subsequently the Auxiliary
Division South, joined the
command of Colonel Andrés
de Santa Cruz. General
Sucre knowledgable the
approximation of President
Aymerich from Quito and
Colonel Gonzalez from
Cuenca, decided to attack
Yaguachi to Gonzalez
General Antonio José de Sucre.
division to avoid joining
to Aymerich.
In the vanguard marched patriot General Mires and the
bulk of the column, General Sucre. On August 19 the fight
started being the winer the Venezuelan General, preventing
Guayaquil to be attacked and subjected again to realistically
control. The win was a shot of optimism for the Republican
forces, so they decided to continue operations in order to
liberate the city of Quito.
However, again in plain Huachi suffer catastrophic
defeat. The unfortunate fact, General Sucre made known
by letter to Santander:“ ...Everything, everything is lost.
General Mires have not seen since the last cavalry charge on
our right, his horse struck him prisoner... I suppose. “ 3´
3 Fragment of letter of September 18, 1821, sent by Sucre to General Santander,
Sucre Archive Foundation Vicente Lecuna, Banco de Venezuela, Volume I.
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This setback was a blow to the patriot army and
convinced the difficulty of continuing the campaign for
the same itinerary. It was decided therefore to move from
Cuenca, initially moving by sea, from Guayaquil to Puerto
Bolivar, then by existing roads to Machala, Pasaje, Yulug,
Saraguro and Cuenca.
Arrangements were also made that commanded by
Colonel Andrés de Santa Cruz and integrated by Argentine
soldiers, Peruvian, Chilean, Uruguayan and Upper Peruvian
division, which replaced the Numancia battalion, was to
meet with Colombian division in Saraguro.

Cuenca to Pichincha.
On February 21, the Colombian and Peruvian divisions
under the single command of General Sucre, entering
the city of Cuenca, where the patriot army is reinforced
by volunteers from the city and province, refueling,
rests and prepares for go on. He was elected governor of
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Cuenca Colonel Tomas Heres, who teaches administrative
instructions for restarting the campaign, they must wear
uniforms that the different units according to the gun and
the remaining division. In this city decimated battalion
joined Alto Magdalena, commanded by Colonel José María
Córdova. There was also the intended return to Peru of the
division of Colonel Santa Cruz.
On April 6 General Sucre made known

to the Minister
of Marine and War of Colombia, Colonel Pedro Briceño
Méndez, the dislocation of the division:“ The Colonel Ibarra
is on the outskirts of Riobamba squad with dragons and...
today the Yaguachi they have strengthened... Tomorrow
mounted grenadiers battalion leaves here and tomorrow
Piura Paya and Albion... the commander is Cestaris 200 men
set amid division... the enemy has cut communications... “ 4
April 12 General Sucre went out from Cuenca, the 15th.
arrived to Alausí. Meanwhile, in the period from 10th. to 14th.
Of April, Colonel Ibarra held some meetings with Colonel
López from the Spanish forces, which retreated to Riobamba
when they learned of the presence of Sucre in Alausí.

Tapi, the gateway to Quito.
The royalist forces had dislocated near Riobamba,
in the areas of Santa Cruz and San Luis, where they were
caught in the rear, retreating immediately with the intention
of continuing on to Quito. Knowing the withdrawal of
Spanish, Sucre ordered the commander Juan Lavalle with
the first squadron of the regiment of grenadiers on horseback
pursuing troops Colonel Carlos Tolrá.
While doing the persecution Lavalle commander, met
the Spanish cavalry squadrons with which he formed in
unequal combat.
The Spaniards withdrew and galloped north where
their infantry was. Lavalle after a brief chase, stopped and
4 Sucre File, volume II.
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returned to Riobamba,
confused action that he
thought his opponent
withdrew in defeat so the
Spanish cavalry, in turn,
gave chase to the Patriots
when
they
stopped
abruptly and riders so
they attacked surprise
unsuspecting opponents .
Diego Ibarra Colonel
in command of a squad
of dragons Colombia
had also entered combat
in support of Lavalle,
getting beat the Spanish
cavalry hastily retreated
leaving the battlefield
more than fifty dead
Tcrn. Juan Lavalle (From the National
and 40 wounded, while
Army II Magazine Year 1923 No. 11).
patriots had to mourn the
death of Sergeant dragons Colombia, Vicente Franco and
grenadier Timothy Aguilera.

The May 24th., 1822.
On April 28 the patriot army leaves Riobamba. Days
after reaching Ambato and May 2 made it to Latacunga. The
missions of exploration and survey conducted commander
Cayetano Cestaris allowed him to determine that the
Tiopullo sector Spanish forces under Colonel Nicolás López
and command post were in Machachi.
Knowing the situation, General Sucre mandates that
Spanish positions Tiopullo circumvention, overflowing down
the left flank for the purpose of taking the semi unguarded
city. However, the Spaniards realized the patriotic movement
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Chillogallo House, where the Patriots readjusted their plans of operation.

so hastily returned to Quito to organize his defense.
On May 17 the Republican army came near Sangolquí. In
the bivouac area General José Mires who had escaped from
captivity in Quito, as he was taken prisoner at the battle of
Huachi. He was immediately appointed commander of the
Colombian division.
March of approach. “The patriots exceed Puengasí
Knoll on May 20; the next day they descended to the valley
of Turubamba and bivouacked on May 22 in Chillogallo”.5
There they knew that the Spaniards had organized defensive
positions, especially in Puengasí and Bagel .
Sucre’s intention was to get a few paths trodden by the
eastern slopes of Pichincha, followed by the hills of the La
Chilena and San Juan and finally reach the Ejido in Iñaquito,
5 Chacón Izurieta, Galo, “Military History of Ecuador, 1820-1822”, Editorial Ena,
Quito, 1978.
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in order to be located at the rear of the enemy and prevent the
battalion Catalonia comming from north, will incorporated
as reinforcement to the army of President Aymerich .
On May 23, the night departed Chillogallo column
march led by the battalion Alto Magdalena; in the bulk of
the Trujillo, Piura, Yaguachi, Paya and in the rear battalion
Albion encharged of the Park, fractions cavalry and artillery
pieces battalions column, all these units under the sole
command of General Sucre.
(All units and commanders involved in the battle are
detailed in Volume 2 of the General History of the Army.)
At approximately 08h00 on May 24, the head of the
column reached the place called Camp. But in the early
hours of the morning the president Aymerich was informed
that the patriot army had abandoned Chillogallo and headed
north, so the royalist troops climb up the slopes of Pichincha
to wait in advantageous positions his opponent, believing
he had left at dawn Chillogallo therefore would take to get
to the place where they planned to attack with advantage.
The error of assessment proved fatal to them, they had to
fight at a disadvantage.
The development of the battle was dramatic and the final
outcome only after bitter struggle broke. Victory is tipped in
favor of the Patriots, allowing the next day the capitulation of
the Spanish took place, attended by representatives of General
Antonio José de Sucre and Marshal Melchor Aymerich.

The Lieutenant Calderón.
Among the heroic fighters of the battle referred to, clearly
excelled Lieutenant Abdón Calderón. Their willingness to
continue fighting despite having received four bullets in the
upper and lower limbs, deserves special admiration.
Not surprisingly, General Sucre confirms the heroism
of the young fighter, ... “I make a special memory for the
conduct of Lieutenant Calderón, who, having received four
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Abdón Calderón. Taken from the book History of Ecuador. Collection Salvat No.5.
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wounds on would not withdraw from combat . Probably die,
but the Government of the Republic know his family offset
the services of this heroic officer.” (Lieutenant Calderón has
died due to the woundspassed of combat, June 7, 1822). “As
an act of justice prevailed, Sucre out among all the name
Abdón Calderón. Only this name...”6
Simon Bolivar , knowing the sacrifice of the hero of
the Battle of Pichincha, also supports positive attitude as to
provide that: “A third company Yaguachi will not put another
captain; always will review as Captain Calderón alive; and
in commissary journals when his name was called, the entire
company will reply, “died gloriously in Pichicha, but lives in
our hearts.”

AFTER PICHINCHA.
Simon Bolivar at the Battle of Ibarra.
The triumph of the patriots did not ensure that resistance
disappears from the Spaniards. Indeed, from Pasto, on
October 22, 1822, Lt. Col. Benito Boves, proclaiming loyalty
to the king Fernando VII and structure simultaneously, a
local government with which he intends to take political and
military control.
Knowing Bolívar this act of rebellion sent General Sucre
to submit. “In Taindala , November 25 , the confrontation
after which occurs the Spaniards were defeated. But the
troops of Colonel Boves focus on Yacuanquer ravine where
again they were defeated by the Patriots . “7
The Spanish authorities fromPasto are pressed to
surrender, but refused as their forces were subjected and
forced to flee to Sibundoy and Juanambú. Outbreaks of
realistic rebellions continued in different places. Colonel
6 Ortiz, Sergio, “The Brigade Santacruz”, Historical Museum, Municipal Archives of the City of Quito, No. 53, 1972.
7 Reyes Quintanilla, Jesus, “Military Episodes”, Guayaquil, Ecuador, 1994.
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The Liberator. Oil painting of Antonio Salguero,
copy of the famous portrait of Acebedo.
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Augustine Agualongo with an army of 400 men soon appears
and confronts Colonel Flores who unquestionably defeat.
With the encouragement of triumph , Colonel Agualongo
directs the inhabitants of Pasto a proclamation in favor of
maintaining loyalty to the Spanish king and then heads south.
In this situation, Bolivar was in Guayaquil, preparing
the liberation campaign of Peru, choose to personally direct
operations. On July 6, 1823 Colonel Agualongo enters
Ibarra. Bolivar decides to confront personally. Commanding
troops enters Ibarra on July 17 of that year, starring the only
fight under his command in Ecuador. The win was for the
Patriots, while the army of Colonel Agualongo, was virtually
annihilated.

Ecuador in Perú.
Replacing Numancia battalion, San Martín sent to the
Auxiliary Division of the South to participate in the campaign
to liberate Quito. In exchange for this assistance, Colombia to
replace all the casualties that could happen in the Peruvian
army and their struggle for independence. On the first point
the same Colonel Santa Cruz admits: “I replaced three times
loss of soldiers and even uniforms.”
Regarding Colombian units that traveled to Peru,
Alfredo Luna Tobar illustrates: “The first division sent to
Peru’s Libertador formed two brigades, constituted on July
30, 1822 The first orders of Colonel Luis Urdaneta and the
second commanded by Colonel José María Córdova. The
brigade consisted of Urdaneta Winners and Voltígeros
battalions , it replaced the name Numancia continuing in
Peru; Colonel Cordova Brigade consisted of the battalions
Yaguachi and Pichincha.
These units, especially Yaguachi, Winners and Pichincha
were integrated mostly of human resources and material of
the Southern Department of Colombia. But they were not
alone these battalions who fought and shed Ecuadorian
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blood, “were also the
battalions Rifles, Bogotá
and Vargas reorganized
in Quito, Guayaquil and
Cuenca.”8
To all the members of
the units soldiers departed
to Peru and fought
especially in the battles
of Junín and Ayacucho,
should be added to the
young
midshipmen
that
participated
in
the blockade of Callo,
among which stands out
José María Urbina, and
overall future President
of Ecuador.

Battle of Tarqui.

General José La Mar.

There are several causes that triggered the conflict of two
nations that have not yet consolidated its political stability
and its constitutional structure configuraban properly.
The antagonism emerged between Colombian and
Peruvian officials arguably already crawled from the campaign
to liberate Quito, when San Martín refused Numancia
battalion incorporating the liberating army of General Sucre;
could not forget Marshal José Domingo La Mar, the negative
that he had to hand over the conduct of the campaign in Quito.
Another factor was the zeal of Peruvians to see that Bolívar
recognized more animosity performance of Colombians in
the campaign to liberate Peru’s official. Guayaquil also was
the bone of contention: both Colombia and Peru fought the
8 Luna Tobar, Alfredo, “The independence of Ecuador in Peru, History Collection, Central Bank of Ecuador, 1968.
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incorporation into its territory; Peruvian officers instigated
for the third division of the Colombian army that remained
in Lima subordinating; had the same attitude to the southern
battalion chiefs unsubordinate Numancia rebellion that nearly
caused the death of Marshal Sucre.
In agreement with the marshal Agustín Gamarra,
Marshal La Mar got Bolivia, already without quarterback
Sucre as president, not involved in the conflict in an alliance
with Colombia; and also decided to isolate the troops
organized in Guayaquil General Flores. With that purpose in
July 1828 started blocking the Gulf of Guayaquil, employing
sloop Liberty. In response, General John Illingworth, mayor
of Guayas, ordered Captain Thomas Wright with schooners
Guayaquileña (from Guayaquil) and Pichincha, confront the
invading ship.
On August 31, in Punta Malpelo, the naval battle
between the sloop and schooner Liberating Captain Wright,
favorable to the crew of the schooner guayaquileña outcome
develops. Knowing the Peruvian government upside down,
ordered the Admiral Jorge Guisse expand and intensify the
blockade of the city. The Peruvian navy during the 22, 23
and 24 November, shelled to Guayaquil, but its proponents
when responde to fire fatally wounded the commander of
the squadron, who died on 24 March.

Strategic assessments of Sucre.
Defending Guayaquil weakened when General Sucre
ordered General Illinworth several units incorporate the
troops to be employed in Cuenca, because this city considered
strategically important, something he was convinced that
“The loss of Guayaquil if there landed a strong Peruvian
division, it seems insignificant in exchange for destroying
4.000 Peruvians have been presented in Loja “.9
9 Chiriboga, Angel Isaac, “documented Tarqui War 1828-1829” Ecuadorian Military Library, Volume 23, Volume I, Quito, Ecuador, 1960.
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In addition, he was sure that the knowledge of the field
will give important advantage: “The Tarqui battlefield plain
is good, there is a stronger position that I took when I came
to the campaign of Pichincha.”
Also evaluated and analyzed meticulously enemy
infantry and cavalry, as well as their leaders and generals
who said they are “marked card“. In short, strategic idea was
outlined: Cuenca will act as the main theater of operations,
which will fight for victory and Guayaquil as a secondary
theater.
On January 28, the Colombian army organized its two
divisions, the first commanded by General Luis Urdaneta
and the second led by General Arthur Sandes, while General
Sucre assumed the direction of the campaign.

Twenty brave the Yaguachi.
During the progress of the Colombian army had several
encounters with small magnitude Peruvian troops. Even
they attacked the city of Cuenca defended by General Vicente
Gonzalez in front of poorly armed and ill soldiers who had
been taken from the hospital. On 12 February highlighted
a fact that dignifies a fraction of Yaguachi when companies
Cauca and the fourth of Caracas had the mission to attack
the Peruvians were in Saraguro. Twenty soldiers evicted
Yaguachi bridge and did flee to other Peruvian units affected
by the surprise, violence and confusion of circumstances.
In the General Order of February 13 General Sucre ordered
to be published: “Reward the behavior of twenty soldiers
of Yaguachi, which were supported by two companies of
Caracas and Cauca dispersed two enemy battalions... they
are called in their bodies (units) the nickname of brave... and
will be excluded from any mechanical service and preferred
promotions.”
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The Battle of Tarqui.
The next sector of arrival of the army of Sucre was Nabón,
February 14 and 16 established his headquarters in Girón. Not
having a clear picture of the situation of the enemy, drew up a
plan of operations immediately and remained on the lookout
with the infantry and cavalry Narancay Guaguatarqui.
Finally, when Sucre met the troops of General Square
was in Tarqui and the rest of the Peruvian army arrive
that afternoon of 26 February to Girón, decided to attack;
appointed a select under Captain Piedrahita supported by
Cedeño squad for personnel forays into enemy territory .
“In the early hours of 27 Colombian army halted near
the portete the First Infantry Division (Rifles battalions ,
Yaguachi and Caracas) , then the second was considerably
delayed.”10 Suddenly continuous shooting, rifle did presume
that Captain Piedrahita troops faced the enemy. In the early
10 Chiriboga, Angel Isaac, “documented Tarqui War 1828-1829” Volume II, Quito, Ecuador, 1961.
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hours of the morning the battle had already intensified at 7
“had no more Peruvians on the battlefield; the escape was
his only hope and throwing the pass by portete Giron found
his grave there. “
General Sucre sure of victory was decided that a
committee met with President La Mar to offer him a
capitulation “to save his relics.”

The Girón Treaty
On February 28 in the town of Girón, with the
representatives of the Colombian army, general Juan José
Flores and Daniel O’Leary and the Peruvian side, the marshal
Agustín Gamarra and General Luis de Orbegozo, was signed
the Treaty of Giron, which included 17 items between sticking
the total evacuation of the Peruvian troops within 20 days and
the return of Guayaquil, among other things.
However, the refusal to comply with the document
Simón Bolívar ordered that backing the Buijo campaign was

House of Treaties Girón (Azuay Province).
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Sucre’s Home (Sucre Museum).

underway, it did respect the Treaty of Girón, which included
the return of the city of Guayaquil that Peruvians refused to
comply. Finally, the final armistice was signed and Peruvians
left the territory they had invaded.

The rest of the warrior.
Before participating as director of the war in the
campaign of Tarqui, the September 30, 1828 Sucre arrived in
Quito, a city that was Mariana Carcelén who was married by
proxy, and he decided to take his family.
From that time he devoted himself to enjoy married
life and manage the properties of his wife. He lived at his
home in Quito formerly owned by his father and bought
while in Bolivia.
He interrupted his home life having to do his duty
as a patriot and soldier in the portete of Tarqui. After the
military had achieved success, returned home to confirm
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that he would be father. To his dismay he had a daughter,
Bolívar participated event «Marianita gave birth the 10 and
unfortunately, female...»11
The child was baptized on July 11, 1829. Was his
godmother Mrs. Mercedes Jijón, representing her husband
General Juan José Flores. Bolívar wanted to be her godfather,
so it provided an “affectionate complaint”, to which the new
father had to tell him politely that cronyism had offered
flowers to the general after the victorious battle of Tarqui.

The Congress of Angostura.
Pressed by circumstances, the liberator Bolivar had
to assume absolute power, but eagerly sought to create a
democratic republic. For that purpose convened for the
month of January 1830 for a Constituent Assembly that the
draft Constitution was analyzed. General Sucre was chosen
by the province of Cumana, his birthplace, to submit to the
o caled Admirable Congress that had to meet in Bogotá. In
late November 1829 he left Quito, but not before writing his
will. The January 20, 1830 Congress installed and Sucre was
elected its President, being sworn in by the Liberator .
The sessions usually followed up when it emerged
that the general Paéz sponsored separating the captaincy
of Venezuela, so a commission had to travel to Venezuela
for a reflection to General Paez. This also appointed
their representatives committee was chaired by General
Santiago Mariño. The two commissions did not reach to any
agreement. The atmosphere heated up even more when the
liberator Bolivar resigned, retiring to a villa on the outskirts
of Bogota. To block the possibility that General Sucre was the
next president of Colombia, Bolívar’s opponents managed to
consist in the Constitution to achieve such dignity that the
city would not be optioned under forty, Sucre had thirty-five.
11 Grisanti, Angel, “The Grand Marshal of Ayacucho and his wife the Marchioness of Solanda”, Caracas, National Press, 1955.
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Way trip.
On May 9, 1830 General Sucre Congress asked permission
to return to Quito. To get tohis destination quickly chose the
itinerary Pasto-Popayán considered the most dangerous .
He left Bogota on May 11 .
Popayan reached 27 until June 2 stayed in the house of
the commander José Erazo . From departed the morning of
the 3rd. , accompanied Dr. Andrés García , MP for Cuenca,
Sergeant Francisco Colmenares, Lorenzo Caicedo and two
carriers. At ten o’clock he came to the area of La
 Venta.
In this same place and converged Sarria José Erazo
the commanders. The conspirators convinced Andrés
Rodríguez and José Gregorio Rodriguez for being part of
the plan murderer.
On June 4, General Sucre and his companions entered
the “mountain of Berruecos, following a narrow and difficult
path “later expecting their murderers. Accurate shooting
firearms struck in the head and the winner of Pichincha,
who fell to the ground and stood chest forever.
His companions fled in terror frightened. The next day
one of the faithful servants of Sucre and two farmers buried
him and marked with a rustic cross the pit that housed the
remains of the Cumans hero.
Days later, the distraught widow secretly ordered the
transfer of the remains of her husband to be buried under
the altar of the oratory of his estate The Dean. Years later
they were buried in the convent of El Carmen Bajo.

Dissolution of Gran Colombia.
The May 13, 1830 a large group of citizens representatives
of civil, military and ecclesiastical class met to write and sign
the minutes that gave birth to the Republic of Ecuador. In
the second article notes that “while the senior is in charge
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of Civil Supreme Military
Command,
To
Two
Star General Juan José
Flores”12
In the following
days other cities of the
Southern
Department,
Guayaquil and Cuenca
among others, joined and
formed part of the new
Republic of Ecuador.
Elected
President
General Juan José Flores,
Aug. 14 Congress was
convened
with
the
assistance of deputies
from the different existing
provinces, in order to
prepare and enforce the
General Juan José Flores, first President
Constitution of the First
of the Republic of Ecuador.
Republic.
In Article 51, the Constitution specifically mentioned:
“The fate of the armed forces is to defend the independence
of the country, sustaining its laws and maintain public
order... “

12 The National Army Magazine, No. 50, year IX, 1930.
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MILITARISM ABROAD.
A group of foreign officials , most veterans of the wars
of independence, the country remained under the protection
of Venezuelan General Juan José Flores, served as president
of the República del Ecuador.
However, the government of General Flores was
opposed by other chiefs and officers who disagreed with
the policies adopted by the governor or his loyalty to Simon
Bolivar. Indeed, in November 1830, General Luis Urdaneta
leading a rebellion against Flores, deposes and only when he
learned of the death of the liberator.
October 10, 1831, the battalion Vargas stationed in
Quito rebels, citing neglect of his ranch -related apparel and
salary requirements. The beginning of this rebellion caused
the execution of General Whittle by rioters and pursuit,
capture and disposal thereof by Colonel Juan Otamendi.
The growing discontent of the population by the privileges
of foreign military, supporters or Flores partners gave rise to
the formation of the society “El Quiteño Libre.” August 12,
1832, Colombian troops from Flores battalion before Girardot,
revolted demanding payment of their salaries. They were
eliminated by Colonel Juan Otamendi, near Bay Caráquez
when they tried to return to their homeland. As a positive of
Flores government was the expedition that Ecuador takesover
the Galapagos Archipelago, on February 12, 1832 is recorded.

Turbulent times.
October 12, 1833 in Guayaquil arises another armed
rebellion, “led by Colonel Pedro Mena”. The 19th. of the
same month were killed members of Quiteño Libre, “which
included Colonel Francis Hall, Nicholas Alban Echanique,
Camilo and José Conde .” 1
1 Robalino Dávila, Luis, “Origins of Ecuador Today” Editorial José Cajica SA,
Puebla, 1970.
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In the so called
revolution of Chihuahuas
led
by
Commander
Pedro Mena, Vicente
Rocafuerte, who after the
defeat of the rebel troops
at the hands of the forces
of General Flores took
refuge on a British ship.
Likewise,
citizens
who
fled
to
New
Granada,
after
the
murder of members of
Quiteño Libre, returned
in order to fight the
regime Floreano. The
column commanded by
General José María Sáenz,
marched to Quito, became
General Juan Otamendi.
engaged in combat in the
Pesillo sector, near Cayambe, April 23, 1834. General Sáenz
was defeated and on the same battlefield, shot by official
supporter of General Flores.

An interested pact.
The president of Ecuador was sure to have a formidable
opponent in the charismatic person of Rocafuerte, so initially
thought in eliminating him.
However, he knew the possible murder of guayaquileño
character, could generate a backlash against the people, so
he decided to draw him in his favor, by a suitably negotiated
alliance. Rocafuerte accepted the proposal in an effort to
neutralize Dr. José Félix Valdiviezo proclaimed president
for the central and northern provinces, and in an attempt to
prevent civil war from spreading.
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Vicente Rocafuerte.

However,
“good
intentions
Rocafuerte
were
unsuccessful, Dr. Valdiviezo leading the group of
restaurateurs, was determined to confront the general Flores
conventionals”.2 Attempts to avoid an imminent war were
sterile. January 18, 1835, in Minarica , restorers army under
General Isidoro Barriga and conventional general Flores,
decisive battle fought. Forces triumphed Flores.

Change of direction.
July 20, 1835, Ambato Convention, chaired by José
Joaquín de Olmedo, elected Vicente Rocafuerte President
of Ecuador, besides dictating the new Constitution of the
Republic. Survivors of Minarica refugees in Peru and Nueva
Granada, planned to return to Ecuador to fight the current
2 Moncayo, Pedro, “Ecuador 1825 to 1875, its men, its intentions and its laws”,
National Press, Quito, 1887.
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government, whose commander in chief was experienced
General Flores.
There were several battles in the provinces of Esmeraldas
and Los Ríos. The expedition from Peru who entered were
captured and later executed by order of General Flores, who
held great influence in the government of Rocafuerte.
However, another expedition from Nueva Granada,
under Commander Facundo Maldonado, ventured to enter
Ecuador, where it was fought and forced to flee back to the
north country, believing that Colonel Manuel Guerrero,
commander of Imbabura, was not going to pursue him in a
foreign land. Not so; Major Maldonado was captured as his
troops in Colombia. The troop was eliminated immediately
while the leader was driven to Quito where he was executed
without delay.

Conscription in the Army.
Rocafuerte President, in order to professionalize the
army, issued dated April 7, 1837, creating the Ecuadorian
military conscription. In 28 articles were established its rules.
Determined that citizens be quartered when they had
20 to 25 years old; Municipalities in early August made
enrollment in their villages; mayors will do on header
village headman canton and lieutenants in the parishes. Will
not be considered according to Decree, students of military
schools, slaves and Indians.
The same decree specifies the rules for replacement of
the Army; also about the draw in time of war or in special
circumstances.

New insurrections.
In October 1837 the government of Rocafuerte learned
that a rebellion was being planned against them. The leaders
were General John Otamendi and Colonel José María
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Urbina, who pretended insurrection the military units and
government disaffected citizens.
“The two leaders of the conspiracy were basically
personal arguments to promote the blow, so that the
intended movement was a failure. The two officers showed
their resentment, because Rocafuerte and Otamendi general
ordered his arrest by the excesses committed in Riobamba
and Colonel Urbina for the relief of which was the object
while fulfilling the duties of a confidential agent to the
government of Nueva Granada.”3
In March of the following year, supporters of Dr. José
Félix Valdiviezo decided insurrect Battalion No.2 stationed
in the city of Riobamba and a regiment of lancers located
Ibarra. Colonel Alejandro Machuca in command of the
No. 2, decided to open the road to Quito without ensuring
participation Lancers Regiment Ibarra.
Immediately, the President ordered General Bernardo
Rocafuerte Daste, Minister of War, to front and submit the
rioters. March 16, 1838 he left Quito to meet his adversaries
who on March 10 had already started moving from Riobamba.
Clough Hualilahua constituted at that time the scene of
combat. On March 17, the two forces clashed. The initiative
took colonel Machuca launches into a determined attack,
despite the numerical disadvantage of his troops. From
the beginning, the shares were in favor of the government
forces. The antigovernment were annihilated even his boss,
Colonel Machuca.
In this fight General Daste nearly losing his life: his horse
fell and was about to be speared was promptly rescued by
his companions.
After this action weapons, covert involvement was
revealed seditious leaders : Dr. José Félix Valdiviezo and
other important citizens Gómez de la Torre, Sanz, Conde
and Urrea.
3 Macías Núñez, Édison, “General José María Urbina” Permanent National
Commission on Civic Commemorations, House of Ecuadorian Culture, 1992.
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Eloy Alfaro Military High School at La Pradera sector, Quito.

The win in this battle of the government forces allowed
the government to stabilize Rocafuerte, prevented the
capture of the city of Quito and the increase in violence.

Military College Foundation.

   
President Rocafuerte was convinced that the security
of the State ensured a well structured professional armed
force and so “conceived the idea of a military college, for the
Army feels strengthened by professional and free military
interference foreigners. “4
Similarly, the activation of a proposed Marine Academy
and ordered the creation of the National Guard, as the body
to maintain public safety, although opposed by certain
political sectors concerned. When Congress sought to
establish a police force in this fourth branch of government,
4 Zúñiga, Neptalí, “Rocafuerte, his public life in Ecuador.”
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the president also objected because Rocafuerte “to create a
fourth power, does not meet the requirements necessary to
fill such important goals.”
Rocafuerte mentored the creation of the Military
Academy, but the main obstacle to this initiative a reality
was the lack of budget and the comments of General Flores.
However, the president ended up imposing their criteria.
In July 1839, after stringent selection were designated
aspiring officers course cadets from the Ecuadorian Army.
These were the privileged: Camilo Borja Agustín Guerrero,
Vicente Maldonado, Manuel Tinajero, JJ Tobar, Francisco
Chiriboga, José María Quiroz, Emilio Letamendi, Rafael
Proaño, Francisco Borja, Nicolás Vásconez, Mario Ponce and
Roberto Severo Diaz.
The school operated until April 10, 1845, when José Félix
Valdiviezo, Executive Manager, suspended its activities,
building on internal problems that the country lived and
scarce economic resources.

Ecuador in Pasto.
As of January 15, 1839 the National Congress met .
Fundamental task of the new legislature was the reelection
of General Juan José Flores as president of Ecuador.
In demonstration of pragmatism, Flores included in his
ministerial cabinet valuable antagonistic characters clear
current policy, “even pretending to have consistency and
political support especially on the coast, was appointed
governor of Guayaquil Mr. Vicente Rocafuerte”. 5 This policy
applied to the democratic opening Floreano government
gave the desired returns, the country showed, at least in the
first months, quiet and governable.
But this tranquility was disturbed by problems arising
across the border. During the administration of Dr. José
5 Vásconez Hurtado, Gustavo, “General Juan José Flores. The Republic 18301845 “, Central Bank of Ecuador, 1984
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Joaquín Márquez, president of Nueva Granada, the city of
Pasto convulsed by religious revolt supported by a sector
of the city, knowing the suspension of minors convents
(Executive Decree of 5 June 1839). This circumstance was
used by General José María Obando for insurrection to Pasto.
Márquez’s government appointed General Pedro
Alcantara Herran to subdue the rebels, the overall mission
accomplished successfully.
General Tomás Cipriano Mosquera, sent to the aid of
General Alcantara, sought an interview with General Flores
to propose a revision of borders in exchange for support
of Ecuador in the final eradication of the insurrection in
neogranadino territory, which could be extended even to
Ecuador.
General Flores, tried to seize the opportunity. With
an army of 1.100 men, delved into foreign territory, the
September 10, 1840. Pasto On the way to increased Taindala
his army and joined forces Nueva Granada.
These allied troops on 30 September in the ravine
Huilquibamba, defeated the rebels of General Obando,
and three days later consolidated the victory against
troops who were about to submit to the General Alcantara
Herran. “Flores forces were recognized as instrumental
in the success achieved.”6 After the campaign, General
Flores returned victorious to Ecuador, but again had to
attend the call of neogranadino government in May 1841,
when General Obando presumed dead in Huilquibamba is
insurrecciona again.
However, the relief accorded by the government
Flores northern neighbor in exchange for an agreement
that would define the incorporation of Pasto to Ecuador,
did not materialize; commented on the contrary, the
Ecuadorian president was misled regarding the request
for help in exchange for nothing.
6 Romero, Serapio Eduardo, “General Juan José Flores, Founder of Ecuador”
Print Italgráfica SA., Caracas, 1994.
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Frustrated incorporation of Pasto.
Oblivious to these comments, General Flores and his
army continued the campaign in Nueva Granada. June 20,
1841 in the Twenty fourth sector Ecuadorian troops were
defeated, but triumphed Buesaco categorically state that did
occupy and control Pasto and Túquerres.
On October 4 met in Pasto general Flores and Mosquern.
In this interview, the Ecuadorian president offered to give
back Túquerres and his return to Ecuador in exchange for
equitable settlement of limits with Nueva Granada. To give
more seriousness to this agreement, November 3, 1841 the
representatives of the two generals signed that agreement,
but the general Alcantara Herran disapproved neogranadina
grounds that it violated the Constitution. Breach of agreement
caused problems with General Flores, his political opponents
accused him of squandering the people’s money on an
expensive expedition, and no benefit was given and being
deceived by a foreign country that usufruct of the struggle
and the blood of Ecuadorian soldiers.

End of foreign militarism.
The constituent meeting in October 1842 adopted
ordinances that went against the popular will, as the
extension of the presidential term to eight years and the
prohibition of religious could integrate national congresses.
Vicente Rocafuerte then went from ally to oppose
the government. The public discontent was realized with
insurrections in Pichincha, Chimborazo and Imbabura and
other locations in the country; also appeared in Quito political
societies, appearing in one fiery revolutionary in the person
of Gabriel García Moreno. Even in Peru, citizens that left
out of the country in that country, hostile attitude adopted
against General Flores. Then a radical change seemed ensue.
The dismissal of General Flores was the way of change.
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The rebellion had run
February 24, 1845 in
Guayaquil, headed by
Colonel Francisco Jado,
but being discovered
was postponed.
The artillery unit was
attracted by the rebels,
volunteers
civilians
entered the headquarters
of the gunners to offer
their quota. On March
6 of that year, the attack
of those in favor of the
revolution commanded
by General Thomas
Charles Wright unable to
take by assault the rebel
headquarters. On March
Diego Noboa.
17, Manabi province
ruled in favor of the revolution. Then governor, Colonel José
María Urbina, had his troops ready to move to Guayaquil,
so the provisional government composed by Olmedo, Roca
and Noboa, promoted him to general.

The Treaty of La Virginia.
The troops of General Flores, commanded by General
Otamendi had organized defensively in the hacienda Elvira,
located in front of Babahoyo. The provisional government
army of about 1,100 fighters, similar in number to the
adversary, was under General Elizalde, accompanied by
General Ayarza and Merino colonels, Valdez and Jado.
On May 3, was attacked by three fronts the position of
Colonel Otamendi, the bloody battle resulted in significant
declines in the two contenders; however, there was a definite
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and categorical outcome.
“On May 10 they faced
these same opponents
again, with the novelty
of
being
relieved
General Otamendi for
combat wounds, by
General Flores who led
the action.” 7 Again the
combat result does not
unbalance the situation.
The
provisional
government, unable to
defeat General Flores by
the action of the weapon,
who did the rest of
insurrected
against
foreign
populations
usually
by
show of
Vicente Ramón Roca
force, with the presence
in Guayaquil division of
General Urbina. Finally, celebrate, June 17, 1845, the Treaty
of La Virginia. After the signing of this document , the ousted
president departed on June 24, in the brig Six March, bound
for Panama.

Consequence of General Flores defeat.

    
After the fall of General Flores integrated by José
Joaquín de Olmedo, Vicente Ramón Roca and Diego Noboa
triumvirate was organized. The provisional government
convened for July 11, 1845 at a convention in Cuenca, to elect a
new president of Ecuador. Tens of ballots shall be conducted
7 Cevallos Salvador, Pedro José, “Dr. Pedro Moncayo and his pamphlet entitled
The Ecuador from 1825 to 1875, its men, its institutions and its laws, to history”,
Quito, Government Printing Office, 1887.
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without enough votes
to elect the president,
between Olmedo and
Roca candidates were
reached. Latter finally
triumphed, progressive
guayaquileño merchant.
The Convention ignored
the Treaty of Virginia,
ruled that the year 1845
was called “the first
freedom“ and issued
changing the banner,
by the independence of
Guayaquil, among other
important issues.
Ignorance of the
Treaty of La Virginia
General José María Urbina.
emphasized
the
persecution of followers of General Flores. Even one of his
most important and loyal staff, General Juan Otamendi
was killed in circumstances that the authorities clarified
satisfactorily.
All these injustices and ignorance of the treaty signed at
Virginia, led to General Flores from Europe tried to organize
an expedition to Ecuador; advantageously, Spain and Britain
prevented this adventure took shape.

THE NATIVE MILITARISM.
General Urbina.
President Vicente Ramón Roca, found it difficult to
change direction to Ecuador recently come out of a quagmire
of problems; in addition, faced international pressures
neighboring Colombia and Peru problems. He left office
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unnoticed. Again the political maelstrom appeared on
the scene. Cuenca, Loja and Manabi chose their preferred
presidential citizens: Antonio Elizalde, José Javier Valdiviezo
and Diego Noboa, respectively.
From 1850 to 1851 he took office Diego Noboa, after
another Constituent Assembly developed in just 20 years
of republican life. President Noboa was overthrown by
General José María Urbina, proclaimed Supreme Head of
the Republic by units of Guayaquil on July 17, 1851.
The Tauras soldiers. General Urbina organized units
clash with soldiers “Tauras”, so called because a considerable
number of them came from a village called Taura, in which a
large number of black slaves existed. Urbina freed the slaves
by decree of enormous human content. By his ignorance was
hard to turn them into soldiers training, but instead were
brave to rashness, obedient and faithful to their benefactor.
According to José María Le Gohuir “The Taura soldiers black
complexion and jungle instincts, spread terror throughout
the country, and did not cease to cry oppressed populations
by dissolving these dangerous armies, undisciplined and
accustomed to raiding, looting and all kinds of excesses.”8
Another historian , Luis Dávila Robalino , has a similar
view: “They were ferocious instincts, brutal, without God or
law, and carried piggyback tropical lust of their race... The
Tauras left an indelible memory in Quito horror... “

The Military Law.
General José María Urbina who ruled from 1852-1856
signed on 22 November 1855 with the Minister of War and
Navy, Teodoro Gomez de la Torre, Military Law including
resolutions, rules, regulations and standards for different
weapons the institution.
8 Le Gohuir, José María, SJ “History of the Republic of Ecuador”, Book IV, 18601869, Collection Aymesa Group, 1995.
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Determined
the
obligation to ensure the
discipline of military units,
the training of troops, to
raise the professional level
of schools and training
institutes and military
development, staff welfare,
rules
for
quartering,
organizing weapons and
responsibilities, dictating
rules for promotions, and
other important aspects.

General Francisco Robles.
He
replaced
his
companion
in
arms,
General Urbina, for the
General Francisco Robles.
period 1856-1860. From
the beginning he found
problems generated by supporters of defeated candidates.
However, the most serious obstacle faced was the
international problem with Peru. The Peruvian president
Ramón Castilla objected to the treaty Icaza - Pritcher whereby
the concessions made Ecuador badlands of eastern Ecuador.
In mid 1857 reached Quito Mr. Celestino Juan Cavero
letterhead of minister plenipotentiary of Peru, “with the
slogan possibly diplomatically attack the Ecuador react to
this and have a pretext to declare war to a peaceful country.”9
Planned by Peru came true: the president ignored the
Peruvian Robles “diplomatic” and prepared to face the
contingencies arrived. But the danger that threatened to
Ecuador, political opposition against General Robles and
Urbina became more intense and stubborn. However, despite
9 Sánchez Bravo, Mariano, “Maritime History of Ecuador”, Volume VIII.
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these problems, the Ecuadorian government declared its army
on high emergency and subordinated to the general Urbina.

Peruvian troops in the Ecuadorian coast.

      
The Peruvian Admiral Ignacio Mariátegui, made known
to the governor of the province of Guayas Guayaquil began
blocking and other Gulf Coast, in compliance with the decree
of October 26, 1858 .
In response, General Francisco Robles, commissioned
power and Jeronimo Carrion November 9 traveled to
Guayaquil. He made a call to service weapons , appointed
governor Colonel José Sánchez Rubio and instructed be
prioritized economic resources for defense. When the
government ordered that he could remove from Quito to
Guayaquil, where he could best lead of operations, Quito
firmly opposed . To all this was added another calamity: the
March 22, 1859 an earthquake devastated the city of Quito.
On May 1, in the capital city, the authority of President
Robles naming a team of Gabriel García Moreno, Jerónimo
Carrión and Pacifico Chiriboga triumvirate was unknown.The
picture becomes bleak: the constitutional army under General
Urbina had to deal with the followers of the triumvirate,
whose militiamen, who were commanded by García Moreno,
were defeated on June 3, 1859, in the field of Tumbaco, which
President Robles allowed control of the city of Quito.

The Mapasingue Treaty.
Peruvian landed units occupied different places in
Guayaquil and headquarters settled in Mapasingue . Peru
president Ramón Castilla , Ecuador demanded that the troops
kept inactive and provide barracks for the southern army.
General Guillermo Franco, who had been appointed
supreme commander of Guayaquil, in an attempt to
consolidate power in the coast and then get the supreme
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command of the Republic, signed on January 25, 1860 the
Treaty of Mapasingue team which put threaten national
sovereignty. Advantageously nor the Peruvian Congress
passed the shameful document have been “contracted with
a revolutionary faction that represented only the provinces
of Guayas and Azuay.”
General Franco was accused by the Ecuadorian people
a traitor, but he accused García Moreno in a report to the
nation: “It was he (García Moreno ) , who sought , prepared
and determined to bring down, with the name of assistant, a
foreign invasion.“
So the struggle between these two characters was
opened; General Flores from Peru offered his services to
García Moreno and he did not hesitate to accept.

A desired objective: Guayaquil.
With the support of General Flores, Garcia Moreno, left
triumvirate troops in combat airy Yaqui, Piscurco, Sabún and
Cuenca. But the two opponents “were sure Babahoyo control
ensure mastery of Guayaquil; therefore Franco wanted to
retain that town and Flores to conquer them. “10
On August 7, 1860, Franco’s troops were defeated and
driven from Babahoyo so left them little chance of keeping
Guayaquil. General Flores with two divisions was preparing
to launch the offensive against General Franco, who even
called for support for the Peruvian squad, whose commander
placed given dishonorable conditions.

Defeat of the troops of General Franco.
Flores army departed towards Babahoyo, Duale and
September 9 up to Mapasingue, restarting the 13 progress
towards Guayaquil. The Estero Salado and mangroves
constitute formidable obstacles to the forces of General
10 Loor, Wilfrid, “Victory of Guayaquil” Editorial Quito, 1960.
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Gabriel García Moreno.

Flores, but on 23 march resolutely towards Guayaquil
vigorous attack and destroy the resistance of the Francoist
forces that had to jump into the Guayas River with the
intention of reaching Peruvian ships, using their lifeboats
that hundreds of Ansar fighters defeated.
General Franco and some of his chiefs and officers took
refuge in the Peruvian fleet, which had to leave the maritime
territory it had invaded. Meanwhile, control of Guayaquil,
García Moreno was consolidated in the political field and
general Flores confirmed his status as excellent leader and
conductor of troops.

The Army in the presidency of Garcia Moreno.
Despite the hard times they lived, the new ruler was
concerned with the militia. Joseph Le Gohuir lets us know
about the situation of the army at the time: “The Army
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comprised
box,
in
addition to the command
by General Flores served
three and four military
general
headquarters.
The standing army was
represented by an artillery
regiment, four battalions
of infantry and three
cavalry regiments... each
battalion had 503 seats
and 200 cavalry regiment,
artillery and amounted to
539 men.“
General
Francisco
Javier Salazar in a report
of
1865
highlighted:
“Organized since 1861
(Military)
has
been
General Ignacio de Veintemilla.
paid to the vast country
services in the field and
in garrison... Maligned and wounded by demagoguery has
kept silence for the brave... For Peace has made the service
with burning zeal, has fraternized with the people and it has
served as a shield... “11

Revolutionary movement of the September 8, 1876 .
When Colonel Teodoro Gomez de la Torre resigned
to the role of commander general of Guayaquil, President
Antonio Borrero named as his replacement General Ignacio
Veintemilla. As the general took office established under
the Liberals, flattered to chiefs and officers and military
personnel increased in Guayaquil, arguing that the city is
likely to attract strikes and military rebellions. After being
11 Extract from report prepared by General Francisco Javier Salazar in 1865.
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reprimanded by President Borrero for the expulsion of
General Secundino Darquea, General Veintemilla resigned
his duties and backed by some liberal leaders and members
of all ranks supreme leader and commander in chief of the
Army of the Republic was proclaimed.
Reaction of the people against Veintemilla, President
Borrero took to provide that the General Julio Sáenz subdue
the insurgents. General Saenz went with his army to
Guaranda . The wise general Veintemilla decided to offer the
command of its forces to a head with descent and military
prestige: General José María Urbina, who was in Peru, who
once in the country prepared its forces for combat. Urbina
- Alausí employ the Guayaquil and Guayaquil - Babahoyo
Veintemilla the axis.
«On December 14, 1876, in the field of Galte (Chimborazo
province ) forces the general Saenz and Urbina were found
leaning victory for Urbina, while on the same day in Los
Molinos (province of Guaranda), the general staff Veintemilla
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defeat Colonel Quiroz, who was stationed in the sector, while
the main army marched to the General Saenz face General
Urbina, with the known result.»12
In October 1877, taking advantage of that Veintemilla
was in Guayaquil, conservatives and clergy decided to
overthrow the ruler. From Tulcán left column under General
Santiago Yepez, who was defeated, November 14, 1877,
when trying to enter Quito, by troops of General Cornelius
Vernaza of the government.
On 26 January 1878 the Convention meets in the city of
Ambato and select General Veintemilla President who time
later, March 26, 1882, proclaimed himself dictator.

Restorative troops against the dictatorship.
From April 1882 start at Esmeraldas rejects the
dictatorship; subsequently Veintemilla hatred spread
dangerously. Eloy Alfaro and Miguel Valverde in Esmeraldas;
General Agustin Guerrero and Colonel Ezekiel Landázuri
in the north; Dr. José María Sarasti, organized troops in the
central provinces; and General Francisco Salazar conformed
an expedition in Peru.
In January 1883 Sarasti forces and Salazar meet in
Ambato. Quero Sarasti succeeds in making his teammates
started to call general. General Salazar defended by attacking
Quito veintemillistas and niece Veintemilla, Marieta, called
by his subordinates “Generalitat” or “Mayasquera” while
the general Veintemilla was in Guayaquil, the city’s army
decides restorers attack.
After the usual dressings, marches and orders of
operations, July 9, 1883 in Guayaquil the final attack, the
defeat of General Veintemilla and the consequent end of the
dictatorship occurred.

12 Macías Núñez, Édison, “General José María Urbina”, Quito, Ecuador.
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General Eloy Alfaro.
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Preambles to the Liberal Revolution.

   
General Ignacio Veintemilla overthrown, General Alfaro
conspired against President José Placido Caamaño. To
achieve this objective organized a meeting in Quito and one
in Guayaquil with elements of trust. In August 1884 the ship
took Alajuela, requested the help of the young merchant
Luis Vargas Torres, who gave significant financial resources;
acquired weapons and increased staff adept.
November 15, 1884 departed from Panama to the head of
the expedition he had organized. Knowing this fact President
Caamaño has the ship to intercept July 9. “ On November 20,
1884 in point Morrito naval combat the positive result for the
crew of Pichincha (Alajuela) Alfaro commanding occurs.”13
On November 23 landed in Esmeraldas, where Vargas
Torres was left to organize armed nuclei; the next day he
went to Manabi. Caamaño President ordered that a fleet out
of Guayaquil to fight the rebels . The naval battle took place
in the sector Jaramijó on 6 December 1884. Pichincha In the
battle was on fire, the crew defeated , saving its members
from drowning or captured. The survivors reached land and
penetrated into the mountain with the intention of reaching
Montecristi.
However, the seeds of revolution had spread in fertile
soil and volunteers from all walks of life, especially the most
humble, as so-called “chapulos” began to be present in the
rugged scenery of Ecuadorian politics.

13 Loor, Wilfrid, “Eloy Alfaro”, Volume I, Modern Publishing, Quito, Ecuador,
1947.
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BACKGROUND ALFARIST REVOLUTION.
The sale of the flag, with facilitating the Ecuadorian
government of Luis Cordero, the transfer of Chilean ship
Esmeralda China, which was at war with Japan, led to the
revolution. Similarly, other events such as the uprisings in
Miracle on 12 February 1895 and the 18th of the same month
Duale, to assault the barracks. The troubled country caused
the falling of President Cordero, and was replaced by Dr.
Vicente Lucio Salazar.
From May 1895, Guayaquil lived a political and military
crisis. On June 3 he came to the city from Duale, a unit that
was offended by the population. The resulting confrontation
left civilians and military dead. As a consequence resigned
the governor Rafael Polit and district commander of
Guayas, General Reinaldo Flores. The city then was under
the responsibility of a board of notables.
On June 5th, some troops elements abandoned barracks
that were taken by civilian leaders headed by liberals . On
the same day, the board of notables and over 1,500 citizens
signed an act that proclaimed the supreme commander of
the Republic General Eloy Alfaro, who was in Managua.
Knowing that designation returned to the country. June 19,
1895 up to Guayaquil where he won the presidential sash
Governor Guayas, Ignacio Robles.
The clergy and conservatives openly aligned in
opposition to the provisional government. It seemed that
civil war could break out at any time.

The armed struggle.
General Alfaro to that extreme possibility, organized and
armed his troops. To this end was supported by the President
of Nicaragua, the nation January 12, 1895 he had been
conferred the rank of general in recognition of “their activities
in the pacification of Central America.” Guayaquil became
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the starting point of the revolutionary campaign.“His troops
were composed of two armies. The first army composed of
five divisions and the second by two divisions.”1
The government army also had to prepare for the fight.
It had organized three divisions which were committed
under General José María Sarasti .
The battle of San Miguel is then produced, August 16,
1895 they triumphed the government forces under Lieutenant
Colonel Julio del Hierro; Unfortunately, they failed to take
advantage of the initial success, which facilitated the general
of the revolutionary army take out Vernaza advantage of
this favorable situation.
August 14 combat occurs resulting Gatazo favored
liberal troops and led to the Council of Ministers, by decree
of August 20, ascended the Liberal leader to major general.
The results of the battles of San Miguel and Gatazo
facilitated the advance of troops marching toward Alfaristas
Quito, and opened the pro-revolution scenario.

Alfaro president.
Eloy Alfaro government had stiff resistance from
his opponents. To try to neutralize the opposition took
draconian measures, frightened the press, fought obsessed
conservative clergy and also created the “Guild brakemen”
to act in repressive actions. One of the worst mistakes was
to instruct the governor of Napo “that all Jesuits resident is
notified in the East, leaving the country by road via Brazil
or Iquitos...“2 The government made Alfarist important
public work that drove the development of the country, in
addition to regularize the income system: charge more, but
without raising taxes. It strengthened the secular and free
1 Garcia, Leonidas, “Two chapters of Ecuadorian history,” Casa de la Cultura,
Quito, Ecuador, 1961.
2 Tobar Donoso, Julio, “Peruvian invasion and the Protocol of Rio de Janeiro,
Quito, Ecuador.
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General Eloy Alfaro.
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education. He created significant bodies such as the Instituto
Nacional Mejia, Aguirre Abad, Manuela Cañizares, Normal
Juan Montalvo, House of Arts and Crafts. The construction
of the railway that would link Sierra and Coast was his great
obsession and his iconic work.
In the military, ordered the reopening of the Military
College and approved the creation of the War Academy
that did not work due to internal problems of the time.
To professionalize the army, hired in late 1900 a Chilean
military mission completed assessment tasks, teaching
and instruction; promoted the draft Law establishing the
organizational structure of the Army; the enactment of major
institutional rules and the creation of the School of Troops.

Reopening of the Military College.
With Executive Order of December 11, 1899, General
Alfaro finally reopened the school that years later would
take its name. He was appointed director general Hipólito
Francisco Moncayo.
For successful operation of the college, was drafted its
rules for the purpose of establishing procedures and policies
regarding their organization, government, teaching and
intake system of the cadets.

General Leonidas Plaza.
Governed inspired by the liberal philosophy. During its
law enacted Civil Marriage and Divorce, as conceived by the
government of Eloy Alfaro and Cults law. He continued with
the construction of the railway, supported the management
of the Chilean military mission.
However, “at the international level suffered two
setbacks in armed encounters Angoteros and Torres Causana,
located on the banks of the Napo River.”3 The first bout took
3 Andrade, Roberto, “Life and death of Eloy Alfaro” Editorial El Conejo, 1985.
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place on June 26, 1903 and
the second on July 28, 1904,
showed defeats scarcity
military detachments in
the East and the lack of
concern for the safety of
important areas of our
country.

Alfaro
again.

for

president

Mr. Lizardo Garcia,
with the support of General
Plaza, replaced it in the
presidency, a situation that
bothered Eloy Alfaro, so he
appointed General Emilio
Terán chief operating units
General Leonidas Plaza.
at the center and General
Nicanor Orellana chief of the north units, in order to have
enough support to oust the president.
Indeed, General Emilio Teran was commanding the
square in Riobamba, who was taking advantage of a social
gathering yearend that took place in the presidential palace,
Mr. García notified by telegram that he ceased to hold office,
because his troops command proclaimed Paramount Chief
General Eloy Alfaro.
January 1, 1906, units of Guaranda were in favor, while
12 of the same month came the Liberal leader to announce
that assumed supreme command of the Republic.
To subdue the rebel general, the president appointed
Colonel Tomás García Larrea commander of the government
forces, but this boss witnessed staff attrition and consequent
accession to his opponent. With the decrease of organic
units had to face Colonel Larrea, at El Chasqui province
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Eloy Alfaro and his entourage when the train arrived in Ambato 1906. Archive MCE.

of Cotopaxi, on January 17, 1906, at Alfarist army that
triumphed in the race. Finally ousted Mr. Garcia had no
choice but to give way to the general Eloy Alfaro.

Murder of Colonel Antonio Vega.
Constitution before the President appointed the leader of
liberalism and while serving the role of supreme commander,
was appointed general Alfarist Ulpian Paéz to neutralize the
rebellion of Colonel Antonio Vega. In the vicinity of the city
of Cuenca, on December 8, 1906, crash the two contenders in
Ayancay where he was defeated Conservative leader, captured
and taken to Cuenca in his city, in a moment of confusion,
hear shots and Colonel Vega simultaneously collapses by a
bullet in the left parietal and one in the temporal region. The
murder was blamed on followers of Eloy Alfaro, although
the rumor that Colonel Vega committed suicide was spread.
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Alfaro’s
second
government was faced
with the failed contract
Charnacé. Indeed, in
early 1907, opposition to
the government censored
Alfaro subscription of
that contract, which was
related to the construction
of the railway from
Ambato to the basin of
one of the navigable rivers
of the East, Curaray. The
Charnacé Earl, of French
origin, proposed the
construction of the railway
to the east in exchange
for the government to
grant 35,000 hectares
General Ulpiano Paez. MCE file.
per kilometer of railway
construction. The contract was considered detrimental
to the sovereignty of the country; including the Electoral
College Club, chaired by Belisario Quevedo, April 27, 1907,
starred in violent street demonstrations that ultimately
produced casualties, deteriorating the image of General
Alfaro. Advantageously, the Liberal leader for July 25, 1908
the railroad arrived in Quito, specifically parish Chimbacalle
made of singular importance in the national life.

The Exhibition Palace and the Military Academy.
“In order to celebrate the centenary of the independence
movement of the August 10, 1809, Congress ordered its
inauguration in Quito national exposure.” 4 General Alfaro
4 Vásquez, Marie Antoinette, “The Palace of the Exhibition”, Publishing House
of the Ecuadorian Culture, Quito, 1989.
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put all the interest for this initiative took shape for which
a general committee which took office in December 1908
joined. As time was short it was considered impossible to
construct a building for the purpose, so it was decided to
lease the facilities Benevolent Association of the Ladies of
Charity , built in Recoleta, in order to destine to School Arts
and Crafts for women.
Completion of the building and leased the building, the
exhibition was developed with participation of businessmen
from Colombia, Chile, Spain, Italy, Japan, United States
and the host country. The completion of the exhibition was
a success, some senators suggested that the building then
called the Exhibition Building, it was destined to college,
after compensation. As the university does not put interest
in occupying it, the government sold the building Recoleta
to the Military School, which occupied it from 1911. There
would be until 1937, when it moved to its new premises in
the fifth Meadow, in the current Orellana avenue.

Tumbes, Marañón or the war.
In 1910, an arbitration award must punish the Alfonso
XIII King of Spain, compared to border problem that kept
Ecuador and Peru was already pending. For various problems
encountered, the Spanish king suspended the process of
failure, so that continued ignoring the Amazonian Peru
right to attending the Ecuador. As envisioned that the border
problem would worsen, our country integrated a Patriotic
Meeting at which the Archbishop of Quito, Federico González
Suárez and Luis Felipe Borja stuck. “Hostilities began to
intensify : the Ecuadorian consulate in Lima was aggrieved
by exalted citizens; in retaliation, Peruvian residents in our
country were harassed and denigrated.”5 Peru’s government
presented an ultimatum to Ecuador in unacceptable terms
5 Macías Núñez, Édison, “General History of the Army”, volume 4, published by
the Center for Army Historical Studies, Edit. IGM., December 2007.
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and denigrating national dignity, conditions that were not
accepted by the Ecuadorian government, a situation that
definitely would endanger the peace of the two nations.

Ecuador in arms.
“If it’s time that Ecuador disappear, but not tangled in
wires, but diplomats in the field of honor, outdoors, gun
arm; not drag the war but the honor greed “was the fiery
harangue González Suárez , who breathed his countrymen
patriotism.
Thousands of Ecuadorians were presented in the
barracks; Alfaro commissioned as General President of the
Republic Don Abelardo Moncayo and materialized fully
to meet the demanding requirements contingencies of war,
because he knew that “the Peruvian government mobilized
more than 30,000 soldiers staggered in the departments of
north to the port of Tumbes ...”6 That is why ordered the
mobilization of units from different regions, incorporation
of troops to the border to be done quickly, thanks to the mass
transport of the inter rail.
National unity, civic euphoria of the Ecuadorian people,
the presence and the decision of the forces of land and sea
were influential for Peru to desist from its expansionist
ambitions and military factors.

Units and military personnel in the liberal revolution.
After overcome the problem with Peru in 1910 , some
units suffered a structural metamorphosis, when they became
“revolutionary” units, as these organizations adopted as so
called “pillars” passing denominations endorsing, or had
a short-lived effect that disappeared with the same speed
with which they were created. Moreover, they were in
6 Troncoso, Julio C., “Anecdotal Life of General Eloy Alfaro” Editorial Santo Domingo, Quito, Ecuador.
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command of officers who
obtained the hierarchical
level noted in the
fighting, and not by their
military
preparedness.
Units who served in the
liberal revolution and
already
disappeared
were
among
others:
Junín battalions, North
Avengers,
Ayacucho,
Vinces, Vargas Torres,
Nueve de Abril, Juan
Montalvo, Alajuela and
Manabi; calls between
the columns are: García
Moreno, Winners of
Tungurahua, Daule No.
1, and Daule No. 2 .
Hipólito Moncayo, Eloy Alfaro y
With regard to the
Pedro Montero.
peculiarities of the soldier
told the poet and writer Remigio Romero y Cordero: “Usually
leaves the true popular class so that it is the very essence of
our people, the synthesis of nationality ... Illiteracy does not
exist in the standing army if the freshman has failed to learn
to read and write, a teacher will enable you to civic life.“7

The Estrada government.
In the electoral event from 8 to 11 of January, 1911,
Emilio Estrada, with the support of President Alfaro, was the
winner. General Alfaro convince the new president to cease
his functions because he was seriously ill, a proposal that
was strongly denied. Given this unexpected negative overall
7 Romero y Cordero, Remigio, “The Army in the hundred years of republican
life”, from 1830 to 1930, Edit. Military Geographical Institute, 1991.
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Target practice. Quito, 1910.

Alfaro announces July 26, 1911 at an Extraordinary Congress
should annul the election of Estrada, “but contrary to what
Alfaro thought the president was confirmed by Congress
and by some military units inclusive screams launched
against the liberal leader.”8
On August 18 Congress ratifies the triumph of Emilio
Estrada, while Alfaro and his family were refugees in the
delegation of Chile to protect against threats they had
received. Unfortunately, President Estrada, overwhelmed by
a deteriorating health, died in Guayaquil, on 21 December
the same year, a situation that appreciated coveted spoils:
the presidency of the Republic.

Fights Huigra, Naranjito and Yaguachi.
Upon the death of President Emilio Estrada, Dr.
Carlos Freile Zaldumbide, Senate president, took over the
8 The Provincial Newspaper, year II, No. 4, Quito, January 29, 1912.
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presidency. He began the
process of selecting his
replacement, in which
General Leonidas Plaza
was confident of winning
the elections.
Unfortunately,
in
Coast was convulsed
the political situation.
Flavio Alfaro proclaimed
supreme
commander
in the province of
Esmeraldas, on December
22, 1911; so did General
Pedro
Montero
in
Guayaquil, on December
30, precipitating events.
General
Montero
intends to deliver the
General Flavio Alfaro.
supreme
commander
Eloy Alfaro, he refuses; but his nephew Flavio Alfaro
itself was willing to exercise such dignity. In Quito did not
believe that the “Old Warrior” intervene only as a facilitator
of solutions but his figure, though somewhat worn, could
inflame passions and drag to armed struggle.
Therefore, the government appointed General Leonidas
Plaza to repress the rebellion took shape, particularly in
Guayaquil and Esmeraldas. Square General appoints the
General Julio Andrade, Chief of Staff of the Army. On the
other side, General Montero to the general Flavio Alfaro
convinced to join forces and be commander in chief and
supreme head of the war.
January 11, 1912 the bloody combat that endorsed
Huigra defeat is produced the forces of General Montero,
which gave foresee the beginning of the end of the troops
of the Coast.
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On January 13 in Naranjito, they are again defeated and
Montero followers later in Yaguachi, General Flavio Alfaro
who personally led his soldiers, was the victim of a forceful
military failure.

Diplomatic intervention.
Given the gravity of the events, General Montero sought
the mediation of the consuls of the United States, Italy,
Germany and Britain. The intervention of foreign diplomats
was supported by an agreement between representatives of
the two parties on 20 January 1912.
However, the document was not respected. On January
22, after fierce fighting, General Plaza enters victorious to
Guayaquil, while the defeated warlords hiding to avoid
retaliation. However, “ in the first instance were captured
Eloy Alfaro, Pedro Montero and Ulpiano Paez. On January
24 were sent to prison Luciano Coral, Medardo Alfaro and
the next day, Manuel Serrano and Flavio Alfaro “.9
President Freile Zaldumbide ordered that the prisoners
were taken to Quito for submission to the judgment of law,
despite the consuls of the United States and Britain advocated
freedom, so that the agreement signed days ago give
compliance. On January 25 was held in Guayaquil a court
judge to General Pedro Montero. The trial ended when the
prosecutor asked for the death penalty, but the jury sentenced
him to 16 years in prison, which exacerbated the mob. In the
confusion, a sergeant shot the inmate mortally wounding him,
while other soldiers topped with rifle butts, then throwing it
into the street, culminating a macabre and cruel scene.

The barbarous fire.
With this background, Carlos Freile Zaldumbide,
ordered Colonel Alejandro Sierra, Battalion Chief Marañón,
9 The Provincial Newspaper Monday January 29, 1912.
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ferrying
prisoners
to Quito, return to
Guayaquil. The order was
not fulfilled and inmates,
continued traveling on
the same train that was
the great work of Alfaro.
On the way to the capital,
the prisoners received
insults and humiliation
in the stocks that passed
the indifference of its
custodians.
The January 28, 1912,
from noon, the angry mob
assaults criminal García
Moreno and runs the
most abominable crime
Colonel Carlos Concha Torres.
in recorded history. After
murdering Alfaro and his
lieutenants, the bodies were dragged from the Panopticon to
the El Ejido park, where in great pyres were cremated bodies
of liberal leaders, Eloy, Medardo and Flavio Alfaro, Luciano
Coral, Ulpian Paez Manuel Serrano.

Colonel Rebellion Carlos Concha Torres.
It took a few months for the murder of Eloy Alfaro,
when Colonel Carlos Concha supporter and protagonist
of Alfarist revolution, demonstrating their dissatisfaction
with the government of General Plaza, attitude that leads
him to a council of war and then to jail. Once free of the
bars, the colonel Concha had many followers, all contrary to
government Plaza, waiting for the right time to start a revolt.
At dawn on September 24, 1913, supporters of Colonel
stormed the police station Esmeraldas; same fate befell a
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battalion company Manabi. These assaults provided them
with weapons and ammunition.
The timely intervention of Cotopaxi gunboat anchored
in the mouth of the Esmeraldas River and commanded by
Captain Rafael Andrade Lalama, generated the disbanding
of the rebels, who were unable to take the city of Esmeraldas,
as was the original intention of Colonel Concha. He decided
to operate on esmeraldeñas forests, steep and wild terrain,
known for his subordinates.
Two months later, the government initiated the
persecution of the rebels. The December 10, 1913, the
battalion Constitution and a fraction of police entered the
Cordillera del Guayabo. In the vanguard was in command
of a platoon of soldiers on horseback Lt. Col. Ricardo
Montenegro. When this small unit was about to exceed
Cúquive estuary was ambushed and annihilated members,
including Tcrn. Montenegro.
Thereupon were attacked the second and third companies
Constitution that made the bulk of the column, being equally
removed. The first company commanded by Captain Aurelio
Baquero made it
 out of the ambush. Captain Alejandro
Andrade Lalama, battalion commander Constitution, was
also killed in the bloody battle.

Fighting intensifies.
President Leonidas Plaza became concerned about
the conflict situation that prevailed in the province of
Esmeraldas, so he decided to move to that place. February
28, 1914 arrived in the town of Limones and ordered to board
the government troops for them to be transferred to the city
of Esmeraldas, but these, for a counter, landed in Atacames,
where they clashed with a group of rebels, which was forced
to fall back in retreat.
On March 11 of that year, “the government troops
entered Esmeraldas without receiving any resistance, but
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were harassed from Tachina by supporters of Colonel
Concha”.10
On April 14, a column of soldiers were attacked by
government forces in Camarones. Surprise and heavy
fire from the rebels caused confusion and casualties; who
managed to escape from enemy bullets jumped into the
sea, but many of them were drowned or nearly drowned,
as Colonel Moses Oliva who was miraculously saved by a
subordinate. Other chiefs and officers were captured and
some victimized as Colonel Enrique Valdez, hacked to death.
The troops of General Plaza maintained a detachment
in the hacienda La Propicia, which was fortified by order
of their commander Colonel Moses Oliva. Colonel Carlos
Concha decided to run the operation, but first ordered
the hill Gatazo control to prevent his opponent received
reinforcements from Esmeraldas.
The attack on the hacienda La Propicia was held on May
9, 1914, from six in the morning. After six hours of fighting,
the pro-government soldiers surrendered, unable to receive
reinforcements; however, for the rebels found it difficult to
combat because they did it in an open place, where they
were not used to fight.
La Boca or Palmas was guarded by the battalion Avengers
Valdez. The rebel Colonel Carlos Concha concluded that
taking by assault Palms, could intensify the blockade of
Esmeraldas. August 18, 1914 the revolutionaries stormed the
said position, but were repulsed by its supporters that there
were not amazing, and the guns of the Bolivar and Tarqui
vapors.
On October 22 at three o’clock he was again attacked the
position of the Palms, but the wire lying around the camp,
prevented the rebels continue to advance; Additional steam
Bolívar fired its projectors that the assailants were visible
targets of their opponents.
10 Marchán Ramírez, Octavio, “Bloody Revolution Esmeraldas” Editorial
Espinoza, Riobamba, 1971.
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Funeral of Col. Carlos Concha Torres, on April 12, 1919. Taken from the book
“drawing back the veil”.

End of the rebellion of Colonel Concha.
New setbacks for the rebels like in Las Piedras, on
December 8, 1914, and in February 1915 capture of the rebel
Colonel, did boast the end of the fighting, though other
revolutionary leaders sought to take the post left by his
captive chief. Ostensibly they weakened, beginning after
September 10, 1915 the site to government force detachment
of Río Varde, but timely reinforcements met with soldiers of
the battalion Marañón and Urbina regiment carried in Tarqui
and Cotopaxi vapors, made possible

the defeat of the rebels.
Once the period of General Leonidas Plaza, the new
President Alfredo Baquerizo Moreno had the arduous task
of pacifying the country and began giving provisions to
esmeraldeñas authorities “to grant broad guarantees all
revolutionaries lay down their arms...” 11
11 Gutiérrez Concha, Fernando, “pulling back veils” Graphic Production, 2001.
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The
Colonel
Concha remained little
more than a year in
detention in the Penal
Garcia Moreno. Freed
by President Baquerizo
Moreno in 1916, returned
to Esmeraldas, broken
in health. He could not
regain his health and
died three years later.

A NEW OUTLOOK.
The administration of
President peacekeeping
Baquerizo Moreno is
summarized
in
his
parting words when
Alfredo Baquerizo Moreno.
referring to the nation
From the book
“The Carondelet Palace”.
said: “I received arms and
I presented it in peace.”
In 1920 Dr. José Luis Tamayo, who begins the process
of modernization of the Ecuadorian Army begins the
presidential term. To this end he hired an Italian military
mission, which arrived in the country in May 1922, headed
by General Alejandro Pirzio Biroli. Basically should
focus on the organization of the Army, the creation and
management of military institutes and counseling at the
controls. Regarding the establishment of institutes its work
was fertile and positive: he created and directed the War
Academy, engineering schools, cavalry, artillery, physical
education, and reorganized mariscalía, radiotelegraphy,
Military School, among other successes. In this period the
Army Aviation, the predecessor of the Ecuadorian Air Force
is created.
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The July Revolution.
Known as “The Revolution of the young officers” or
“Military League“. August 31, 1924 became president Dr.
Gonzalo Cordova. On 31 December the same year signed a
decree that was given to pass massive heads and officials.
Overwhelmed by the power handles serious illness Dr.
Alberto Guerrero Martínez , President of Congress. At that
time, the criterion that the citizenship of the senior officers
was negative, particularly for their lack of professional
training, and abuses committed by their inclination to be
weathervanes of governments.
Aware of many abnormalities, the Military League
established in October 1924 and consists of young officers
decided to ignore their own risk to the legally constituted
government. Sergeant Carlos Guerrero in Quito and Master
Sergeant Mendoza Vera Ildefonso in Guayaquil took
responsibility for planning and executing the rebellion. On
July 9, 1925 “officers and units engaged simultaneously in
Quito and Guayaquil, and established military junta ignored
the President Córdova”.12 Meeting on July 10 at the casino of
Pichincha Battalion, representatives of the Quito units, read
the minutes that handles the command of the Republic to the
Military Junta, which vested broad powers to appoint the
members joint ministerial functions. The elected members
were civilians who would lead the various ministries except
the Ministry of War, which is chaired by General Francisco
Gómez de la Torre. By decree of 13 July Ministries of Social
Welfare, Labour, Agriculture, Welfare, Health, Hygiene,
Statistics, Immigration and Colonization were created. The
work of the board was applauded by the public for his work
on behalf of the needy, to eradicate corruption, reorganize
and transparent public administration, terminate and punish
officials responsible for illegal actions, reforms to higher
12 Robalino Dávila, Luis, “The July 9, 1925,” The Union Editorial, Quito.
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education and review and update Military Law, among
other successes. This environment of obvious changes, were
used by Dr. Isidro Ayora, elected president of the Republic,
to develop a highly progressive management.

A difficult decade: 1931-1941.
In the 1931 elections the Conservative candidate wins
Neptalí Bonifaz, but is disqualified by Congress that declares
“unfit to govern” by attributing Peruvian nationality. This
decision began a period of chaos and unrest throughout
the country. In Johannesburg, the battalion was the target
of Manabi unruly for Mr. Bonifaz, to take it by assault and
captured materiel. January 31, 1932, at five in the afternoon,
the headquarters was attacked, but after stubborn resistance,
the conspirators were defeated.
On April 7 of that year, the commander Ildefonso
Mendoza-candidate defeated in elections in Guayaquil
starts insubordination. With their followers to capture and
warning gunboat Cotopaxi, but later when told Tarqui but
the reaction of the government troops was immediate units
under Colonel Ricardo Astudillo, subject to the insurgents.
April 11, 1932 was again faced with government
forces on rebel -called Gulf War Guayaquil ; the rebels are
subjected. From 29 August to 1 September of that year the
bloodiest battles that have occurred in the city of Quito, in
the so-called “War of the four days,” between military units
defending the Constitution and those that occur were in
favor of disqualification of Bonifaz. The terrible battle in
the streets of the capital left a huge death toll, more than a
thousand, according to several authors.
Finally a political solution is necessary. Senate
President, Alberto Guerrero Martinez takes over and calls
for new elections in which the Liberal candidate succeeds
Juan de Dios Martínez Mera, whose mandate would be
very short due to the opposition of a fiery politician, José
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María Velasco Ibarra.Despite the terrible experiences of the
fighting of the year 32, a few months later, on May 18, 1933,
units stationed in Ambato revolt against the established
government shortly before. To restore order operations chief
of the Central Army Colonel Alberto Romero is designated.
At dawn on May 20, Romero and his army were in the
area Four Corners. At three in the morning starts to move
and at six fighting starts against an opponent who was in the
area of Tapi.

Achiever Central Army occupied the Riobamba
to turn waste of resistance in the region.
The instability of the national policy becomes clamorous.
Martínez Mera is dismissed on October 18, 1933. After two
provisional governments, new elections in which obtained
a conclusive victory the Conservative candidate, Dr. José
María Velasco Ibarra, who began his tenure in September
1934, produced high popular support. However, a year later,
in October 1935, the president tries to dissolve Congress and
call for a Constituent Assembly. Velasco Ibarra is deposed
and finally captured. After the attempted coup, Congress
appoints a provisional president who is almost immediately
replaced by a de facto government, headed by Mr. Federico
Páez, with support from the Army.
In the meantime, personal regiment Calderón, believing
that retaliation was exert for allegedly supporting ousted
Velasco Ibarra, and for that reason was to be taken to the
offices of El Pintado, rebels on 28 November 1936, edited by
sergeant Velasco. The rebels killed the commander and his
assistant, claiming to be against the dictatorship. The Minister
of War, General Alberto Enriquez Gallo, was responsible for
putting down the rebellion, using the battalion Eloy Alfaro. In
the early afternoon the attack, after four hours of fighting the
rebels were submitted, and they exercised President Federico
Páez vengeful retaliation begins. The uncertainty and political
turmoil would remain in Ecuador over the decade, a situation
that would be one of the background of other ominous fact for
the country: the war with Peru in 1941.
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POLITICAL AND MILITARY SCENARIO OF THE
TWO COUNTRIES.
The Ecuadorian domestic front.
On 17 December 1939
President Dr. Aurelio
Mosquera Narvaez dies.
Was temporarily replaced
by Carlos Arroyo del Río,
president of the Senate.
Convened presidential
elections, Arroyo del
Río, a candidate in
them, delivery charges
to Dr. Andrés Córdova,
president of the Chamber
of Deputies.
Dr. Arroyo del Rio
wins the election and is
proclaimed
President
of the Republic, while
supporters of Dr. José
María Velasco Ibarra,
Dr. Carlos Arroyo del Río.
defeated at the polls,
ignored the result produced confusion in the country. In this
state of things insubordination in Guayaquil airbase, whose
leaders were sent to prison. Another rebellion in Quito urges
the president to release the insubordinate of the airbase.

The Peruvian government.
The government of Dr. Manuel Prado was always
predisposed to meet the needs of his army. When he learned
that the Aggregation North in training needed to fill the
vacancy of organic war, issued the decree of March 21, 1941 to
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be made immediately the corresponding military call, so until
April 30, the required personnel joined the Armed Forces.
In addition, Dr. Prado knows the invasion plans to
Ecuador, held regular meetings with military leaders and
other government officials. This confirms Lt. Col. Miguel
Monteza Tafur, chief of North Nesting: “One meeting was
held on January 23, 1941, chaired by President Prado, with
the assistance of the Defense Minister and Minister of Marine
Aviation, Government Minister, Foreign Minister, inspector
general of the Army, chief of Staff, among others.“1
“The President of the Republic -Tcrn. Monteza Tafurcontinued after analyzing with clarity and precision the
military situation on our northern border and the need to
increase the forces in the required volume“, which shows
that President Prado, government officials and the military
command, operating in direct coordination before making
important decisions.

Ecuadorian military situation.
Regardless provocations on the border that suffered
Ecuador, its Congress ordered the criminal reduction of
defense ministry budget for the year 1941. The historian Jorge
Perez Concha, comments on this reality: “At the beginning of
the year 1941, Ecuador was practically helpless, the military
acquisitions in 1910... had worn out in some cases and in
others, when freed in 1912 and from 1913-1916, two bloody
civil wars... other material captured Tamayo administration
and then as president of Ayora also served to low- wage, in
1932 , the so-called war of the four days.“2
The same Colonel Francisco Urrutia , General Commander
of the Army , in official letter sent to Defense Minister Vicente
1 Monteza Tafur, Miguel, “The Military conflicto Ecuador-Perú 1941”, Editorial
Arica SA., Lima Perú.
2 Pérez Concha, Jorge, “Essay-historical-critical diplomatic relations with neighboring countries Ecuador “, First Edition, Volume III, 1965.
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Santisteban exposed. “The
military situation in our
southwestern
between
Ecuador and Peru border,
worst day is dangerous
for the country and day...
The organization of the
Peruvian army is rational
and in accordance with
the border situation. Ours
has serious defects that
require to be fixed quickly,
to conform to the plight
of tension we have with
Peru. “3

Ecuador troops of the
theater of operations.

Col. Francisco Urrutia
(Gallery Ground Force Commanders).

Days before the attack,
these were military units covering the border with Peru: the
Cayambe battalion had the responsibility of eight small military posts, to cover it had 266 organic effectives; Montecristi
battalion covered nine military positions with a total of 219
men; command of the available safety step 55 men; Machala
company with 295 police personnel (non-military unit). All
these units gave a total of 868 men covering an extremely
wide front. Córdova engineers battalion artillery battery and
Sucre were also included in these units.
As of June 5, 1940 it happened the first attempt to aggression, Ecuador tried to organize on the fly the V Brigade
under Colonel Luis Rodriguez. The conclusions of some reports of the General Staff of the Peruvian Army, determined
among other important aspects: “The military potential of
3 Urrutia Suárez, Francisco, “Notes on the history: Peruvian aggression”, Quito,
Ecuador, 1968.
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Ecuador smaller than Peru; their military preparedness is
mediocre and its cadres, for the most part, are contaminated
by politics; the feeling that encourage Amazonian rights by
the Ecuadorian government has created a warrior feeling.“

Troops theater operations of Ecuador.
Days before the attack, these were military units
covering the border with Peru: the Cayambe battalion had
the responsibility of eight small military posts to covering
a total of 266 organic effectives; Montecristi battalion nine
military positions covering a total of 219 men; command of
the available safety step 55 men; Machala company with 295
police personnel (non-military unit). All these units gave a
total of 868 men covering an extremely wide front. in these
units. engineers battalion Córdova and the artillery battery
Sucre were also included. As of June 5, 1940 it happened the
first attempt to aggression, Ecuador tried to organize on the
fly the V Brigade under Colonel Luis Rodriguez.
The conclusions of some reports of the General Staff
of the Peruvian Army, determined among other important
aspects: “The military potential of Ecuador was smaller
than Peru; their military preparedness is mediocre and its
cadres, for the most part, are contaminated by politics; the
feeling that encourage Amazonian rights by the Ecuadorian
government has created a warrior feeling.”

Military situation in Peru.
Military commands were preparing for the invasion of
Ecuadorian territory, prioritized increasing personal and
disproportionate increase in armaments importing them
from European countries and the United States.
In the confidential report of May 1938 that sent Colonel
RA Villacis, military attache to the Legation of Ecuador in
Peru, makes known the acquisition by the Southern country
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in France, of Schneider 75 mm. mountain canyons, Schneider
howitzers of 105 mm. and thousands of shells for those fire
hydrants; besides Mauser rifles and air units of different
types in Italy.
Also acquired fighter, and training jets in the United
States and it starts installing an aggressive military posts
along the border Ecuador-Peru. «
In 1936, Peru had a plan to implement war on its
northern border. The concept of war determined that all the
resources will be used to crush Ecuador. Also established a
major theater in the Pacific coast of Ecuador and a secondary
theater of operations in the Amazon region.
To meet the objectives, the plan points out five major
operations, highlighting a naval force to control the Gulf of
Guayaquil, the Ecuadorian coast blockade, particularly the
same Gulf and the bays of Santa Elena and Manta; a combined
operation of the three forces, to capture the region between
Puerto Bolivar and Puerto Pizarro; a combined larger
operation to capture Guayaquil and to capture Galapagos.

Grouping North creation.
It was organized exclusively for aggression. Besides
keeping the border in a sufficient number of checkpoints,
the Peruvian government approved the organization of
the unit referred. Should be organized based on the I-DL
(Light Division), whose command was in Piura. Had as a
main mission, to retake Noblecilla island and the Rubber
plateau supposedly in Peruvian territory occupied by the
Ecuadorian army.
The deadline for doing so was the first half of January
1941. However, this time the invasion was not met because,
according to Lt. Col. Monteza Tafur, “To the grouping north
was needing to increase two infantry battalions, one artillery
battalion, a cavalry regiment and a company of tanks. “ This
large unit of Peru was organized with the command and
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staff; cluster commander was General Eloy Ureta and Chief
of Staff Lt. Col. Miguel Monteza Tafur; from the command
there were available weapons and services, organic elements
of the I-DL (Zarumilla border), VII-DL (Chira-Macara Sector),
the task Chinchipe and had the support of aircraft and naval
units. All ranks available around 10. 000 men at war.

Scene pre war.
Peruvian farmers and workers, supported by the police
in that country, violations and abuses committed against our
farmers cultivating their land. The claims of the Ecuadorian
authorities were taken into account at the moment, after a
reasonable time but the outrages were rebooting.
In the last quarter of 1940, members of the Peruvian
military posts penetrate the East Nangaritza valley in the
province of Zamora Chinchipe. Free land and airspace
violations in the provinces of El Oro and Loja were produced
equally.
On the morning of January 4, 1941, Peruvian soldiers
opened fire on the detachment of Corral Viejo; the attacked
soldiers returned fire; occurred when the corresponding
claim, the Peruvian officer claimed that the soldiers were
drunk that caused the problem and would be punished
legally.

Provocations continue.
In late January, in Zarumilla sector there was a noticeable
great movement of Peruvian units. During the month of May,
the commander and staff of the North Grouping moved to
Tumbes in reconnaissance of border sector.
“On June 9, was attacked the commander of Cayambe
battalion when visiting the small military posts at the Jambelí
archipelago. On June 15 the Peru ordered the closure of the
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border with Ecuador.”4 All these taunts to be indicative of
an armed conflict approached, without taken appropriate
measures and issues from the Ecuadorian government
and the military command, to address the international
emergency measures.

Onset of the fighting.
When an Ecuadorian patrol performing a usual route,
July 5, 1941, it was attacked by a group of Peruvian soldiers.
This incident caused serious clashes of the two forces along the
border area where the Ecuadorian military posts Huaquillas,
Acreages, Balsalito, Guabillo, Carcabón and Quebrada Seca
were occurring. Fires stopped at 5 in the afternoon of that
fateful day, mourning the death of Ecuadorian soldiers
David Narvaez Pozo and Francisco Coronel
The next day, Peruvian soldiers resumed attacks and as
in the day before they were rejected, despite having used air
units and artillery fire. As a result of these attacks Chacras
population suffered the destruction of their church, the small
garrison and a private home.5

Strip off limitations.
Paradoxically, only when the assault began, military
leaders were convinced the alarming reality of our troops:
they lacked weapons, ammunition, media; “There were
only three training aircraft, unarmed, and fourteen military
pilots; our naval flotilla consisted of two gunboats and a few
small boat transportation. “
Starting July 6, there was a lull in military actions
served to finalize the preparation of invasion of Peru,
while in Ecuador is trying desperately to cover even if a
4 Urrutia Suárez, Francisco, cit.
5 Rodríguez Sandoval, Luis A., “Peruvian documented aggression “, second edition, Quito, Ecuador, 1955.
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small percentage, the essential requirements that demand a
campaign.

Invasion of the province of El Oro.
It occurred on July 23. Starting 02h30 am Peruvian troops
unleashed artillery and mortars on points Alto Matapalo,
Corral Viejo and Rancho Chico.
The detachment Alto Matapalo Platoon consisting of
23 men, commanded by Lieutenant Benjamin Gates, was
attacked by a reinforced company; after stubborn resistance
and overwhelmed by the superiority, Ecuadorian troops had
to retreat to the mountains. Rancho Chico also was attacked
by a very superior Peruvian force, circumstance that allowed
overpower defenders. Corral Viejo, defended by a platoon
of 29 soldiers commanded by Captain Luis Burbano, was
attacked the same day 23 starting 07h30.
Peruvian forces, reinforced by elements including the
Civil Guard, they managed to subdue their opponents when
they were affected by the Peruvian fighter jets that bombed
and strafed their positions.

Intensification of attacks on Ecuadorian detachments.
Casitas.
It defended by 43 fighters led by Lieutenant Captain
Elias Enriquez and Carlos Meneses, withstood the attack
of a reinforced unit, consisting, according to a report by the
Peruvian captain Christopher Rubio, 9 officers, 256 enlisted
members and 64 civilian guards. During combat, some
incendiary bombs set fire to the huts of the Ecuadorian outpost
whose defenders version of Captain Rubio, “and defended
with ardor ceded no”. They were finally forced to retreat.6
6 Documentary collection of the conflict and military campaign in Ecuador in
1941,Vol. VII, Lima, Perú
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La Bomba.
Then this detachment was attacked. The fighting was
intense and dramatic as reported by the Peruvian fighter:
“Our troops (Peruvian) annihilated their enemies who
bravely defended killing and wounding many of our heroic
fighters. Here there was also wasted courage and heroism
on both sides. The enemy fought bravely and defended their
positions.”

The Crossing.
Caravan called by the Peruvians, this point was defended by 27 soldiers commanded by Lt. Jorge Chiriboga Donoso and Lieutenant Lorenzo Hinojosa. When Peruvians tried
to approach, in battle formation at the military post of the
Crossroads, they were met by heavy fire forcing them to stop
attacking and after they did massively, to overcome the resistance of the defenders.

Huaquillas.
Control of this population by Peruvian allow them free
access to the motorized conquer and mechanized means
to the Ecuadorian territory. This was the key to starting at
05h30 on 23 July, the artillery fire began to intensify after
hours action with mortars, machine guns and warplanes.
When Peruvian attempted to cross the river Zarumilla
were rejected by their opponents. On the night of 23 Chacras
arrived as reinforcements to some officers and enlisted
personnel.
Likewise, he held positions in La Delicia, a platoon of
24 soldiers commanded by Lieutenant Edmundo Chiriboga
who had left fifty percent of its staff in El Arenal.
The soldiers of Lt. Chiriboga, after stubborn resistance
were eliminated by Peruvians. In this regard, the narrative
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makes
a
Peruvian
official says: “With the
strength of small groups
of Ecuadorians brave
fighters, such as the
heroic Lieutenant Cesar
Edmundo Chiriboga who
along with his soldiers
paid with their lives, the
duty to defend the honor
and dignity of their
country. “7

Farms.
A part of Peruvian
fighter discovers that
the
magnitude
of
the attacking troops
Captain César Edmundo Chiriboga.
was
considerable,
determines also the
difficulties faced by Peruvian troops as the “Quelopana
Company disorganization and the withdrawal of two
companies of Infantry Battalion No. 19».
The device of the Peruvian attack was organized with
two companies in the first step, two on second line besides
cavalry units, plus the tactical air support aircraft, artillery
and other support units.
The Peruvian same document stresses that «elements of
the infantry who were detained, resumed the attack thanks
to the intervention of artillery ...»
By the action of mortar fire, artillery and aviation several
houses were burned. Ecuadorian defenders had to withdraw
due to unfavorable conditions.
7 De la Barra, Felipe, “Peruvian military history”, Lima, Perú
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Quebrada Seca.
In this sector was placed the battalion Montecristi
command post, commanded by Major Félix Vega Dávila and
his staff. From the early hours of the morning of 23 endured
intense fire from artillery, mortars, bombing and strafing of
aviation.
During the day, supporters gave some land, but still
controlling the sector to prevent penetration into Palmales.
As a result of intense fighting, among the Ecuadorian
casualties consisted Captain Galo Molina and seriously
injured reserve second lieutenant Gustavo Ledesma, who
died days later in a hospital in Talara.

Occupation of the second line of resistance.
It was realized by the broken Bejucal and was occupied
from day 25 by the same staff who withdrew from the front
and sixty police battalion Guayas, sent as reinforcements by
Colonel Luis Rodríguez Sandoval.
If communications on days 23 and 24 were bad, during
the retreat to the second line of resistance were even more
deficient. The link between the command and subordinate
units was completely broken.

Defense of the territorial sea.
On 23 July the Atahualpa notice that just had a Breda
cannon and two machine guns ZB., “Had arrived at Puerto
Bolivar, where it was attacked by Peruvian planes which
repelled bravely Ecuadorian ship crew, composed of three
officers, commanded by sublieutenant Victor Naranjo Fiallos
and 15 crew troops, plus 3 gunners Army.“8 According to the
version of commander Naranjo, in combat, an enemy plane
was seriously damaged.
8 Ochoa, Octavio, “Ecuadorian Tragedy of 1941” Quito, Ecuador.
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The next day, reporting Atahualpa was again harassed by
the Peruvian aviation without advantageously be impacted,
but suffered damage to their anti-aircraft guns.

The naval combat Jambelí.
The Calderón gunboat, commanded by Frigate
Lieutenant Rafael Morán Valverde, with its full crew to the
two ends eight Army conscripts, responsible for driving the
Breda guns, left Guayaquil on July 24 at 23h00 joined, giving
protection to vessels transporting personnel. The next day,
at 08:30, arrived at Puerto Bolívar and remained guarding
the landing.
Unexpectedly, at about 10h25, was attacked by Peruvian
planes, so “to have room to maneuver, we weighed and
sailed to the Gulf”, as we read in a fragment of Rafael Morán
report.
Later, the report of
the commander added:
“At 11h15 the watchman
announced the presence
of a ship sailing under
sail for the ship under
my command... The ship
sighted increased his
walk... with intentions
to cut our bow... When
the ship moved closer,
he recognized was a
Peruvian destroyer... at
11h30 breaks the enemy
fires a cannon... bow
attack with heavy fire
of artillery repels ... The
battle lasted until 11h46 ...
Our cannon possibly hit it
Cpcb. Rafael Morán Valverde.
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The gunboat Calderón.

in the Forward aft, as well as the antiaircraft gun of the ship’s
superstructure of the enemy. Our ship was not harmed.”
The courageous behavior of the staff of Calderón gunboat
and the expert commander drive Morán Valverde allowed
to repel the attack of the enemy, in an act that remains in the
naval history.

THEATRE OF OPERATIONS LOJA.
In this theater the following units highlighted: Spain
Infantry Battalion No. 8 with 7 officers and 170 enlisted
personnel; Tulcán Infantry Battalion No. 16, with 12 officers
and 245 troops; Macara Battalion No. 17, with 10 officers and
93 enlisted; company police Loja No. 8, with 5 officers and
112 men. The units of Peru who were against the province
of Loja were: headquarters VIII Light Division, Department
transmissions No. 8 Infantry Battalion No. 17 Infantry
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Battalion No. 20, company backing No.8 section flak No.
8 artillery group No. 8 Cavalry Regiment No. 7 and Civil
Guard. The total strength amounted to 3771.

Attack to Macara.
Macara was attacked according to a pre-conceived
plan and not because “the shield of the consulate of Peru
at Macara was stoned and dragged through the streets by
Ecuadorians...”9 as the Peruvian writer Humberto Delgado
Argues.
Even the Peruvian consul in Macara acknowledged that
was a sign of the Peruvian consulate rushed to earth to be
supported by a very old rope, so he (the Consul), picked it
up and put it in place.
The military post Macara consisted of 40 elements
troop under Lieutenant Raul Espinoza. The party filing
this official reads: “On July 25 at 14:15, Peruvian artillery
batteries opened fire Macara... immediately went into action
400 infantry troops; simultaneously 200 cavalry raided the
Vadeal, opening fire on both sides... The resistance held until
18:15 on the streets of the town... at 20h00 the first Peruvian
troops took possession of Macara which was sacked and
burned some neighborhoods of the city.

Cazaderos, Progress and Zapotillo.
On July 29 outposts Cazaderos and Progress, occupied
by a platoon of police under the command of Lt. Eliezer
Nájera and Lieutenant Carlos Orbe, were attacked by an
infantry company reinforced with a section of support
weapons. The Peruvian attack was harshly repelled causing
several casualties, including Lieutenant Carlos Astete. On
August 10 the position of Zapotillo consists of a platoon
commanded by Lieutenant Celso Vizuete and Sublieutenant
9 Ochoa, Octavio, “Ecuadorian Tragedy of 1941”, Quito, Ecuador.
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Adalberto Gallegos, was attacked by a reinforced company of
infantry with heavy weapons and supported by an artillery
battery. The inhabitants of Zapotillo helped the defense of
his people, which for purposes of artillery fire, was reduced
to rubble, a situation which was recognized by Peruvian
official documents: “It has been found that the artillery shells
and mortars had Zapotillo almost destroyed. “10

The cease-fire.
Mediators proposed ceasefire takes effect after six in
the evening of July 30, news reported that the two countries
involved in the conflict.
Ecuadorian Defense Minister Vicente Santisteban this
particular did personally meet the Superior Commander of
the Army, Colonel Francisco Urrutia, and this Colonel Luis
Rodríguez responsible for operations in the border provinces.
But the seriousness of Ecuador to respect international
commitments, in contrast to the Peruvian behavior, as its war
minister informed the commander of the Northern Grouping
that “mediating powers Accurate propose immediate
armistice... you tell us what time may cease fires...” The same
defense minister instructed by telegram to General Ureta;
“Take the time to make not only clean, but to advance as
much as possible in enemy territory.” Grouping commander,
General Ureta, provided: “Occupy by the quickest means of
communication nodes Machala and Pasaje...”
That is, while Ecuador meet the cease-fire, Peru instead,
took advantage of this to go deep into Ecuadorian territory.

SITUATION IN ECUADORian Eastern region.
Although the Peru proclaimed that it would fulfill
ceasefire from July 31, he continued his assault detachments
10 Araujo Arana, Humberto, “Background and border clashes, employment and
unemployment in Ecuadorian territory in 1941-1942”Lima, Perú.
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Transfer of remains of Lieut. Hugo Ortiz. From the book (Cavalry Lieutenant
Hugo Ortiz Garcés, Tcrn. Cuvi Carlos Cevallos).

dislocated in the Ecuadorian Amazon. Three battalions
covering the vast territory of our East: East Battalion No.
14, based on the command Rocafuerte population and its
commander Major José Arias Cox; Patria Battalion No. 15,
located in the town of Montalvo, commanded by Major
Flavio Muñoz; Battalion No. 13 Ecuador, located in Mendez,
commanded by Lieutenant Colonel Angel Duarte; fraction
and Nangaritza Zamora, located in Zamora, commanded by
Lieutenant Colonel Augusto Witt. These battalions totaling
650 troops, faced the Peruvian Division V with all its organic
means of combat, further supporting the strength of the
Amazon river and Air Force units.

Combat Yaupi and Santiago.
The post Yaupi consisted of eleven members and
troop commander was Sublieutenant Alberto Vinueza. I
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was attacked on August
1, 1941 by a reinforced
company, under Captain
Pedro
Rivadeneira.
After the death of stiff
resistance
soldiers
Alberto Orellana, Joaquín
Tipantuña and Segundo
Cisneros was established
in addition to the capture
of Sublieutenant Vinueza
and other colleagues,
but three soldiers who
managed to escape and
join the detachment of
Santiago. Soldiers were
Juan de la Rosa, José
García, and Blas Preciado.
On
August
2,
Corporal Luis A. Minacho.
Santiago
detachment
was attacked and had 10 troops, including 3 Yaupi soldiers,
commanded by Sublieutenant Hugo Ortiz.
In this unequal combat succumbed the commander and
some of his companions, with the dignity and manhood of
real militaries. The Peruvian general referring to the Santiago
commander said: “There was lamenting the death of the
brave Sublieutenant Hugo Ortiz, whose remains were duly
honored by the Peruvians.”11

Attack Tarqui detachment.
The detachment located at the confluence of the rivers
Nashiño and Curaray, was attacked on July 31, 1941 by a
company under Captain Saturnino Poblete Rodríguez.
11 De la Barra, Felipe, “The Peru-Ecuador conflict and the victorious campaign of
1941 in the northeastern border and Zarumilla”Lima, Perú, 1969.
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It was defended by 10 troops commanded by
Sublieutenant Maximiliano Rodriguez. When the battle
raged over a blast claimed the life of this brave Lojano
officer. Took over his compatriot Luis Minacho out, who
was also dropped, like some of his colleagues; the few
survivors were taken prisoner.

Rocafuerte Combat.
The military post was located at the confluence of the
rivers Aguarico and Napo. On August 11, the Peruvian attack
started with a force consisting of two reinforced companies,
one company of accompanying weapons three sections of
machine guns, artillery batteries of 75 mm., The Amazon
and combat aircraft of the Air Force gunship.
The Ecuadorian unit commanded by Major Carlos
Escalante and as deputy commander Major José Arias, had

Sketch including the report of Lieutenant Colonel Guillermo Burbano on
Rocafuerte detachment. December 1938.
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a rifle company, a section of machine guns and two 47 mm
cannons., Inoperable.
At 04pm. of August 11 shooting from the Peruvian camp
to our sentinels who were in the booth. The Ecuadorian
command requested an interview and appointed Major Arias
and second lieutenant Lituma and their representatives but
nothing was achieved, since they were detained as prisoners.
Fighting intensified on several fronts; advantageously
villagers were evacuated on time, but had to suffer a painful
exodus conjunction with its military compatriots who fight
bravely there after the population had to leave.

Fighting in the southeast.
The unit whose command was headquartered in
Montalvo, on the right bank of Bononaza, was the battalion
No. 15 Patria. Unfortunately, there are few documents that
make us know the Peruvian attacks that were raised in this
extensive jurisdiction. We will welcome only to report from
Major Flavio Muñoz, commander of that battalion. According
to his version of the Corrientes River detachment was attacked
on July 31, He knew about this action when he arrived to
Montalvobut when the only survivor came.
The Huachi detachment was attacked on August 12.
This detachment was commanded by Lieutenant Ignacio
Aguirre. The Andoas post was practically without staff
because reinforcements were sent to detachments that were
being attacked. Due to lack of information the same major
Muñoz doesn´t have detailed account of other bouts, but the
name of some low “soldiers Efraín Grueso and José Toledo,
in Huachi: soldiers Manuel Rojas, N. Sánchez, Vicente Viteri
and Julio Vera in Cochas de Sihuin. While reinforcement
came in Corrientes detachment were killed in the mouth of
the river Macusari and Corrientes, Corporal Gabriel Pozo,
soldier Manuel Cueva and former Sergeant N. Arcos.
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RECENT ARMED AND COMMITMENTS
OF ACTION PEACE.
Cune or Porotillo.
On September 11 he left Pasaje with direction to
Uzcurrumi, in reconnaissance missions, a platoon of cavalry
under Captain Peruvian Alfredo Novoa Cava.12 “Small
aliquots Yaguachi cavalry group, battalion Jaramijó and
battalion Montúfar planned the ambush in the sector Cune,
with complete success.” In short, 3 officers and 22 soldiers
who fell in the invaded territory; a prisoner sergeant and
another class that managed to escape was the result of
this fight, besides capturing weapons and abandoned
ammunition in place of combat.

Panupali.
On September 18, a platoon of cavalry group Febres
Cordero, under Captain Moses Oliva and squadron
commanders Leonidas Plaza Lasso and Alfredo Zurita, evicted
personal enemy who was in Panupali after violent attack. As a
result of combat life lost Ecuadorian soldiers: Sergeant Rafael
Grau, Miguel Vaca and conscript Jacinto Flores. The Peruvian
command recognized among their casualties seven deaths,
two wounded and two missing.

The Talara Agreement.
To avoid further clashes, the October 2, 1941 the socalled Talara agreement was signed. The military observers
of the mediating countries Argentina, Brazil and the United
States, in addition to representatives of Ecuador and Peru,
Lieutenant Colonel Christopher Toledo and Lt. Col. Miguel
Sáenz Monteza, respectively, were responsible for giving
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Group of representatives of the guarantor countries and representatives of
Ecuador and Peru.

birth this document, which basically determined one DMZ
avoided confrontations between conflicting forces.

Protocol of Rio de Janeiro.
It was signed on January 29, 1942, taking advantage
of the Third Meeting of Consultation of Foreign Ministers
which met in Rio de Janeiro. The guarantor countries:
Argentina, Brazil, Chile (did not participate in the signing
of Talara) and the United States pressured the Ecuadorian
delegation led by Dr. Julio Tobar Donoso, to sign the protocol
to establish border boundaries between the two countries,
failing that Peru continue to deep into Ecuadorian territory.
Thus consummated a wreck over Ecuador.
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PREVIOUS MILITARY EVENTS.
The Chilean military mission.
In 1956, six Chilean officers were hired to exert teaching
at the War Academy of Ecuadorian Army. These officers
were elected: Lieutenant colonels Aníbal Mancilla Andrade
and Miguel Casals Morales; Majors Carlos Matus Ugarte,
Pablo Schaffausser Acuña, Francisco Gorgoitía Herrera and
Augusto Pinochet Ugarte.“ 1
Began their work from 26 June 1956 when the War
Academy was reopened. Chilean teachers concluded their
time contract in 1959. Due to the efficient work accomplished,
the Army of Ecuador requested that his tenure be extended
three years, a request that was not accepted.
Therefore, they were replaced by the following officers
of the same nationality: Colonel Henry Carstens; lieutenant
colonels Francisco Aravena and Mario Carvallo; Majors
Remigio Andrade, Carlos Forestier and Hannibal Salvatierra
Fulfilled their contracts, the two missions of Chilean
officers left the country, whith the recognition of the armed
forces, With the recognition of the Army, which imposed the
decoration Abdón Calderón of first class.

The Army Air Service (SAE).
In 1956 starts the first course for Army pilots with seven
students, Lt. Witt Germán Alfonso Ordonez and second
lieutenants Alfonso Buenaventura, Jorge Romero, Édison
Torres, Hernan Hinojosa, Jorge Larrea and Carlos Gálvez .
In 1965 the first course of instructor pilots was developed.
On 29 November 1978, the Army Air Service becomes
Army Aviation. July 1, 1987, the Army General Command
approved the establishment of the Army Aviation Brigade
1 Arancibia Clavel, Roberto, “The influence of the Chilean Army in Latin America”1900-1950
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First year of aviation pilots, army Lt.. Germán Witt Alfonso Ordonez and lieutenants Buenaventura, Jorge Romero, Édison Torres, Hernan Hinojosa, and Jorge
Larrea, Carlos Gálvez.

No.15 Amazon, a name that was later changed to Paquisha.
After its successful participation in the Cenepa war, in
February 1996, by Ministerial General,Order No. 36 specialty
Army Aviation becomes an Arm.
Lieutenant Colonel Colón Grijalva is considered
the pioneer and promoter of this glorious Arm and was
awarded with two Croix de Guerre decorations for its bizarre
involvement in international conflicts of the Cordillera del
Condor in 1981 and Cenepa victorious campaign in 1995.

Galapagos Armored Brigade.
Organically shaped by “command and headquarters,
headquarters companies, Military Police, transmissions,
logistical support; groups AMX-13 tanks No.1 Machala, No.
1 Riobamba; Armored Infantry Battalion No. 1 Riobamba and
AML armored reconnaissance squadron. Also considered
subsequently create groups and armored battalions,
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artillery battery and 155
self-propelled armored
engineer company.“2

Ecuadorian
parachuting.

military

The main precursor
was Captain Alejandro
Romo Escobar. Under his
leadership, October 29,
1956, using a C-47 plane
made the first parachute
jump pioneers of the
national Army.
The
nascent
paratrooper unit, had
an important launch
for their professional
Col. (sp) Romo Escobar Alejandro, a pioneer
capacity. In October 1958
of the Ecuadorian military parachuting.
the first year of combat
swimmers opens and gives startup command courses,
precursors, jumpmaster, parachute maintenance, air supply;
also ventures into free diving techniques, climbing, guide
dogs, jungle and counterinsurgency operations.
The increase in personnel and specialties motivated
to adopt different denominations: Special Detachment
Paratroopers, Detachment Paratroopers School, Special
Group Forces School, among other names.

Special Forces Brigade.
It was created by Command Order No. 001-III-CI of
February 13, 1975, the General Command of the Army, signed
2 Command Order No. 004-III-C-974 published in General Order of March 27,
1974, signed by General Mario López Serrano, General Commander of the Army.
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by General Mario López Serrano. It was its first commander
Colonel Christopher Navas Almeida.
In the order of Command of creation of the brigade
features “based on what is stated in a decree published in
the secret Official Gazette No. 246-5 of February 8, 1975.” It
also determines that the command of the brigade to which
the name of Patria was given, “in addition to subordinate
units, with the exception of Special Forces Group No. 2,
it will be temporalily in Quito, later in the military camp
that will be built in Canton Rumiñahui.“
In 1982 was moved with part of its staff to fill the modern
camp of Latacunga. In 1986 it changed its name from 1- BFE
Patria to 9- BFE Patria.

School of Services and Army Specialists.
Before its creation formalized other names, but it definitely
makes official as School of Services by Army Command
Order No. 90002-SGE, signed on January 26, 1990 by General
Germán Ruiz Zurita, General Commander of the Army.
Provided that depended to the Education Department
of the Army and that worked at Camp Logistics Support
Brigade No. 25 Kingdom of Quito. In November 1991 he took
up part of the facilities of Mariscal Sucre Group El Pintado.
In 1996 it received the final designation of School of
Specialist Services of the Land Forces.

Unawareness of the Protocol of Rio de Janeiro.
The August 17, 1960, in rousing speech, the newly elected
President, Dr. José María Velasco Ibarra, proclaimed: “We do
not want war... but we will never recognize the Treaty of Rio
de Janeiro.”3 On September 20 of the same year, during the
General Assembly of the United Nations, the Ecuadorian
3 Excerpt from speech by President Velasco Ibarra in the city of Riobamba, the
August 17, 1960, and reproduced by El Comercio.
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Foreign Minister, Dr. José Ricardo Chiriboga Villagómez
ratified the nullity and invalidity of that international
engagement.
September 30 Peru response leting know that they had
acquired nine aircraft in the United States to increase combat
power of its air force.

Toachi guerrillas.
General Paco Moncayo reminds us. “March 31st.,
1962, suspected subversives realized their course of action.
The Hacienda La Gripola in Santo Domingo, was the place
chosen for indoctrination and military training. Among the
sticking caudillo Jorge Rivadeneira, Édison Carreño, Milton
Reyes and “Coquín” Alvarado“. 4
On April 2nd. the same year were reported by residents
of the sector. To submit, the Army official said 7officers and
80 paratroopers who captured them without a problem. El
Comercio published the matter: “One of the military contingents
of Quito, surprised Toachi river banks of the guerrilla camp.
After a slight confrontation culminated in the capture of the
camp... “ The Ministry of Defence gave the names of the 3
women and 37 men captured; 34 firearms, topographic maps,
military equipment and subversive propaganda.

The transmissions arm.
Was created by legislative decree of November 15th.,
1962 The same decree provides for the integration of the
Army for operational units, combat tactics; and fundamental
units and smaller units; recruitment and development
institutes of all ranks. Arm transmissions included between
existing: infantry, cavalry, artillery, and armored engineers.
A transmission corresponded plece sixth.
4 Moncayo Gallegos, Paco, “Armed Forces and Society” Universidad Andina
Simón Bolívar, Corporación Editora Nacional, Quito, Ecuador, 1995.
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Structuring of military intelligence.
The Italian military mission created the office for
information. In the 50s of the previous century, functioned II
Army Information Department.
According to Hernán Altamirano Escobar version of
“In mid February 1963, calls for 4 officers and 42 classes
and focuses on the Eloy Alfaro Military School in order
to conduct the first course in Military Intelligence.”In
Order General No. 098 published on June 11th., 1963 by
General Luis Cabrera Sevilla, the Military Intelligence
Detachment is created. With a command order published
in the General Order No. 001-E-3-0-2-978, signed on August
4, 1978 by General Guillermo Durán Arcentales, the Military
Intelligence Battalion is created. Since 1991 the Department
of Intelligence becomes Intelligence Directorate. In 1996 the
Minister of Defence, General Alfonso Santillan signed the
ministerial agreement published in the ministerial general
order on Thursday, 29 February, he transforms into an Arm
specialty.

Communications Arm.
Was created by legislative decree of November 15, 1962
The same decree provides for the integration of the Army
for operational units, combat tactics; and fundamental units
and smaller units; recruitment and development institutes
of all ranks. Communications Arm was included between
existing: infantry, cavalry, artillery, and armored engineers.
To Communications corresponded sixth place.

Structuring of military intelligence.
The Italian military mission created the office for
information. In the 50s of the previous century, functioned
the II Army Information Department.
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According to Hernán Altamirano Escobar version of
“In mid February 1963, calls for 4 officers and 42 classes
and focuses on the Eloy Alfaro Military School in order to
conduct the first course in Military Intelligence.”5
With Command Order published in General Order
No. 098 of June 11, 1963 by General Luis Cabrera Sevilla, is
created the Military Intelligence Detachment.
With Command Order No. 001-E-3-0-2-978, signed on
August 4, 1978 by General Guillermo Durán Arcentales, the
Military Intelligence Battalion is created.
Since 1991 the Department of Intelligence becomes
Intelligence Directorate. In 1996 the Minister of Defence,
General Alfonso Santillan signed the ministerial agreement
published in the ministerial general order on Thursday,
February29, he transforms the specialty into Arm.

Ecuadorian agrarian military conscription.
The technical assistance offered by Israel to the
Ecuadorian government Agreement is given by resolution of
February 21, 1963. In October of the same year, the military
Junta announced the implementation of land reform
programs in which military will be involved in which reason,
it was found “A group of officers will study in Israel for two
and a half months...” Taking this situation it was decided to
create the draft.
To assist in the planning and execution, came to Ecuador
on May 21, 1964, from Israel, the Major Josep Levi.
By decree of June 6, 1972, signed by General Guillermo
Rodriguez Lara, states that the estates El Prado, Loreto, San
Miguel and Santa Ana, are administered by the agricultural
conscription.

5 Altamirano Escobar, Hernán, “Military Intelligence, Yesterday, Today and Forever” brochure published el 11 de junio de 1993.
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Creating the Army Corps of Engineers.
As background, in the Draft Military Law, filed on June
27, 1902 by Major Luis Cabrera, who chaired the Chilean
military mission, and the creation consisted of military
engineers. The Italian military mission, which arrived in
the country in May 1922, created the School of Engineering,
which the technical Director was was Major Alberto Inzani.
The same officer recommended to create the Army Corps of
Engineers.
President José María Velasco Ibarra, dated October 4, 1968
signed a decree creating the Army Corps of Engineers, “with
the rank of department will comply with the Department
of Army Engineers, engineers existing units and those to be
created in the future... “

ASSAULT TO THE detachments IN THE
CONDOR MOUNTAIN RANGE
The Peruvian military class to power.
On October 3, 1968, Maj. Gen. Juan Velasco Alvarado
ended the government of President of Peru, Fernando
Belaúnde engineer.
In a chapter of the manifesto to the people of Peru
states: “The Revolutionary Government declares its respect
to treaties in the international order has entered the Peru,
that the principles of our Christian tradition and will remain
alert foreign investment...”6

The arms race.
In 1968 the U.S. Congress banned the sale of sophisticated
military equipment to Latin American countries; This move
prompted the Peruvian government, which at the beginning
6 Zimmerman, Augusto, “The Inca Plan” Editorial Grijalva
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Victor Polay, leader of the MRTA, bracelet and armed with a Mk-47 machine gun
with three companions, in the Peruvian jungle (Photo Masks Lima magazine).

of his administration had decided to increase the strength
of its armed forces, look out for ordering weapons to other
nations which included Russia, Germany, Italy and France.
From these countries came to Peru modern destroyers,
suitable even for the launch of Exocet missiles, submarines
Howaldt type; Mirage type aircraft, Canberra, Mig-21
helicopter gunships, transport aircraft, anti-aircraft missiles;
battle tanks T-54, T-55 and T-62 heavy and medium artillery,
rockets and anti-tank guns.

Subversive Movements.
In the 70s, Sendero Luminoso targets its politicalideological universities to perform simple approach and
ideological training of farmers especially in Ayacucho and
Apurimac and Huancavelica areas of work. In 1980 its leaders
decide to start the worker-peasant people’s war, becoming
real problem for government and military authorities.
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The Tupac Amaru movement based its armed struggle
in poverty that afflicted to Peru, especially the excessive
acquisition of arms that held the military regime. Well
planned military actions, infiltrate their troops in student,
labor, public organizations and even in compulsory military
service.

Incomplete border demarcation.
On 29 January 1942 Rio Protocol was signed in order
to delimit the Ecuador-Peru border, “but the discovery
of Cenepa river made one of the geographical features
mentioned in the report of Braz Días de Aguiar did not exist,
so it could not take in effect the real and fair delimitation.“7
Neither Días Aguiar mentions of the Condor mountain range
or line demarcatorios summit as reference points.
The absence in the protocol of these geographical
references, underpinned the Ecuadorian thesis of nullity of
that international agreement signed under imposition.

Popular dissatifaction.
Upon assuming power again in 1980, the architect
Fernando Belaunde found the nearly empty fical coffers, so
could not do public works and improve the standard of life
of Peruvians. Therefore, he was forced to declare a package
of economic measures that particularly affected the poorer
classes, deepening popular discontent.
In addition, unemployment and underemployment,
wages that did not meet the basic needs of the population,
increasing poverty. The student strikes of workers, peasants
and employees; Price increase prices soared life system of
the masses, and violence became real difficult to control
cancer.
7 Macías Núñez, Édison, “The conflict in the Cordillera del Condor, antecedents
and consequences”, Editorial Pedagógica Freire, Riobamba, 1992.
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Together all these problems caused the government
Belaunde wobble, so it sought an immediate solution: create
an international problem for national unity.

Border clashes.
The January 10, 1978, in the field of Machucuarentza,
Huasaga jurisdiction, confront a Peruvian patrol at the
checkpoint captain Bezada and a Patrol of the Taisha
company. The outcome a Peruvian soldier Oscar Jorama
died, whose body was handed over on 13 June of the same
month. On 19 January, in the Cordillera del Condor ‘was
another incident with an Ecuadorian patrol detachment
Condor Mirador and a Peruvian group that ambushed ,
Milton Yepez an Ecuadorian conscript was wounded “.8
Advantageously the timely meeting of the chief of staff
of the Loja brigade Colonel Jorge Orbe Rengifo and his
Peruvian colleague Colonel Roberto Noé Morales, prevented
the problem to be deepened.
During 1979 the Peruvian-Chilean relations were
complicated considerably. The proximity of the date of the
centenary of the Pacific War and the alleged vindication of
Peru’s defeat at the time, created expectation and uncertainty.
Many analysts of the continent envision the advent of largescale armed conflict between the two countries.
Moreover, neither the relationship between Ecuador
and Peru went through good time. Tension along the border
was palpable, especially provocations the southern troops
neighbor.

Declarations of Riobamba and Santa Martha.
Ecuador celebrated the sesquicentennial of the shipment
of the first Constitution of the Republic. Therefore organized
8 Extract from the Report of Loja Brigade commander, General Luis Fernando
Espinoza, General Raúl Cabrera Sevilla, Chief of Staff of the Army.
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the “Quote of Riobamba” in which regional and continental
issues related to the integration of people, mechanisms were
discussed to address disputes between nations, among other
important issues.
This event was attended by leaders of five Latin American
countries, a vice-president and delegate of Spain, who signed
the so-called Charter of Conduct, September 11, 1980.
That same year, in order to have the memory of Bolívar
force in the sesquicentennial of his death, met in Colombia
dignitaries who had come to the appointment of Riobamba
and the presidents of El Salvador, the Dominican Republic,
the Peru and President of the Spanish Government. On
December 18, 1980 they signed the Declaration of Santa
Martha, notorious document of political importance in
which Latin American countries reiterated “the respect for
territorial integrity and continental sovereignty “.

ADVANCED POSITIONS IN THE MOUNTAIN
RANGE OF EL CONDOR.
In order to give comfort to its staff, the Army Command
hired the company Esmetal to carry out the construction
of small military outposts camps that Ecuador kept in
the area of the Cordillera del Condor. The buildings were
erected to replace the huts with local materials in each of the
detachments, which had been used by the Ecuadorian Army
over the years. Building Paquisha detachments, mayaicu,
Machinaza and Condor Mirador, should be completed
until February 27, the day of the inauguration would take
place in the presence of President Jaime Roldós Aguilera
and the high military authorities.

Paquisha.
Commander, Infantry Lieutenant Luis Rojas, 4 volunteers
and 10 conscripts.
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Mayaicu.
Commander, artillery lieutenant José Espinoza, 4
volunteers and 10 conscripts.

Machinaza.

Commander, artillery lieutenant Guillermo Velez, 5
volunteers and 10 conscripts.

Peruvian outposts.
Before the assault, Peru had the following outposts in the
jungle area bordering with Ecuador: Soldier Pastor, Soldier
Vargas, Jimenez Banda, sublieutenant Núñez Soldier Silva,
Teisha, El Soldado, Paquisha, Alto Comaina and Mayaicu.
When the conflict started all these outposts were
reinforced with personnel and weaponry. Reinforcement

Facilities construction of military post Machinaza.
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units that were incorporated that front: Jungle Infantry
Battalion No. 25 Callao, Parachute Battalion No. 69 Amazon,
Jungle Infantry Battalion No. 47 Alfonso Ugarte and units of
Iquitos and Sullana.

Paquisha first attack.
A few days before the fighting started, the three
commanders of the Ecuadorian military posts gave part
that Peruvian flag helicopters flew over the area, possibly in
reconnaissance missions. On 22 January arrived to Paquisha
Lieutenant Victor Valencia Hugo piloting a helicopter Army
Air Service. Suddenly the detachment was gunned down
by a Peruvian helicopter. Military personnel responded
immediately by firing their guns, forcing the attackers to
retreat. As a result of the treacherous attack, Lt. Valencia was
seriously wounded in the head.

Stocks and orders.
Upon learning of this new release, Lt. Col. Michael
Zaldumbide, Commandant of the command Selva Zamora
No.21, gave up to the next step for appropriate action.
Additionally the Tcrn. Zaldumbide ordered his unit to
remain on high alert and “any other aggressive action is
repelled with gunfire. He ordered also put running a Plan
of Operations; staff prepare aspiring soldiers manning
the computer to mobilize the combat command post, and
immediately reinforcing positions Paquisha, Mayaicu and
Machinaza “.9 Meanwhile, in Quito the military leadership,
headed by General Marcus Aurelius Subía, Defense Minister
to discuss the situation, and provide immediate actions
required by the respective channels, formal protest was
lodged by air attack on our soil.
9 Report of Lieutenant Colonel Miguel Zaldumbide, commander of the Jungle
Commando “Zamora” Zamora, February 1981.
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One of the Command detachments Zamora Forest.

Deployment of forces in conflict.
The Ecuador in anticipation that the conflict became
general, took appropriate disincentives. The deployment of
our forces was performed immediately, especially armored
occupying assembly areas and border positions with
surprising speed.
As it was anticipated that the fighting would be targeted
in the Cordillera del Condor Selva Zamora Command was
reinforced with aliquots of different specialist units in
jungle fighting and limited air assets. Similarly, Paquisha
detachments, and Machinaza Mayaicu, were reinforced.
The Peruvian armed forces, mobilized the Ninth Armored
Division from Lima to Tumbes; Chorrillos Airborne Division
Chavez Valdivia and Comaina Alto; also, from Iquitos
reinforcements detachments and units that could be used
against Ecuadorian forces were sent. He also in mobilizing
other divisions to reinforce the units that were in front of the
provinces of El Oro and Loja.
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National response to the aggression.
Civic and patriotic demonstrations were held in all
provinces. Peruvian mass gatherings rejected aggression
and supported the determined attitude of the Armed Forces.
Students of both sexes received the appropriate training
before joining the civil defense agencies, which were
organized in all provinces of Ecuador. In Zamora and other
border towns security equipment installations and sensitive
points, obscuring exercises, teams collecting food and other
resources, ie organized, prepared for any contingency.
In Guayaquil a Special Area Defense was responsible
Lieutenant Colonel José Gallardo Román was organized.
The Golden key frontier defense, one commanded by
General Richelieu Levoyer division was organized, and was
intended to apply at that stage the novel mode of combat
“aggressive defense”, conceived by General Edmund
Nursery, commander of the The Oro Brigade
“We are all Paquisha” was the battle cry that hearts joined
Ecuadorians, whose echoes reached even to foreign countries,
where fellow residents organized huge concentrations and
spiritual support to externalize their offended country. The
national civic response was extremely touching.

Aggression intensifies.
The Peruvian military command decided to attack the
Paquisha, January 28, 1981. The plan was summarized well
planned. “Helicopter gunships soften Ecuadorian positions,
these helicopters will protect two fighter-bombers, while a
company of infantry jungle should be helicopter transport to
a beach near Paquisha.”10
At 07h30 approximately Peruvian helicopters carried
out their mission, but were met with heavy fire from their
10 Hidalgo Morey, Teodoro, The conflict in the Cordillera del Condor”Lima,
Perú.
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defenders scattered in the jungle, while multiple machine
gun led by Corporal Nelson Guamaní Oña and two
ammunitioners, conscripts Segundo Nicanor Quiroz and
Luis Alberto Suarez, repelled the attack.
From noon aircraft that protected the helicopters began
bombing, transformin in an unequal combat: aircrafts,
helicopters armored to a machinegun and manning rifles.

Peruvian frustration.
The forest company that should be transported to a
nearby beach for the final assault, could not do so because
the circumstances did not allow it, Peruvian Lt. Col.
Teodoro Hidalgo Morey laments, “which was scheduled at
13.00 should return the helicopters (to Paquisha) to a final
softening before the assault, but when he tried to fulfill that
part of the plan helicopters were met with heavy fire as they
approached the valley of Comaina, so they had to go back
and wait for better conditions . “

Martyr blood.
At approximately 17:30, a bomb fell near the carriage of
multiple machine gun and a shrapnel practically sliced off the
trunk of conscript Segundo Nicanor Quiroz and wounded
in the ankle and foot conscript Luis Alberto Suarez. That
bombing was the last of that disastrous day.
Another brave defenders fell in Paquisha was the
aspiring soldier Manuel de Jesus Martinez, mortally
wounded by enemy air. One of his companions, the soldier
Ivan Jimenez gives us his testimony:... “When the change of
positions was made at approximately 10:00 am, Martinez
soldier was not located and has since been reported missing.”
(The biography of these two heroes is recorded in the book
“Life, struggle and achievements of our heroes,” author
Tcrn. Édison Macías Núñez.)
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Persist airstrikes.
On
January
29
Peruvians
attacks
with greater intensity,
complemented with the
landing of 150 soldiers
for the purpose of taking
the
camp
Paquisha,
who could not make
it yesterday resumed.
The same Tcrn. Hidalgo
Monroy recognized. “He
had tried to conquer the
PV-22 (Paquisha) for two
days without success,
which produced a very
large frustration at all
levels of the command, Jaime Roldós Aguilera Attorney, President
particularly in the QRM
of Ecuador (1979-1981).
(Fifth Military Region).”
The day 30 took part in the bombing and strafing
Mirage aircraft and helicopter gunships. Faced with such
intense aerial action without the support of our fighters,
Ecuadorians fighters retreated in small patrols and occupied
surrounding positions. Peruvian airborne troops finally
occupied the camp, then did those who landed the day
before. Ecuadorian troops who survived the attacks to other
detachments retreated, especially towards the outposts
and Machinaza Mayaicu, who had also been attacked less
intense, by Peruvian offenders.

Foreign journalists give their version to the world.
French journalist Daniel Priollet de France Press, writes:
“The fiercest fighting took place on Wednesday 28 January
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in Paquisha... Ecuadorians took command of the first attack
tactics dispersed in the rainforest, and then re-grouped
and their positions... which explains their low number of
casualties ... are determined to assert, regardless, the presence
of small Ecuador against Peru armed to the teeth. “11
Colombian journalist Margarita Cubillos, Cromos
magazine reporter, writes: “Several young soldiers asilan
in the Zamora hospital. One of them told me that Peruvian
airplanes came and went without giving them time to
recover... others told me that as soon as his wounds heal, will
fight again... I personally-manifest-Cubillos, I was surprised
as high morale of the people, if there is need to continue the
struggle, continue... even children ten years and older are
less clear conscience in this regard...“12
Similarly, other journalists of different nationalities,
Peruvians highlighted persistent shelling and calm and
intelligent reaction of Ecuadorian military and civilians
prevented an excessive number of casualties occurred.

Condor Tactical Grouping.
It was organized with personnel from Army Special
Forces and Marines, under Lieutenant Colonel Carlomagno
Andrade. He replaced from 4 February to Forest Command
Zamora, led by Tcrn. Miguel Zaldumbide. In the early hours
of the morning of the 6th, the helicopter squadron, consisting
of personnel, equipment and means of Army Aviation was
incorporated.
The Condor Grouping also activated actions concerning
operations, intelligence, personnel and logistics, the defenses
deployed in the Ecuadorian border.

11 El Comercio, Quito, jueves 5 de febrero de 1981, reproduces the story of French
journalist Daniel Priollet from France Press.
12 El Universo, 4 de febrero de 1981, publishes the journalistic work of Margarita
Cubillo, Cromos magazine reporter in Bogota.
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Impacted Peruvian helicopter.
On 13 and 15 February the commission of observers
(military attaches of friendly countries), visited the Machinaza
camp found that was occupied by the Ecuadorian army, a
situation that prompted the Peruvian command arrange for
the “recovery” of that military post.
Indeed, the morning of February 19, three Peruvian
helicopters supported by two fighter jets bombed Machinaza.
During the confrontation was hit and knocked down (it
arborizó as Peruvian version), a helicopter; his copilot Lt.
Julio Ponce de Mayolo Antunes, was killed by an impact on
the face, and 3 officers and 8 wounded troops.

Demilitarization of the conflict scenario.
On 2 February at 13h00 announced in Quito and Lima
cease fires. To control that this undertaking is fulfilled, an
observer committee, composed of the military attaches of
the four countries meeting friends office in Quito and Lima
was formed.
“On February 4 the XIX Meeting of Consultation of the
OAS issued a resolution in which numeral 3 urged those
countries (Ecuador and Peru) to demobilize, decentralizing
forces and dismantle the military operations...” On February
17, the four mediator countries recommended that Ecuador
troops were concentrated in Mayaicu Viejo (Nangaritza river
banks), and the Peruvian in Comaina Alto.

Demobilization process.
On February 26 in order to ensure the ultimate relaxation,
bilateral meetings were initiated in the border towns of Aguas
Verdes and Huaquillas. Military delegations of Ecuador and
Peru, was presided over the by Vice Admiral of Ecuador
Raul Sorroza Encalada and of Peru by Vice Admiral Jorge
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Du Bois Gervasi. They
were
accompanied
by representatives of
Argentina,
General
Alfredo Sotera; Chile, Gen.
Manuel Barros Recabarren;
Brazil, General Ademar Da
Costa Machado and U.S.
Major General William
F. Masterson. After days
of
expectation
those
representing
Ecuador
and Peru decided to run
the demobilization of
troops, an agreement that
was approved by their
respective governments.

Return to the units.

Wounded soldier getting the attention
of a colleague.

General Richelieu Levoyer, commander of the Oro
Division, planned the removal of the combat device. It had
to do with the collaboration of generals Edmundo Vivero,
Christopher Navas, Nicanor Zambrano and Colonel Edmundo
Lituma, brigade commanders El Oro, Pichincha, Portete and
Galapagos respectively. Colonel José Espinoza, police chief
of the province adopted the appropriate security measures
to prevent traffic congestion. Similarly, pursuant to the
agreement, Ecuador immediately executed the demobilization
and withdrawal of troops from the combat zone.

The death of President Jaime Roldós.
The May 24, 1981 multitudinous paid tribute to the
heroes of the Cordillera del Condor in the Olimpico
Atahualpa stadium in Quito.
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Roldós President chaired the event and in his speech
at the end movingly concluded: “This Amazonian Ecuador,
from everlasting to everlasting. Viva la Patria “. Minutes later
left for Macara and then Zapotillo province of Loja, where he
was to be awarded jointly with his Defense Minister General
Marco Aurelio Subía.
However, the presidential plane never reached its
destination: Huairapungo collided in the hill sector Celica
Canton, and its occupants, the President and his wife Martha
Bucaram; Defense Minister and his wife Irlanda Sarango;
aides colonels lieutenants Héctor Torres and Armando
Navarrete; Colonel Marcos Andrade, pilot of the aircraft;
Lieutenant Galo Romo, co-pilot and stewardess Soledad
Rosero unfortunately died.
That day, the Ecuadorian football team was playing for
a going qualifier game for a World Cup and attention was

General Marco Aurelio Subia and President Jaime Roldos, main protagonists of
the conflict in 1981, died on the same day.
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focused on that game. Moments before the match started
rumors about the possibility of a crash of the presidential
plane, news that was confirmed minutes later. An awkward
silence filled the stadium and Ecuadorian households. The
game, however, was not suspended.
In Peru also another character who was involved in the
conflict, General Rafael Hoyos Rubio, commanding general
of the Peruvian Army, passed away with his entourage when
June 18, 1981, the helicopter that carried reconnaissance hit
the Mogollon hill , jurisdiction of the province of Talara Piura
department.
With the death of Roldós, his defense minister and
entourage, closed with deep pain a chapter in the history of
Ecuador in which our armed forces fought back with honor
and courage territorial inheritance.
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A transitional government.
With the unfortunate death of President Jaime
Roldós, took office on Dr. Osvaldo Hurtado. About this
representative government, Muñoz Borrero writes:... “It has
been advocated respect for democracy and human rights,
in accordance with the Charter of Conduct inspired by
President Roldós... the situation was alarming and the coast
and parts of saw the avalanche of water (floods in 1983),
which destroyed the roads... Added to this, the external debt
and the social convulsions that had to impose on monetary
minidevaluations worsened ...”1

The hard line imposed.
The slogan of “bread, shelter and employment,”
impacted the masses and made León Febres Cordero won
the 1984 elections, beating opposition candidates: Rodrigo
Borja, Julio César Trujillo, Francisco Huerta Montalvo, Angel
Duarte, Jaime Hurtado and René Mouge.
Several important works were those made by the
government based on the premise: “This is required by the
dignity of a people.” However, it also suffered the ravages
of nature dampening domestic production and road
infrastructure destroyed.
His firm and authoritarian style of government
generated the most varied censorship of public opinion, and
far-left parties were disappointed as the “Alfaro Vive Carajo”
movement was mortally wounded, with the elimination of
their top leaders. President Febres Cordero faced a series
of military problems. Stopping the commanding general of
the Air Force and Chief of the Joint Command of the Armed
Forces, General Frank Vargas Pazzos in March 1986, was an
indicator that something abnormal was happening inside
1 Muñoz Borrero, Eduardo, “In the Palacio de Carondelet,” Graphic Arts Sign,
Quito, Ecuador, 1992.
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the Armed Forces. General Vargas, was arrested, despite
having received amnesty from Congress.
The discomfort of officers and aeronáutics of the Air
Force, by the continued imprisonment of his former
commander persisted. Before the visit of President Febres
Cordero to the base of Taura, January 16, 1987, as Captain
John Maldonado version, “the Intelligence Service of the
Air Force recommended any social or official visit to the Air
Force avoided, because an imminent uprising warned... “2
On January 16 came the President of the Republic to
the track with his entourage Taura. While receiving the
regulatory part of the defense minister, a shot rang out
and then other blasts heralding the start of an operation to
capture the president. Febres Cordero, the defense minister
and other officials were arrested while casualties were the
result of this unfortunate event. After lengthy negotiations,
President Febres Cordero agreed to the terms of the military
and was released.

The papal arbitration.
The January 31, 1988 election that brought lid president
Dr. Rodrigo Borja Cevallos, who beat contenders as Sixto
Duran Ballen, Jamil Mahuad, Bucaram, Frank Vargas and
Jaime Hurtado starts. One of the important steps taken by
Dr. Borja was proposing the September 30, 1991, at a forum
of the United Nations, a papal arbitration in order to settle
the border dispute with Peru, but the Peruvian government
argued Protocol of Rio de Janeiro had solved the problem of
border demarcation.

A Peruvian president in Quito.
President Borja tried to leave the door open for a possible
peaceful solution to the border problem. As a step to approach
2 Maldonado, Jhon, “Taura, what has not been said”
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relevant believed invite President Alberto Fujimori visit
Ecuador. This was held from 9 to 11 January 1992. Peruvian
President over the procession was accompanied by his wife
Susana Higuchi who had the opportunity to fraternize with
the first lady of our country, Carmen Calixto de Borja.
Fujimori’s visit was considered historic and hopeful,
even years later declaring that the visit to Quito he did
for “distracting the Ecuadorian military while fighting the
guerrillas of the Sendero Luminoso”.

The president of “not one step back.”
In pairing with economist Alberto Dahik, Sixto Duran
Ballen candidate won the presidential elections for the
period 1992-1996.
In post office, referring to the border dispute with Peru,
announced that it will
intensify
constructive
dialogue in order to find a
definitive solution to the
border dispute. But her
words would accompany
with
a
gesture
of
fraternal courtesy briefly
suspended his message
to the nation to approach
the President Fujimori,
who was among the
delegations, and in a
spontaneous hug to seal
the promises of peace.
During his government,
political opposition began
to hinder its management
exteriorized obvious ups
and downs; however, its
Arq. Sixto Durán Ballén.
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popularity rose when unforeseen levels corresponded to
successfully confront the so-called Cenepa War.

Creating Jungle Brigade No. 21 Condor.
This brigade was established by Command Order No.
013-SG-VII-985 August 29, 1985. Similarly, with command
by independent companies Nangaritza Coangos and
organized. It was commanded by Colonel José Villamil Chain
Martin and his staff built by Colonel Juan Méndez Moreno
and Carlos Garzón Escobar lieutenant colonels, Boanerges
Medina Rojas and Édison Macías Núñez.
By general order was replaced by Brigade No. 21
Condor Selva, the forest Grouping No. 21 Condor. However,
the need to safeguard and protect the extensive eastern
bordering Peru, with Command Order No. 89009-SGEVII-989, signed by the General Commander of the Army,
definitively established Jungle Brigade No. 21 Condor.

REMEMBRANCE OF TWO MILITARY LEADERS.
General Carlomagno Andrade.
“Born in Quito, on January 30, 1939, at home consisting
of Carlos Alberto Andrade and Isolina Paredes Vela.
Outstanding student of the Colegio Militar Eloy Alfaro
to graduate in 1961 with the rank of second lieutenant of
infantry. “3
In 1981, when the bombing of the Peruvian Army
Aviation positions Paquisha, Mayaicu and Machinaza, was
given command of the Condor Tactical Grouping.
In 1990, he reached the top of the military hierarchy
pyramid. President Sixto Duran Ballen entrusted the General
Command of the Army. Just the December 10, 1992 was an
3 Moncayo, Paco, “General Carlomagno Andrade, an exemplary life,” Ministry
of National Defense, Quito, 1993.
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Last Photo of Grab. Miguel Iturralde (16-Nov-1994).

exercise to assess troops in the province of El Oro Incidentally
took the opportunity to make a parachute jump.
Back in Quito, at 19h40 the same day, as it approached
the airport, the plane carrying suffered unfortunate accident
perishing General Andrade, crew and other passengers. 4

General Miguel Iturralde Jaramillo.
Yaguachi Born in the province of Guayas, on August 17,
1941; His parents were Gustavo Iturralde Parreno and Blanca
Jaramillo. Is recognized in the life of a cadet as a brilliant
student and athlete. After graduating from the Colegio
Militar Eloy Alfaro, like the general Carlomagno Andrade,
was a prominent member of the special forces.
During the conflict in the Cordillera del Condor in
1981, was a member of staff (Assistant) Division of El Oro
4 April. Accidental Report Commander Jungle Brigade 17 Pastaza, Shell, November 18, 1994.
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deservedly reached the rank of general and then serves as
the Commanding General of the Army.
On 15 November 1994 he paid a visit to Tena, where
he attended the parade and in the afternoon at the solemn
session before returning to the Jungle Brigade 17 Pastaza.
The next day, using a helicopter, goes to visit Jungle Battalion
No.50 Morona in Taisha.
In the afternoon, he moved to Montalvo, Battalion
Headquarters Command No. 49 Captain Chiriboga, in
order to visit and check personnel needs of the different
detachments. “After flying over the area and on his way to
detachment of La Boca, the helicopter suffered fatal accident,
died General Iturralde, 9 companions were seriously injured
1 general, 1 colonel and two lieutenant colonels.”4

PREVIOUS EVENTS IN CONFLICT.
The military post of Pachacutec.
It was built and occupied by Peruvian soldiers between
1987 and 1988; addition to the facilities available heliport
and small sports fields.
When it was established that the post was in Ecuador,
our respective Foreign Ministry made the claim in response
to receiving the detachment Teniente Ortiz was the one on
Peruvian soil. These disagreements were merely imminent
shows fissuring of the relations of the two countries, and
more so, when the Peruvian Minister of Defense stated that
“a hundred Ecuadorean military outpost Teniente Hugo
Ortiz have been installed in a Peruvian area. “

The gentlemen’s agreement.
In order to ease tensions foreign ministers of Ecuador and
Peru, and Carlos Torres Diego Cordovez, agreed on August 24,
1991 signed a “gentleman’s agreement”. The aforementioned
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commitment determined that the Ecuadorian and Peruvian
patrols, within 24 hours, should be withdrawn two miles
from its current location. The two committees organized
for the purpose, verify compliance with this provision. Also
considered landmark repair Bumbuiza-Cusumaza; eight
days after the repair of the milestone, the lookout should
move to Pachacutec Chiqueiza; thirty days after a security
zone in the area establecerí.
The international commitment was met halfway,
because the provision of travel of Pachacutec lookout not
obeyed, nor the safety zone was determined.

Scene pre war.
The December 12, 1994, Lt. Col. Peruvian Manuel Lazarte,
commander of Infantry Battalion No. 25 Pebble, threatened
Lieutenant Colonel Cesar Aguirre who commanded the
Battalion No. 63 Gualaquiza Selva, with their bases evict if
not retired within three days.
The threat disturbed Ecuadorian military commanders
so they took the appropriate measures. The Peruvian
Army began performing repeated provocations with
infiltration patrols in our territory and violate Ecuadorian
airspace. In response, our soldiers intensified patrols that
led to continuous meetings and exchanges of fire with
Peruvian staff, a situation that was becoming worrisome to
governments and armed forces of the two countries.

ACTORS AND PROTAGONISTS UNITS.
The Ecuadorian military front.
It was built by General José Gallardo, Minister of Defense;
General Victor Manuel Berries, Chief of the Joint Command
of the Armed Forces; General Jorge Ortega Espinoza,
General Commander of the Army; Oswaldo Viteri Admiral,
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Commander of the Naval
Force and General William
Chiriboga
Vásconez,
General Commander of
the Air Force.

The control of theater
land operations.
He
settled
in
accordance with the
disposal of the Rules
of Strategic Planning
Institutional:
“The
Command TOT (Teatro
Ground
Operations),
will materialize with the
Chief of Staff of the Land
Forces as commander of
General Paco Moncayo.
the theater of operations,
the head of state Mayor planner as chief of staff of the TOT
and members of staff planner, as members of Staff of the
Ground Theater Operations. “
Consequently, General Paco Mocayo was appointed
commander of the theater of operations; General José
Herrera Ruiz, chief of staff of the theater and members of
staff colonels René López, Juan Pérez, Fabián Moscoso, José
Mejia, Jorge Revelo, Wilson Vallejo and more. Of course, the
controls are also structured on devices deployed throughout
the theater land operations.

Jungle Brigade No. 21 Condor.
Commanded by Colonel José Grijalva. Even before
starting operations was comprised of the following units:
“jungle battalions Santiago No. 61, No. 62 and No. 63 Zamora
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Gualaquiza; . kept as a reserve to the Special Operations
Company No. 21 The units were under the control of
Commander: military police companies, transmissions,
headquarters, logistics support brigade and hospital. “5
As development of the operations progressed, the
organic brigade was increasing with groups of Special Forces
companies special operations, air squadron Army rocket
launchers BM-21, anti-aircraft batteries firing arutams,
company Reservists and Paquisha mobilized battalions
and Mayaicu. The headquarters of the brigade command in
Patuca and had the jurisdictional responsibility of the Area
of Operations Southeast. (Zose).

Grouping tactical jungle General Miguel Iturralde.
It was created shortly before the start of operations with
the following units: Special Forces Group No. 26 Jungle
Battalion No. 63 Gualaquiza, Special Operations Company
No. 21, Air Squadron Army No. 21, Company Transfer N °
21 Antiaircraft Artillery Battery No. 21 and Detachment of
Health. Later will complement your organization with small
combat units, combat support and service support combat. 6
He commanded Lt. Col. Luis Hernandez with his staff
consisting of Major Wagner Bravo and captains Fredy Real,
Fidel Narváez, Francisco Araujo.

Special Forces Brigade Eloy Alfaro.
It was organized as operations unfolded. On February 12,
the organic structure of the brigade under the responsibility
of Colonel Carlos Vasco starts.
It was integrated with personnel managers, officers
and men specializing in special forces who were in units,
5 May. Results Report Jungle Brigade No. 21 Condor.
6 Hernández, Luis, “The Cenepa War diary of a commander,” National Publishing Corporation “, Quito, 1997.
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departments and institutes of the Land Forces, Joint
Command, Ministry of Defence, in addition to staff officers,
soldiers and aspiring soldiers School Training of Army
soldiers. On February 13 it was initially organized with
the command and staff, support companies, 4 battalions,
4 squadrons and 4 combat teams. On February 18 it was
decided that the Special Forces Group No.3 Alfaro, in
which applicants include staff and conscripts Brigade who
remained in Shell Mera organized.

Tactical grouping Carlomagno Andrade general jungle.
According to the version of General Paco Mocayo,
clustering is how to support the new organization of the
brigade device that would operate with two tactical groups:
Miguel Iturralde and Carlomango Andrade, provision
issued on 5 February by order corresponding operations.
The grouping consisted of the Jungle Battalion No. 63
Gualaquiza, Special Forces Group No. 27, a company of
reservists and an anti-aircraft battery. His mission was to
defend the upper reaches of the Cenepa River on the western
bank, without giving the general line Cueva de los Tayos,
Condor Mirador. The order of this grouping was “Keep
North Base, eliminate enemy patrols entering its sector and
attacking the flank and rear of the enemy.

HOME OF THE CONFLICT.
Lieutenant Jorge Tello who relieved Lieutenant Jairo
Yepez, remained with his patrol in Cueva de los Tayos .
On January 3, 1995 come to the voluntary sector 1 and 15
Peruvian conscripts and are located opposite the position
of Lieutenant Tello. On 6 January comes another Peruvian
patrol composed of 2 officers and 17 conscripts and installed
20 meters of Ecuadorian soldiers. In response, the staff of
Lieutenant Tello was reinforced by elements of the Special
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Ecuadorean soldiers in alert position.

Operations Company No. 21, commanded by Lt. Christopher
Espinoza, who happens to be located in the La Piedra, about
500 meters behind Tayos Caves; while in the “Y” installs the
command Captain Edwin Castro; in a nearby field Patrol Lt.
Carlos Taipe is located and in the “2” position, 10 minutes
from the Cueva de los Tayos in sense of depth, remained
effective with 7 Corporal Hugo Gallegos. Likewise, Captain
Aquiles Lopez received the arrangement Tiwintza patrol the
sector and strengthen the base if necessary.

Eviction from North Base.
On January 23, during a reconnaissance helicopter
pilots captains John Romero and Marcelo del Pozo detected
a helipad at the head of Cenepa river. The decision of the
Ecuadorian command was immediate evict Peruvian
soldiers of the database, which then called North Base.
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General Paco Moncayo in the North Base.

The mission must fulfill four teams battle of 18 elements
each, two of them belonging to Special Forces Group No.
26, and the next two to Jungle Battalion No. 63 Gualaquiza
and Special Operations Company No. 21. The patrol was
called Sapphire, was commanded by Captain Isaac Ochoa
and combat teams were commanded by Captain Joseph
Nicolalde, lieutenants Ivan Jacome, Lieutenant Jorge Tello
and Fredy Jaramillo.
On January 26, at six o’clock, violently attacked patrols,
including mortar fire, an action that caused the Peruvian
flee into the jungle. Combat teams of the Ecuadorian army,
possession Target found several huts, weapons, backpacks,
food items and the bodies of Lieutenant William Guzman
Espinoza and his companions, the second class Michán
Infante and conscript Eduardo Ijisán Acacho “. 7
7 Col. EP Fournier Eduardo Coronado, “with Zeta Tiwintza” Edition Ramiro Rivera Berrios, Lima, Peru, 1996.
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The attack and eviction of Peruvian heliport located in
Ecuador, was the trigger of the armed conflict which lasted
several weeks.

Lies regarding eviction.
The Peruvian military command has openly distorted
the reality of the facts. He argues that the heliport located
in the Fashion creek at the head of Cenepa was attacked
“for 5 Super Puma helicopters gunships, mortars of 81mm
and 120 mm. Finally attacking rushing with 150 riflemen,
and a special forces company... The Peruvian soldiers held
the position for 5 days... withdrawing only after consuming
supplies and ammunition... so the Peruvian patrol was
called Cenepa giants. “
But the same book of Peruvian Colonel, “Twintza with
Zeta”, to take the version of a witness, naked the truth: “I saw
the treacherous attack to lieutenant Guzman. From that date,
January 26, Ecuadorians appropriated the helipad (they did
in, approximately eleven minutes), and was baptized with
the name of North Base, stating confidently that territory is
theirs.“

Attack Tayos Caves.
Corporal Luis Ayui Kejekai native soldier of our army,
tells us:... “On January 26, at ten o’clock in the evening,
Lieutenant Espinoza with a messenger sent me a message
saying:” Ayui, our patrol has evicted Peruvian heliport
header Cenepa river; hostilities began. Keeping a firm
position. We will attack at 05h30... and in 10 minutes we will
be to support... “
Meanwhile Lieutenant Christopher Espinoza reminds
us, We lived, “05:00 am the day January 27, 1995. we adopt
the device and move through the jungle... Suddenly, five
minutes before our assault, the forest became hell: gunfire
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and explosions everywhere, Peruvian bombing helicopters...
My device was attacked many times. Part Combat Team
Lieutenant Luis Barrera and the first squad of my platoon
fought bravely... “In the first battles of Cueva de los Tayos
was reported the death of soldier Vicente Rosero and
conscript Angel Rivera.

Attacks on other detachments.
The detachment commander Soldado Monge, Gustavo
Oñate, makes us know the Peruvian attack suffered on
January 27: “Around 11h00 we heard a loud noise that
seemed canoes engines... however, a few seconds we saw two
helicopters MI-8 Peruvians started bombing our facilities, so
entrench us in our positions to repel aggression... the next
day repeated attacks, but were repelled... some facilities
were partially destroyed, which verified national and foreign
journalists who visited the detachment. “
Major Juan Chacón Navas, Coangos detachment
commander, told in his report: “On 29 January at 09h00,
three Peruvian attack helicopter detachment, in this
situation we prepare to repel a possible landing of troops...
We moved from our place command in the fire, to support
the defense of detachment... Since 28 January and the first
days of February, the detachment was bombed day and
night... On February 7 was shot down a Peruvian helicopter
by Lt. Ramiro Gudino.“
The Teniente Hugo Ortiz detachment was also bombed,
January 29, but one of the Peruvian helicopters was shot
down by Corporal Luis Honores. The commander of this
detachment, Major Felipe Burbano, lets us know: “He
suffered four attacks, two receiving and two rushing on
27, 28, 29 and 30 of January. The first was repulsed with
mortars and machine-gun fire; there were several enemy
casualties and an Ecuadorian (Soldier Pilco). The next day
the attack was in the air; there were no news. 29 we caused
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seven casualties on the enemy, came two hours after three
helicopters, one of them was shot down. Day 30 was another
ground attack but totally repelled. “

VICTORY IN THE AIR.
Lt. Ramiro Gudino told us his experience: “On 7
February at 14h25 approached to Coangos detachment four
Peruvian helicopters... pointed to the first, but like to see that
I was shooting I occupied a position to the gun 50, where
you can engage in third helicopter, MI-24, making it explode
and fired in the air. “
Lieutenant Byron Borja tells: “As 3 helicopters entered
the Tiwintza sector, started shooting our people; I could not
let this happen, so I pointed and helicopter gunship fired a
missile, this hit the target, while the rest fled away. “
Lieutenant Hernan Caceres testifies: “On January 29,
an observer perched on a tree alerted me:” come around.
“I could see the belly of the helicopter, I aimed and fired
the missile, and I could see through the thick smoke after
helicopter disintegrated. “ Corporal Luis Honores gives us
his version: “Upon entering the detachment Teniente Ortiz,
a helicopter from the door allowed a soldier with a machine
gun shoot us... my teammates chanted” shoot, Honores...
“So hooked, I aimed and fired. The aircraft began to descend
and then fall in Peruvian territory. “

Destiny of a Peruvian plane Canberra.
This is the version of individuals from the Peruvian Air
Force: “In the morning of 6 February, a Canberra BMK-8,
manned by captains Percy Pillips Cuba and Miguel Alegre
Rodriguez, disappeared without trace, presumed to have
been reached by the enemy flak or due to poor weather
conditions or has crashed into one of the mountains of the
Cordillera del Condor.
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The Ecuadorian Air
Force covered glory.
On February 10 in
a dogfight that lasted
about three minutes, two
Mirage aircraft and a Kfir
aircraft of the Ecuadorian
Air Force, shot down two
Peruvian Sukhoi-37 of
the Peruvian Air Force.
Ecuadorian
pilots
registered their names in
national history are then
Major Raul Banderas,
captain Carlos Uzcátegui
of the Mirage squadron,
and Captain Roberto
Mauricio Mata who flew
Capt. Rodrigo Rojas (left)
the Ecuadorian Kfir.
and Lt. Manolo Camacho,
A-37 crew of Ecuador (above).
An A-37 B integral
Squadron
“Dragons”
highlighted in Macas, commanded by Lieutenant Colonel
Cesar Briones, was seriously damaged while protecting the
troops fighting ashore. The A-37 B was piloted by Captain
Rodrigo Rojas Herrera and Lieutenant Manolo Camacho
Bonilla, who despite being impacted his fighter plane,
managed to land at the airport in Macas, and this way, they
professionally and bravely save his ship.

Tiwintza AND INTERVENTION OF MOMEP.
Unilateral declaration of ceasefire.
The demolition of the three combat aircraft, the loss of
staff and resources, the inability to conquer our bases, led
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to President Alberto Fujimori announced the night of 13
February, the ceasefire, on the pretext of having conquered
the basis Tiwintza and other Ecuadorian bases, statement was
immediately contradicted by military personnel of Ecuador.
Peruvian President declared in several occasions that
Tiwintza had been conquered and dislodged its defenders,
but the magazine Masks contradicts the president: “Until
Tuesday, February 21, there was no evidence that it was
taken Tiwintza”. 8
It corroborates Peruvian magazine then published as
“Ecuador has provided the exact coordinates of Tiwintza
and Base Sur with GPS. (Geographical Position System)
being positioned exactly the place where one is. “
It is possible that by the obsession of Fujimori to
occupy Tiwintza, occurred in this basis the most intense and
persistent fighting, without being able to break the fighting
spirit of its supporters, nor able to do in many other sectors
in which they fought worth and dignity, and where some of
the Ecuadorian soldiers, plus an officer, Lieutenant Giovanni
Streets, sacrificed his life in defense of national integrity.

The black Wednesdays.
It was called so as of February 22, because on that day,
despite being effective ceasefire, the Peruvian forces attacked
unfairly, as the general Moncayo writes, “with all its available
resources to Tiwintza, The Cornfield The ‘Y’ and North Base.
Our troops rejected all these attacks, but suffer the greatest
casualties of the campaign: 13 dead and 20 wounded. That
afternoon and evening, the general Moncayo continues, we
take a hard retaliation using all our weapons fire support.
The next day a great movement was detected evacuation of
enemy casualties. “
In order to stop the fighting, the guarantor countries
placed an observer delegation composed of military attaches
8 Masks Magazine, March 9, 1995.
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The base Twintza perpetuated the name of prestigious military
units of our army.

from Brazil, Argentina, Chile and the United States is
established, while the Ecuadorian government appointed
Foreign Minister Diego Rivadeneira to chair the delegation
Ecuadorian.

The mission of military observers
from Ecuador and Peru.
On March 10 a meeting in Brasilia with the participation
of the foreign ministers of Ecuador and Peru and the
representatives of the guarantor countries is performed to
define the implementation of the Declaration of Itamaraty
and the rules governing the process of the Military Observer
Mission Ecuador and Peru, MOMEP.
Basically was to obtain the separation of forces in the area
of safety, design a program for the removal of more than 60
units deployed in the conflict zone and when this happens,
recommending the creation of a demilitarized zone.
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EVIDENCE OF VICTORY.
Official Peruvian analyzed defeat.
Senior officers of the Peruvian Armed Forces prepared
a document that recognize its setbacks. Among other things
determine that “the strategic objective of Ecuador was to
generate conflict in Peruvian territory occupied, allowing
state that met its goal... you achieved that the presence of
Ecuadorian troops recognized in the heights of the Cordillera
del Condor, denying while our own troops occupy our own
territory“. 9
Elsewhere in the document consists of Peru: “The
strategic deployment Ecuador proved by exploiting the
principle of the offensive, inflicting tremendous losses in the
Peruvian troops killed in combat terms and aircraft shot down
in the early days of the conflict.” These synonyms evidence
of defeat, a columnist for the Masks, Fernando Rospigliosi,
gives a special and final touch: “The farce of victory (Peru),
is no longer tenable. Evidence that the cease-fire and peace
agreement made with Ecuadorian troops posesionadas
from Peruvian territory... is overwhelming. Even the official
press media recognize it. “ Finally, recognizing the military
disaster in Cenepa Rospigliosi Peru argues that “had not
suffered a similar loss since the collapse of 1879” (In the War
of the Pacific against Chile).

The peace agreement.
A long, complex and painful negotiations between
Ecuador and Peru attended by delegates from the guarantor
countries, concluded on 26 October 1998 with the signing of
the Declaration of Peace Itamaraty, whereby, a peace which
involved remembered the closure of the border between
9 “Principles of war, a case study”, paper discussing the possible causes of the
defeat of his forces, prepared by senior officers of the Peruvian Army.
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the two countries and the delivery to Ecuador one square
kilometer of the land on which it was based Tiwintza.
The transfer did by deed of May 13, 1999, executed
before notary Utcubamba. It also did, free of charge, based
on the text of the formula binding Heads of State of the
guarantor countries of the Rio de Janeiro Protocol, under
certain conditions to be met by Ecuador and Peru, as it does
not involve reiterate involvement Peruvian sovereignty...
Ecuador may not transfer the said territory... there will be no
military or police in the area, among other conditions.

Military recognized and awarded by the Republic of
Ecuador units.
The victorious campaign Cenepa gave the opportunity
to the branches of the Armed Forces and their different units
to demonstrate their high professionalism, honor, sacrifice
and heroism and virtues were justly recognized and exalted.
In General Order No. 085 of the Ministry of National
Defense, Tuesday May 23, 1995, Decree No. 2738 signed
by Alberto Dahik Garzozi constitutional Vice President of
Ecuador, in charge of the Presidency, and the general public
José Gallardo Román, Defense Minister whereby the War
Merit award is granted in the rank of Grand Cross to the
standards of the following agencies, forces and units:
Comando Conjunto de las Fuerzas Armadas.
Fuerza Terrestre.
Fuerza Naval.
Fuerza Área Ecuatoriana.
Dirección de Electrónica No. 10.
Hospital General de las FF.AA. No. 1.
Brigada de Selva No. 21 Cóndor.
Batallón de Selva No. 61 Santiago.
Grupo de Fuerzas Especiales No. 24.
Grupo de Fuerzas Especiales No. 25.
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Grupo de Fuerzas Especiales No. 26.
Escuela de Formación y Perfeccionamiento de Nativos del
Ejto. No. 17 Iwias.
Compañía de Operaciones Especiales de la I-DE.
Compañía de Operaciones Especiales No. 5.
Compañía de Operaciones Especiales No. 13.
Compañía de Operaciones Especiales No. 17.
Compañía de Operaciones Especiales No. 19.
Compañía de Operaciones Especiales No. 21.
Escuela de Selva No. 19.
Agrupamiento de Artillería No. 21.
Brigada Especial de Combate Alfaro.
Batallón de Selva No. 62 Zamora.
Batallón de Selva No. 63 Gualaquiza.
Grupo Fuerzas Especiales No. 27.
Grupo de Aviación del Ejército No. 21 Cóndor.
Grupo Especial de Operaciones Ecuador.
Batallón de Selva No. 56 Tungurahua.
Batallón de Ingenieros No. 68 Cotopaxi.
Compañía Especial de Seguridad del Ejército.
Agrupamiento Táctico de Selva general Carlomagno Andrade.
Agrupamiento Táctico de Selva general Miguel Iturralde.
Comando Aéreo de Transportes.
Escuadrón 2112 F-1.
Escuadrón 2112 C-2.
Escuadrón 2112 A-37.
Escuadrón 2112 Helicópteros.
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List of the heroes who fell in battle during the conflict
in 1995 Cenepa.
Capitán Giovanni Patricio Calles Lascano.
Suboficial Édison Ernesto Mendoza Enríquez.
Sargento Luis Felipe Hernández Tello.
Sargento Jorge Washington Guerrero Lamilla.
Sargento Segundo Rafael Chimborazo Talahua.
Sargento Freddy Humberto Alcívar Toro.
Sargento Agustín Jimmy Anchico Murillo.
Sargento Vinicio Alfredo Angulo Ramírez.
Sargento Fausto Nicolás Espinoza Pinto.
Sargento Gabriel Hipólito Solís Moreira.
Sargento César Alonso Villacís Madril.
Sargento Héctor Gonzalo Chica Espinoza.
Sargento Richard Oswaldo Burgos Suárez.
Sargento Wilson Fabián Cueva Pillajo.
Cabo Gonzalo Efrén Montesdeoca Montesdeoca.
Cabo Ernesto Araldo Vaca Bonilla.
Cabo Romel Ramiro Vásquez Palomino.
Cabo Wladimir Enrique Analuisa Montero.
Cabo Carlos Geovanny Yuqui Medina.
Cabo Juan Ramón Benavidez Mucuschigua.
Cabo Héctor Efraín Pilco Chango.
Cabo Vicente Arnulfo Rosero Palacios.
Cabo Rafael Pullaguari Pullaguari.
Cabo José Miguel Anrango Escola.
Cabo Milton Saúl Jácome Calvopiña.
Cabo Alfonso Lamiña Chiguano.
Cabo José Benjamín Robles Carrión.
Cabo Freddy Ismael Santander Peralvo.
Cabo José Luis Urquizo Chango.
Cabo Marcelo Marino Suárez Montesdeoca.
Soldado Ángel Olivo Rivera Suárez.
Soldado Milton Lenin Patiño Chuva.
Soldado Germán Antonio Pitiur Antuash.
Sargento Maro. Nicolás Perfecto Calderón Herrera.
Sargento Carlos Hilario Inmunda Santi.
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IN THE LAST DECADE OF THE CENTURY
Prior to the signing of the peace activities.
The Observer Military Mission from Ecuador and Peru,
developed a critical task in the process of signing the peace.
Until the last few months of negotiations there were serious
disputes mismatched approaches of the two parties to reach
an agreement on demilitarization.
The MOMEP had to enforce this commitment. Until
August 1998 should submit a report containing the number of
troops of the two countries, light and heavy weapons, device
and location of personnel, establishing zones of control and
detail what positions or military detachments must be out
of the said areas. The agreement was signed at Quito on
August 13, 1998. Signed this document General Carlos Calle
Calle on behalf of Ecuador, General Raúl O’Connor La Rosa
by Peru and the Brazilian general Plinio Abreu Coelho by
the MOMEP.

Role of Congress.
They must decide whether negotiations continued without
interference or could unravel temporarily or permanently to
approve or disapprove the proposal of the guarantor countries.
Advantageously, the two Congress accepted the proposal.
The Ecuadorian Congress was in favor of the management
of the presidents of the four guarantor countries who “in the
opinion of this Congress have assumed the quality of referees
... for these reasons must check the conformity with the law
and equity instruments to date signed by the Governments
of Ecuador and Peru. “
The Peruvian Congress also approved the proposal, but
“according to the legal instruments made by the Protocol of
Rio de Janeiro, the award of Braz Días de Aguiar and other
complementary ...”
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Officers and members of the Ecuadorian military observer mission Ecuador
and Peru. (Journal of the Armed Forces of Ecuador, May, 1998, No. 122).

The signing of the peace.
On 17 October at the Summit called Oporto, where
attended by the presidents of Argentina, Brazil and Chile, and
the U.S. representative, Luigi Einaudi, the Ecuadorian and
Peruvian presidents, they finalized the details concerning
the peace process.
The guarantor countries reported that their final proposal
would be announced in a week at most, before the signing
of peace which would take effect in Brasilia. Finally, in this
Brazilian city, October 26, 1998, the presidents Jamil Mahuad
Witt and Alberto Fujimori, to the presence of Presidents
Fernando Henrique Cardoso of Brazil; Carlos S. Menem
of Argentina; Eduardo Frei Ruiz-Tagle of Chile and Mr.
Thomas F. Mc Larty, personal representative of the President
of the United States, signed the so-called Presidential Act of
Brasilia.
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Disputes signing peace.
The commitment to maintain peace signed by the
two belligerent countries, entered to the political arena.
Some leaders of different trends, they took it as “treason”
as a diplomatic defeat; another suggested that the Km2 of
Tiwintza “were not accepted in the inhuman conditions
in which delivery” and some commentator predicted that
“could become a point of infection.”
But the most furious reactions came from Peru:
opposition political groups demanded that his foreign
minister to people if clarification or Peru lost 34 square
kilometers at the border without demarcation.
The most serious pronouncement did Loreto Patriotic
Front, which threatened to hold a referendum for the people
of the border region decides if it becomes autonomous
federal state, as a rejection of the concessions made by the
Peruvian government to Ecuador, especially in the Treaty
of Commerce and Navigation. Even an exalted Peruvian
congressman publicly stated that “we are closing the border
with the enemy within.”
In Iquitos there were demonstrations against the signing
of the peace, it being reported violence, deaths, injuries and
the destruction of some state buildings.

Tasks demarcation of the border.
Before the border demarcation, demining started
especially in the fields of Cusumaza-Yaupi and in the
Cordillera del Condor. Must meet the same tasks Peru, prior
to setting milestones.
The demarcation of the border should make the two
countries in compliance with section 1 of the Presidential
Act of Brasilia expressed in its content: “...On this basis let
registered firm and unwavering will of their governments to
complete, within the shortest possible setting in the area of
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The presidents of Ecuador and Peru, then to formalize one of the landmarks of
the area bounded not (The Universe May 13, 1999).

common land border. “ Before demarcation in LagartocochaGuepí sector, Mahuad and Fujimori presidents decided to
meet the January 18, 1999 at a site to be determined. The
meeting was held in the nascent Lagartococha Broken River.
Nacientes cuts Guepi River No. 2 and No. 3: There existing
milestones were ratified. In the Cordillera del Condor, 23
landmarks were placed and do when the sector is free of
mines, it was estimated that the area could have been planted
around 100,000 landmines.

Tragic Cost of demarcation.

                             
On Sunday April 13, 1999, the helicopter carrying
members of the «Commission of demarcation» suffered a
serious accident killing all its occupants. This fatal accident
occurred near the landmark 13, north of Condor Mirador.
Those who died were Majors: Orlando Baquero and Bolivar
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Gallardo and captain Victor Montalvo, members of that
committee; captains pilots Edwin Flores and Luis Ruiz and
sergeants Mauricio Flores and Jaime Chango. The accident
paralyzed the demarcation activities, because the same
president Fujimori announced that May 12 would conclude
the land and maritime demarcation of the border between
Ecuador and Peru.
Indeed, on May 13, in the Peruvian military post
Cahuide, with the presence of presidents Mahuad and
Fujimori plus civil and military authorities of the two
countries, the ceremony of laying the last milestone was
made, called «confluence «at the junction of the rivers Yaupi
and Santiago.

NEW ROLE OF THE ARMED FORCES.
With the signing of the peace, persons with malicious
or without criteria of Homeland proposed organic Armed
Forces that conscription disappears, among other outlandish
suggestions were reduced; but did not understand or would
not understand that the threat to a sovereign country is not
only external threats, but also in the tentacles of domestic
violence, drug trafficking and terrorism.
Ecuadorian military commanders, rightly established
another action against another geographical setting, ie on
the northern border, but without neglecting security along
the border with Peru.

Colombian subversion.
In April 1980 the Colombian Marxist abandoned the
idea of fighting only in rural areas, decided to exploit the
urban masses, combining political activities with military
type actions.
Took a basis for Popular Liberation Army (EPL), and
part policy Revolutionary Democratic Union. In the eighties
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there was in Colombia the following military organizations:
Revolutionary Armed Forces of Colombia (FARC), Popular
Liberation Army (EPL), the National Liberation Army (ELN),
April 19 Movement (M-19), Motion Self Defense Workers
(ADO), and Revolutionary Organization of the People (ORP).

Revolutionary Armed Forces of Colombia (FARC).

They are the armed wing of the Colombian Communist
Party. In 1949, the party organized the peasant masses. In 1953
the government decreed an amnesty for these organizations,
without the required results.
With the passage of time continued fighting between
the guerrillas with the army and police are unleashed. It
was formed in true military organization with hierarchical
control, weapons of different calibers, type and nationality
and is supported by a fluid logistics unit achieved through
resources obtained by means outside the law.

Watching the northern border.
(Ecuador Armed Forces Journal, May 2004, No. 138).
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The FARC signed peace agreements with various
Colombian governments without being able to establish
internal peace in that country. Its commanders had the
legendary Manuel Marulanda “Tiro Fijo”. Under pressure
from the Colombian Army several members have taken
refuge in Mexico, so Ecuadorian soldiers perform the
corresponding control on the northern border.
Popular Liberation Army (EPL). Popular Liberation
Army (EPL). In 1963, members of the Colombian Communist
Party who were expelled from their ranks, organized MarxistLeninist Communist Party ideology pro with China. In 1967
they began their military activities, relying on the peasant
uprising in the north.
In 1975, suffer divergences at the top of their organization,
but was reorganized in 1980 with the creation of a National
Command fronts guerrilla zone and rural units.

Group Colombian guerrillas with weapons and combat gear.
(The Trade February 28, 1999).
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He has criticized other subversive movements by the
approach course with the Colombian government.
National Liberation Army (ELN). In 1962, Victor
Medida Moron with 47 Colombians travel to Cuba under
the pretext of continuing their university studies. The
following year, most return to the country and organizes
the subversive movement, which was officially born in the
area of San Vicente de Chucurí (Santander), in 1964 with the
name of the National Liberation Army.
The emergence of this organization was used by Cuba to
enact leftist slogans and groups organize themselves sociopolitical nature in the student field, workers and peasants.
Over time its armed struggle was relegated by the subversive
activities of the FARC.
April 19 Movement (M-19). In 1970, after the loss in the
presidential election of General Gustavo Rojas Pinilla, head
of the National Popular Alliance (ANAPO); elements of this
trend, organized a subversive movement called M-19, in
memory of this date, April 19, those elections were held.
The group was characterized by high propaganda content
of their actions, as happened with the theft of the sword of
Bolivar. Between 1975 and 1977 its action is limited to carry
out kidnappings and propaganda. But in 1978 extended its
activities to rural areas. The next year by building a tunnel,
lots of weapons stolen from a military compound.
In 1981, a guerrilla column led by Carlos Toledo Plata,
leader and ideologue of the movement, to avoid persecution
by the security forces entered Ecuadorian territory, where
group members were captured and handed over to
Colombian authorities. Years later, his subversive action was
decaying, particularly the elimination of their top leaders.
Battalion America. In 1985, meetings between
international revolutionaries in Lima, Bogota and Panama,
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resulted in the creation of this battalion composed of
elements of M-19 in Colombia, “Alfaro Vive Carajo” Tupac
Amaru of Ecuador and Peru.
It was organized by considering a military hierarchy and
based on the following combat units: triad squad, platoon,
company, battalion, brigade and division. It had different
kinds of forces: urban and rural militias; special forces,
regular forces and the necessary logistics structure. For lack
of coordination by the casualties and other factors gradually
disappeared.
Attacks by Colombian guerrillas to Ecuador.
Military post of the Bermeja. The detachment of the
Bermeja, belonging to Jungle Battalion No. 56 Tungurahua,
Brigade No. 19 Napo, was “visited” by subversive elements,
taking advantage of one of them remained friends with the
members of the military post, reached midnight and gave
liquor to the conscripts who were without their commander,
soldier Manuel Villa (left two conscripts obeying the invitation
to a party that made him a Colombian friend), and once
drunk killed conscripts Franklin Castro and Cesar Padilla;
wound conscripts Victor Valencia and Franco Hernández
also carried eight rifles FAL. The Villa soldier deserted, but
days later he was arrested, tried and put in prison.
Cuembí military post. This detachment belonged to the
Jungle Battalion No. 55 Putumayo. At 19h00 on 30 January
1987, it was attacked by a guerrilla group FARC, when staff
commanded by Lieutenant Patricio Moreno, Corporal Carlos
Alvarado six conscripts snacking.
One Law Granada struck in the kitchen was
supplemented with rifle fire and machine guns. The rapid
reaction of the Ecuadorian soldiers prevented enter to the
facilities and weapons are taken away. In Stock conscripts
killed Luis Moreta, José Ruiz and Victor Andrango. From
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the guerrilla death of one of its elements that could not be
rescued were found, but several bloody footprints were
made presumably more dead and wounded were evacuated
leveraging the dark of night.
The Ballestera. The military post belonged to BS-56
Tungurahua, was commanded by Lieutenant Elvis Molina
and intregrated with 5 classes and thirty five conscripts.
The January 28, 1988 Second Lieutenant Molina and four
conscripts including the biker, conscript Moisés Cuero, left
bound river patrol to The Ballestera sector.
When they sailed back to the detachment received heavy
fire from Colombian shore, when guerrilla elements attacked
in surprise. The lieutenant ordered the fire answer but its
uncomfortable and disadvantage position were injured, the
most serious being the Ecuadorian official, who collapsed
and fell into the river with the rifle firing. The canoe was
taken by guerrillas who seized rifles wounded, but not hurt
them, “forgiving life.”
(Details of these three actions, based on official reports
appear in volume 8 of the General History of the Army).
Peña Colorada Ambush. Occurred on December 16,
1993, when subversive elements attacked by surprise the
small boats that led to police and military.
The police personnel to accomplish the task of control
drug trafficking in the area, were housed in facilities
Putumayo BS-55.
On the appointed day, the staff that made the recognition
of the river, reached Piñuña Negra. When initiating the
return, it was found that one engine was damaged. Continued
progress and approximately 14h45 when they were at the
height of Peña Colorada, in the Putumayo River, received
heavy fire from the Ecuadorian side.
As the river in that area had very little depth, several
boats ran aground becoming easy targets of the guerrillas.
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Ecuadorian patrol around Peña Colorada.

The staff of the boats returned the fire but some were
removed and even a military boat detonated by the action of
one of the rockets fired.
They died in the ambush Second Corporal Segundo
Tapuy. soldiers Manuel Esparza, Walter Saetama and Manuel
Olmedo; policemen captain Tuesman Garcés, Lieutenant
Manuel Ortega, Lieutenant Patricio Lasso, Sergeant Second
Corporal José Rosero and police Fredy Carranco, Victor
Ushca and Carlos Zambrano.
The Fourth Division Amazon.
After creating this division, in August 1995, his command
and staff took installations Jungle Brigade No. 17 Shell in
Pastaza, making this camp at Fort Military Amazon.
Later, in General Order No. 116 of Tuesday, June 20,
2000, Order No. 0006-Command SGFT-VI-200, signed by
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Gen. Norton Narvaez, who ordered “The command post
the Fourth Army Division Amazon moves from Shell to
Coca and the command of the Brigade of Selva Napo No. 19
moves from Coca to Lago Agrio. “
Organically has three brigades: the 17-BS Pastaza, Napo
19 BS and 21BS Condor. The jurisdiction of the division
includes the Amazonian provinces of Sucumbios, Orellana,
Napo, Pastaza, Morona Santiago and Zamora Chinchipe.
Control units for the northern border.
The brigade on which rests the responsibility for
controlling the Ecuador-Colombia border is the Jungle
Brigade 19 Napo. To fulfill its mission has basically jungle
battalions Aguarico No. 54, No. 55 Putumayo, No. 56
Tunguarahua.
Jungle Battalion No. 55 Putumayo. It originated in
1942, when the third company No.9 Montecristi battalion
stationed in Tiputini sector moved to the mouth of the
San Miguel River in Putumayo. In 1958 passes to become
Putumayo Company No. 37 and March 27, 1974, becomes
Jungle Battalion No. 55 Putumayo.
Jungle Battalion No. 56 Tungurahua. It was created on
the basis of the Tungurahua Forest Company No. 13, stationed in the parish of Pindo Chico province of Pastaza. In November 1963 he moved to Guayaquil to collaborate in the
fight against crime, Pindo returns to Chico in 1967. The following year passed to Shell commanded by Major Miguel
Quimbiulco and from there in 1970, he moved to Santa Cecilia in where it becomes Jungle Battalion No. 13 Tungurahua.
Jungle Battalion No. 57 Montecristi. In 1933 aliquots
of Chimborazo and Montúfar battalions installed their
headquarters in the old Rocafuerte, current Peruvian
population of Pantoja. In 1934 Montúfar moved to Putumayo
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Jungle Battalion Detachment No.. 57 “Montecristi”.

and Chimborazo was relieved by the battalion Carchi and this
in turn, in 1935, the Battalion was relieved by Tungurahua.
In 1942 the Battalion No. 14 East Forest occupies the sector
El Eden, the next year it moved to the Huira sector in which
camp, in a special ceremony, named after Jungle Battalion N
° 9 Montecristi. In 1973 it was assigned renumbered Jungle
Battalion No. 57 Montecristi.
Security and control.
The pressure exerted by the Colombian Army against
certain illegal armed groups in Colombia (GIAC) in its long
southern border, has meant that they are tempted to enter
Ecuadorian territory, in order to establish bases resting
near border Ecuadorian towns to facilitate the supply and
mobility by land and river routes communication. One of
the military reports realizes that the presence of Colombian
subversive elements is becoming increasingly apparent in
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One of the army helicopter patrols in support.

our territory with the detection of “temporary bases to rest,
underground shelters weapons, training sites and obtaining
logistical supplies, attitudes that have caused chance
encounters and clashes between patrols of the Ecuadorian
army and guerrilla groups from the north country “.
Against this, the command of the Armed Forces of
Ecuador, on the basis of clear government regulations, has
acted frontally against the illegal presence in the country. The
achievements were also realized, in removing laboratories
for drug processing, seizure of white gasoline or petroleum
ether, capturing weapons and patrols that have reduced the
passage of common criminals, drug traffickers and guerrillas.
Joint Action.
Since the border area is broad and covers extensive
forested areas and settlements of Colombian citizens groups,
itdetermined the need to unite the presence of forest units,
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Planting coca and its destruction in the sector Guisuya.

special forces, combat units and air transport, marine units,
police and military units from around the country, which
regularly scheduled shifts and obeying reinforce patrols and
control, thus contribute to the work undertaken by units
stationed in the northern border area.
The fulfillment of these tasks involve for the Treasury,
significant economic expenses in maintaining and mobilizing
units, the use of logistics and even in the maintenance of air
transport and combat.
Indiscriminate without refund policy timber forest
degradation, has led to military units have responsibility
corresponding control. Similarly, to facilitate monitoring
of migratory flows, especially units stationed in the
provinces of Sucumbios, Carchi and Esmeraldas,
census populations have risen considered sensitive and
“invaded” by Colombians, especially, in the departments
of Putumayo and Caquetá.
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THE ARMY IN DEVELOPMENT SUPPORT.
The support given by the Army to the people goes back
many years ago. With the passage of time it did so through a
body created for these endeavors.
The July 1, 1962 in the Official Journal No. 294 of
October 29, 1962, the Directorate General for Civic Action of
the Armed Forces “is created ... that will be responsible for
the planning, organization and implementation of the Civic
Action Armed Forces program, with the financial support
of the Government of the United States. “As head was
appointed Lieutenant Colonel Galo Andrade Salas, with the
task of promoting the planned programs and coordinate the
necessary aid.
In order “to provide support to the villagers, especially
the suburb of Guayaquil, was created the Battalion for
Community Development” With features, organization
and own special equipment for the accomplishment of the
mission that should be fulfill” 1 “The initial accommodation
was in one of the camp facilities Battalion No. Guayas.
In indigenous and peasant communities. Were the
Galapagos Armored Cavalry brigades and Special Forces
Patria responsible for attending their indigenous compatriots,
particularly in the provinces of Cotopaxi, Tunguarahua,
Chimborazo, Bolívar.
“The Galapagos Armored Brigade was concerned
about the welfare of children and the elderly through health
campaigns with medical specialists, including providing
free medicine... Also conducts campaigns in general
medical, dental and pediatric medicine... also collaborates
with institutions and / or national and foreign foundations
that carry out charitable activities in the provinces of their
jurisdiction.“2
1 Journal of the Armed Forces, year XII, No. 43, 1971.
2 Report of activities BCB 11, 2001.
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Group of students doing student instruction.
(Army National Magazine, August 2008, No. 184).

Similar activities meet the Special Forces Brigade
Patria in the central region, but the best way to collaborate
with people, especially peasants, has agreements with the
National Institute of Agricultural Research of Cotopaxi “.3
In the Ecuadorian Austro. Infantry brigades of Loja,
Portete and El Oro cover this huge Ecuadorian geographic
space. Military personnel works and coordinates with
students its sector, covered in the reform of Article No. 213
of the General Regulations of the Law on Education and
Culture, which opens doors for students in fifth and sixth
courses of the High Schools of the Republic participate in
the literacy program... Taking advantage that in the city of
Loja it is located the Technical University of Loja, Infantry
Brigade No.7 has signed agreements to prepare their staff.
3 Report Unit Cotopaxi Technology Transfer, 2007.
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But health programs, education, military training,
training on agricultural techniques, support and rescue
are common for the Austro units who have to implement
the corresponding civilian population. In Loja and El Oro
there are constructions of housing, under the program of
“Fronteras Vivas” (alive borders) are performed along the
border corridor.
In the provinces of the Coast and the East. The staff
of these ecuadorian regions develop projects that constitute
the silent weapon against hunger, poverty, smuggling and
crime.
The Freedom II-DE, quartered in Guayaquil, takes
delivery of campaigns shields, banners, physical and political
maps of Ecuador and posters of the Land Forces in order to
motivate the civic spirit of children and young students in
the province.
In Esmeraldas, the Motorized Infantry Battalion No. 12
and the Special Forces Group No. 25 were done (when they
were in that city).
The Special Forces Group No. 26 Cenepa, in Quevedo;
Group Cavalry Lieutenant Ortiz No. 12 in the province of
Manabi, are the main units that develop programs to support
development; while the Fourth Army Division Amazon,
through its brigades Selva Napo, Pastaza and Condor cover
their charitable activities in the provinces of Sucumbios,
Orellana, Napo, Pastaza, Zamora Chinchipe and Morona
Santiago.
Empowering education.
In order to support the development of the educational
process and to exploit the cognitive potential of children
and Ecuadorian youth, military commanders believed
pertinent to create military schools and a Polytechnic
School of higher level.
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This top institute was established as Officers School
of Engineers on June 16, 1922, by order published in the
Official Journal No. 521. Then an evolution in its academic
structure is transformed, in 1977, Army Polytechnic School
and currently has been called the University of the Armed
Forces.
Its academic level was endorsed in countless agreements
with major universities and polytechnics in the country;
with universities, colleges, higher pedagogical institutes,
polytechnic colleges and experimental universities from
different countries in America and Europe; also has
agreements with public and private agencies in the country.
For secondary education, the Ecuadorian military
Army sponsors educational units in different provinces:
Eloy Alfaro and Abdón Calderón in Quito, Military School
Teniente Hugo Ortiz,in Guayaquil, 41 Heroes in Machala,
Lauro Guerrero in Loja, Tapi Fighters in Riobamba, General
Miguel Iturralde in Portoviejo, General José Maria Villamil
Joly in Playas, Eugenio Espejo in Salinas, Abdón Calderón
N ° 4 in Cuenca, Heroes Cenepa in Mera, Pastaza province;
Captain Giovanni Calles in El Coca and Patria Military
School in Latacunga.
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HISTORICAL CHRONOLOGY OF DATES THAT ARE
REFLECTED IN THE FASCICLES OF THE COLLECTION
1492-12 OCT. Discovery of America by Christopher Columbus
1531-AUG. After installing Atahualpa in Cajamarca headquarters, the army
arrives to Quito where Huamacucho continues its march towards Cuzco.
1531-NOV. Huari combat occurs, low current.
1531-NOV. Bombon battle results favorable to Quito army, commanded by
Quisquis and Calicuchima.
1531-DIC. Yanamarca battle occurs with new triumph of Quito troops.
1532-NOV. Come the Spaniards led by Francisco Pizarro to the town of Cajamarca.
1532-16 NOV. Atahualpa was captured in Cajamarca, after being victimized
hundreds of his subjects.
1533-26 JUL. O 29 AUG. Death of Atahualpa. The exact date historians have
not coincide, they have to 26 July and 29 August as probable dates of death
of Quito monarch.
MAY 1534 to 1517. Eruption of Cotopaxi. The natural phenomenon saved
the Spaniards after the bloody battle of Tiocajas. Indeed, when the Iberian
awaited death, the eruption caused the terrified Indians withdraw by the
belief that their gods were angry.
1535-25 JUN. He was captured by the Spaniards Rumiñahui, who led the
defense of Quito. Other indigenous leaders who were also subjected to Rumiñahui were Zopozopangui, Quimbalimbo, Razo Razo and Nina.
1592-28 JUL. When was President of the Royal Audience of Quito Dr. Manuel Barros de San Millán, it was received the order to enforce the collection
of sales taxes.
1687 to 1618 and 20 APR. Was put on alert for three days, militia units of
Guayaquil to the danger of pirate attacks.
NOV 1820-9. Abdón Calderón was upgraded to Second Lieutenant to Lieutenant.
JAN 1821-3. Patriots were ambushed in Tanizahua, where they suffered
catastrophic defeat. The Argentinian Colonel José Garcia was captured, shot
and his head sent to Quito, exposing on the Machángara bridge.
AGO 1821-29. Triumph of the army of General Sucre in Yaguachi.
1822-29 FEB. The army of General Sucre stops in Cuenca.
APR 1822-1. The patriot army goes from Cuenca to Quito
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1822-21 APR. Tapi combat occurs.
MAY 1822 to 1824. Triumph of the patriot army at the Battle of Pichincha.
1822-22 OCT. From Pasto Tcrn. Benito Boves proclaims support King Ferdinand VII.
1822-25 NOV. Combat Taindala.
1823-6 JUL. Colonel Agustin Agualongo enters Ibarra.
1823-17 JUL. Battle of Ibarra. Simon Bolivar’s army defeat Colonel Agualongo.
1828-19 JUL. Lock to Guayaquil, by the Peruvian army of President José Domingo Lamar.
AUG 1828-31. Malpelo naval combat, with victory for the Patriots.
1829-12 FEB. Outstanding action “Twenty brave from Yaguachi”.
1829-27 FEB. Triumph of the patriot army of General Sucre at the battle of
Tarqui.
1829-28 FEB. Girón treaty is signed.
1830-20 JAN Admirable Congress is Instaled. Sucre was its president.
MAY 1830-9. Sucre asks Congress for authorization to return to Quito.
MAY 1830 to 1811. Travels from Bogota to Quito.
JUN 1830-4. The Gran Mariscal de Ayacucho is assassinated in Barruecos.
MAY 1830 to 1813. With participation of authorities and civil, military and
ecclesiastical citizens the minutes of the birth of the Republic of Ecuador is
signed.
1830-14 AUG. Elected president General Flores Congress is convened to
draft the first Constitution of Ecuador.
1830-12 NOV. General Luis Urdaneta revolts against President Flores in favor of Bolivar.
1831-10 OCT. Battalion Vargas Quito revolts.
1832-12 FEB. Ecuador took possession of the Galapagos Islands.
1832-12 AUG. Uprising battalion Flores.
12 OCT 1833. Armed rebellion in Guayaquil, headed by Colonel Pedro
Mena.
1833-19 OCT. Members of “Quiteño Libre” were murdered.
1834-23 APR. Combat Pesillo. General Saenz was defeated and shot.
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1835-18 JAN. Minarica battle occurs. The army of General Juan José Flores
(Conventional) defeat the troops of General Isidoro Barriga (Restorers)
1835-20 JUL. Ambato convention chaired by José Joaquín Olmedo elected
president Vicente Rocafuerte.
ABR 1837-7. Ecuadorian military draft is created.
MAR 1838-8. Date creation of the military school, by President Rocafuerte.
1838-17 MAR. Hualilagua Combat.
1839-15 JAN. Congress meets and elects General Flores President.
1840-30 SEP. General Flores defeats the Huilquibamba troops of General
José María Obando.
1841-20 JUN. General Flores forces are defeated in the twenty four sector,
but succeed in Busaco and occupy Pasto and Túquerres.
1841-3 NOV. Agreement for incorporation of Pasto is unknown to Ecuador.
1845-24 FEB. It was planned rebellion to oust General Flores.
MAR 1845-6. The Marcist revolution occurs.
17 JUN 1845. Virginia treaty is signed.
24 JUN 1845. General Flores leaves the country, bound for Panama.
1845-11 JUL. It calls for a convention in Cuenca for president. Vicente Ramón
Roca was chosen.
1851-17 JUL. Creole militarism with the proclamation of General José María
Urbina, as Supreme Chief of the Republic begins.
JUN 1857. Arrives to Quito Juan Celestino Cavero diplomatic role as Minister Plenipotentiary of Peru.
1858-26 OCT. Date of decree to block the Gulf of Guayaquil from Guayaquil.
1859-22 MAR. An earthquake devastated the city of Quito.
MAY 1859-1 Francisco Robles was unknown as president.
1860-25 JAN. Mapasingue treaty that threatened the national sovereignty is
signed.
1860-7 AGO. The soldiers of General Guillermo Franco were defeated and
driven from Babahoyo.
1860-13 SEP. Flores restart the march to Guayaquil.
1860-23 SEP. Flores in Guayaquil attacked the forces of General Franco and
dislodges the city. Peruvian troops, thus leaving the lock.
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SEP 1876-8. The troops proclaimed General Ignacio Veintemilla Supreme
Leader.
DIC from 1876 to 1814. It is produced the fighting of Galte and Molinos
1877-14 NOV. Troops from the north, as they attempt to enter Quito followers were defeated by General Veintemilla.
1878-26 JAN. The Convention of Ambato elect President General Veintemilla.
1883 JAN. Starts the Veintemillista government deses tabilization.
JUL 1883-9. With the defeat of Veintemilla troops in Guayaquil, ended the
dictatorship.
1895-12 FEB. Uprisings occur in Milagro, and six days later in Duale was
assaulted the barracks. President Luis Cordero was ousted, claiming to be
responsible for the sale of the flag.
JUN 1895-5. Eloy Alfaro was proclaimed Supreme Head of the Republic.
1895-19 JUN. Alfaro arrives to Guayaquil. Earlier, on January 12 of that year,
the government of Nicaragua confer him the rank of general.
AGO 1895-6. Battle of San Miguel.
AGO 1895-14. Gatazo Combat.
DIC from 1899 to 1811. Final reopening of the Military Academy by General
Eloy Alfaro.
1903-26 JUN. Combat of Angoteros troops between Peru and Ecuador in the
administration of General Leonidas Plaza.
1904-28 JUL. In Torres Causana are defeated Ecuadorian soldiers of that
army post.
1906-12 JAN. Eloy Alfaro takes the Supreme Command.
1906-17 JAN. Chasqui Combat.
DIC 1906-8. Liberals defeat the troops of Colonel Antonio Vega. When he
came up to Cuenca defeated was killed by a bullet.
1907-27 APR. Demonstration to protest the Charnacé contract.
1908-25 JUL. The Railway arrived to Quito
ENE 1911-8. Emilio Estrada wins the election.
1911-26 JUL. Eloy Alfaro convenes an Extraordinary Congress to annul the
elections, is ratified the triumph of President Estrada.
DIC from 1911 to 1921. President Estrada dies from serious illness.
1912-11 JAN. Huigra Combat.
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1912-13 JAN. Naranjito Combat and then in Yaguachi the troops of General
Flavio Alfaro were defeated.
1912-25 JAN. Assassination of General Montero in Guayaquil.
1912-28 JAN. Assassination of General Eloy Alfaro and his comrades.
1913-24 SEP. Colonel Carlos Concha supporters attacked the police headquarters of Esmeraldas.
DIC from 1913 to 1910. Guayabo Combat (Cúquive).
1914-28 FEB. Atacames Combat.
1914-14 APR. Camarones Combat.
MAY 1914-9. La Propicia Combat.
AGO 1914-18. Battle of La Boca (Las Palmas).
1914-22 OCT. New revolutionaries attack to La Boca.
DIC 1914-8. Battle of Las Piedras.
FEB 1915. Capture of Colonel Concha.
MAY 1922-22. Arrives the Italian military mission.
1924-31 AUG. Takes the Chair Dr. Gonzalo Córdova.
1924 OCT. It creates the Military League formed by junior officers.
JUL 1925-9. Military ignore President Córdova.
1932-31 JAN. He was mugged in Tulcán, the battalion Manabi.
1932-11 APR. The Guayaquil Gulf War begins.
AUG. 1932-29. The “four days” War starts until September 1.
MAY 1933 to 1918. Revolt units stationed in Quito.
MAY 1933 to 1920. Battle of Tapi.
1936-28 NOV. Combat the “Four Hours” occurs.
DIC from 1939 to 1917. Aurelio Mosquera president dies, and is temporarily
replaced by Carlos Arroyo del Río.
1940-12 JAN. Arroyo del Rio wins the election.
JAN 1941-4. Peruvian soldiers open fire on the detachment of Corral Viejo.
1941-21 MAR. The government issued the decree to appeal to the barracks.
JUN 1941-9. Commander of battalion Cayambe was attacked when visiting
his subordinates in the archipelago of Jambelí.
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JUL 1941-5. An Ecuadorian patrol was attacked with fire in the area of Huaquillas and clashes occurred in the area of the detachments.
JUL 1941-6. It was established in the afternoon, a relative calm.
1941-23 JUL. From dawn start is given to the aggression of the Ecuadorian
border detachments in El Oro
1941-24JUL. Fighting intensifies.
25 JUL 1941. Naval Combat of Jambelí. Covered themselves with glory the
crew of gunboat Calderón.
1941-25 JUL. Attack starts to Macara.
1941-26 JUL. Ceasefire that only respected Ecuador.
1941-29 JUL. Peruvian attacks continue ignoring the ceasefire.
1941-31 JUL. Supposedly Peru promised to accept the ceasefire, but that day
attacked Cazaderos and Progress.
1941-31 JUL. Attack the post of lieutenant Tarqui and death of Maximiliano
Rodriguez and corporal Luis Minacho.
AGO 1941-1. Attack to Yaupi detachment.
AGO 1941-2. Santiago was attacked and death of Lieutenant Hugo Ortiz.
1941-10 AGO. Attack to Zapotillo, province of Loja.
AGO 1941-11. Combat in Rocafuerte (Oriente).
AGO 1941-12. The detachment of Huachi was attacked, but days before, on
July 31, was taken by the Peruvians the post of Corrientes River in the East.
1941-11 SEP. Combat of Cune or Porotillo.
1941-18 SEP. Combat of Panupali.
1956-12 MAR. The first course of pilots of the Army Aviation opens.
1956-26 JUN. War Academy reopens and arrives another Chilean military
mission. Among other officers who compose was Major Augusto Pinochet.
1956-29 OCT. The first jump of Ecuador military skydiving was made by
the pioneers.
DIC from 1956 to 1917. Graduation of the first class of pilots of Army Aviation.
AGO 1960-17. Velasco Ibarra ignores the Protocol of Rio de Janeiro.
1962-31 MAR. Young Ecuadorian rebels are concentrated in the Hacienda La
Gripola in Santo Domingo.
ABR 1962-2. Were captured by Army paratroopers.
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1962-15 NOV. Transfer weapon is created.
AUG 1963-4. With General Order No. 098 of this date, signed by General
Luis Cabrera, Military Intelligence Detachment is created.
OCT 1968-4. The Army Corps of Engineers is created.
1978-10 JAN. In the area of Machumarentza, a Peruvian soldier dies as a
result of his encounter with an Ecuadorian patrol.
1980-11 SEP. The Charter of Conduct Riobamba, which was signed among
others, overcome disputes peacefully.
DIC from 1980 to 1918. The Declaration of Santa Martha, reiterating subscribe “respect for territorial integrity and sovereignty continental.”
1981-22 JAN. An Ecuadorian helicopter, piloted by Lt. Víctor Hugo Valencia, was gunned down by a Peruvian helicopter in Paquisha.
1981-28 JAN. Peruvian military helicopters bombarded Paquisha post.
1981-29 JAN. Paquisha shelling restart, 150 Peruvian soldiers disembark.
1981-30 JAN. Intensify shelling, the defenders retreat to surrounding places
Paquisha.
1981-13 FEB. Observers from friendly countries and established that Mayaicu and Machinaza were occupied by Ecuadorian soldiers.
1981-19 FEB. While bombed three helicopters to Machinaza, was hit a Peruvian helicopter; copilot dies and injured three officers and eight troops.
1981-26 FEB. Bilateral meetings Huaquillas and Aguas Verdes in order to
ensure the cessation of hostilities.
MAY 1981 to 1924. The Ecuador paid tribute to his soldiers in the Olimpico
Atahualpa Stadium. In the afternoon President Jaime Roldós died and his
entourage, in a plane crash in the province of Loja.
1981-18 JUN In another plane crash, while conducting surveys on the border, General Rafael Hoyos Rubio, General Commander of the Peruvian
Army dies.
AGO 1985-29. Jungle Brigade No. 21 Cóndor is created.
MAR 1986-7. General Frank Vargas revolts against the defense minister,
General Luis Piñeiros.
1987-16 JAN. President Leon Febres Cordero and his entourage were abducted.
1987-1988 Starts construction and occupation of the detachment of Pachacutec.
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1988-31 JAN. The electoral contest that led to the president Dr. Rodrigo
Borja starts.
1991-JUL. By the presence of the detachment of Pachacutec two patrols were
confronted in the area of Etza.
1991-30 SEP. Dr. Borja proposed a papal arbitration to settle the border problem.
ENE 1992-9. Visit to Ecuador until January 11, President Alberto Fujimori,
accompanied by his wife Susana Higuchi.
AGO 1992-10. Starts the presidency of Sixto Duran Ballen architect.
DIC from 1992 to 1910. Dies in plane crash at the entrance to Quito, General
Carlomagno Andrade, General Commander of the Army.
1994-16 NOV. In a helicopter crash in the East, died General Miguel Iturralde, General Commander of the Army.
DIC from 1994 to 1912. The commander of Infantry Battalion Callao, threatens to leave their bases to Tcrn. César Aguirre, commander of Battalion No.
63 Gualaquiza Selva.
JAN 1995-3. They arrive at the Cave of the Tayos 1 volunteer conscripts and
15 Peruvians. Three days later did 2 officers and 17 conscripts.
1995-26 JAN. Four Ecuadorian battle teams, Peruvian soldiers evict the
North Base, which operations are initiated, especially since the next day. Attacked the bases and detachments Tayos Caves, Soldado Monge, Coangos,
Lieutenant Ortiz, South Base, the “Y” and Tiwintza.
1995-10 FEB. Ecuadorian fighter planes shoot down three similar aircraft Peruvian. Prior to this date were to derivatives by four Peruvian air defense
helicopters; and a plane Canberra.
1995-22 FEB. When the ceasefire was in effect, the Peruvian troops attacked
strongly in the so-called “black Wednesday.”
1995-10 MAR. The foreign ministers of Ecuador, Peru, and representatives
of the guarantor countries meet in Brasilia, to verify compliance with the
Declaration of Itamaraty and the rules governing the MOMEP.
MAY 1995 to 1924. The award is given to the War Merit Grand Cross units
and outstanding fighters.
1998-26 OCT. Presidential Act of Brasilia which ended the conflict and restored peace is signed.
MAR 1999-8. The called bank holiday occurs and also affected the Armed
Forces.
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2000-10 JAN. President Jamil Mahuad announced that the country implemented the dollarization system that the exchange rate will be 25,000 sucres
per dollar unit.
2000-21 JAN. President Mahuad was ousted by the Junta of National Salvation built by Colonel Lucio Gutiérrez, Antonio Vargas and Carlos Solórzano. They were supported by a group of soldiers, indigenous and social
movements.
2000-22 JAN. Succession takes place in the presidential term. The then Vice
President Gustavo Noboa became the constitutional president of Ecuador.
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LIBRARY OF THE ECUADORIAN ARMY
LIST OF PUBLICATIONS PUBLISHED BY C.E.H.E.
“The tragic week in Guayaquil” 1st. Edition.
Volume 1: “The Army in a hundred years of republican life 1830-1930”
by Remigio Romero y Cordero.
Volume 2: “Records of the Military School” by Hernán Andrade Amilcar
and Tapia.
Volume 3: “Records of the War of 1828-1829”, Marshal Antonio José de
Sucre.
Volume 4: “People and soldiers of my country,” William Noboa.
Volume 5: “Historical and Geographical Atlas of the Amazon”, several
authors.
Volume 6: “General Juan José Flores founder of the Republic of Ecuador,” Father Jorge Villalba (SJ).
Volume 7: “Critical History of the murder committed on the person of
the Gran Mariscal de Ayacucho”, José Antonio Irisarri.
Volume 8: “Defender of the book review history murder in the person of
the Gran Mariscal de Ayacucho”, José Antonio Irisarri.
Volumen 9: “El Gran Mariscal de Ayacucho”, de Antonio Flores Jijón.
Volume 10: “The art of command”, Andre Gavet.
Volume 11: “Vision and Revision Bolivar” by José Luis Salcedo Bastardo.
Volume 12: “Captain Garaycoa Abdón Calderón,” the Tcrn. (Sp) Macías
Núñez Édison.
Volume 13: “Quito in Mainas” General Gándara Marcos Enríquez.
Volume 14: “Basic studies on the Ecuadorian nationality”, several authors.
Volume 15: “Introductory speech and proceedings of the first Constituent Congress of Ecuador 1830” General Gándara Marcos Enriquez.
Volume 16: “The defense of the country of Quito,” Dr. Jorge Núñez Sánchez
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Volume 17: “The year 1941 Ecuador and the Rio Protocol,” Gándara
General Marcos Enríquez
Volume 18: “Ecuador and statesmen”, volume I of General Marcos Enríquez Gándara
Volume 19: “Quito wars for independence” of Col.. (Sp) Galo Chacón
Izurieta
Volume 20: “The tragic week in Guayaquil” second edition, General
Marcos Enríquez Gándara.
Volume 21: “General History of the Ecuadorian Army” 8 volumes, Tcrn.
(Sp) Macías Núñez Édison.
VOLUME 1: “Indian troops, militias and phalanges”
VOLUME 2: “The Army in the wars of independence”
VOLUME 3: “The Ecuadorian Army and its presence in the nineteenth
century”
VOLUME 4: “The Ecuadorian Army in Alfarist revolution”
VOLUME 5: “Ecuadorian army in the campaign of 1941”
VOLUME 6: “The Ecuadorian Army before and after ....”
VOLUME 7: “A Winner Army: The Campaign Cenepa”
VOLUME 8: “The Army in the security and development of the country”
Volume 22: “History of Cavalry weapon” Col. (Sp) Luis F. Bravo.
Volume 23: “Victory in the Cenepa” several authors.
Volume 24: “Testimonies for the story: Victory Cenepa” the Tcrn. (Sp)
Macías Núñez Édison.
Volume 25: “Foreign Military Missions and their contribution to the professionalization of the Ecuadorian Army”, the Tcrn. (Sp) Macías Núñez
Édison.
Volume 26: “Soldiers and fighting for independence, Tcrn. (Sp) Macías
Núñez Édison.
Gala book “A Brief History of the Ecuadorian Army” Feb-2005 CEHE.
Paper No. 1: “The Colonel Carlos Montúfar and Larrea (1780-1816),” Angel of Gen. I. Chiriboga.
Notebook No. 2: “Captain Abdón Calderón Garaycoa” Muñoz Wilson
Almeida.
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